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OAS Mine Action Program

United States Southern

Command, SOUTHCOM

SOUTHCOM has humanitarian demining programs in several Central American
countries. With help from the OAS, SOUTHCOM is able to make progress in helping this area become mine free.
byMAIC
This article is based on Mr. Scott Getters presentation .from the Military Contributions to Humanitm·ian Demining Conference held in Tampa,
Florida, in january 2001. Mr. Getter is tl1e Program Mam1ger for Humanitarian De mining operations at C!NC So uth.

Background
SOUTHCOM uses the
US Army Special Operations Force (SOF) to conduct humanitarian demining. It is fortunate ro be
able to provide support in
Central America, Peru and
Ecuado r through a regional organization, rhe
Organization ofAmerican
States (OAS) and the Inter-American Defense
Board (IADB). These organizations assist in developing self-sustaining humanitarian d emin ing programs.
SOUTHCOM has supported OAS/
IABD in Larin America since 1995.

Promoting Mine Awareness
In 1998, SOUTHCOM starred
a humanitarian demining program in
support of the Peru/Ecuador peace
accords. Missions are task organized
using SOF and integrating Explosive
Ordnance Disposal (EOD) into missions starring this year.
The Psychological Operations
(PSYOP) detachment provides mine

awareness programs usmg surveys to
determine the best way to distribute
the information. This program has
used standard mine awareness signs,
as well as posters, Superman comics,
printed r-shirrs and school supplies to
promote mine awareness. The detachment will be conducting post-tests of
the program's effectiveness.

ternational supervisors, the Mission of
Assistance for the Removal of Mines
in Central America (MARMINCA)
located in Managua, which coordinates all training in Central America.
Guatemala has primarily a UXO
problem, which will require another
6-8 years for removal. Volunteer firemen, working in coordination with
the military, bring credibility to
rhe ream.
Costa Rica has a small
mine problem that will require
up to two years to complete.
Operations in Ecuador and
Peru are focused along a 78-kilometer stretch of the border
between the two countries that
is disputed. It is heavily mined
and remote, making for difficult and treacherous work.
Upcoming plans include
four missions per year divided
equally between Central
America and Peru/Ecuador. •

Program Summaries
Contact Information
Mr. Getter also summarized the
program in each country within the
SOUTH COM area of responsibility:
Honduras is in the final phase of
irs d emining program and by September of this year, it will be a mine-safe
coun try.
Nicaragua and the OAS/IADB
support an ambitious demining program. Over 600 people are involved
in units on multiple fronts. IADB also
supports regional headquarters of in-
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Mr. Scott Getter
Program Manager (HD)
HQ US CINC SOUTH
35 11 N.W. 91 " Ave.
Miami, FL 33172
Tel: 305-437-3031
Fax: 305-437-3457
E-mail: sgerrer@sprintmail.com

Organization of American
States Mine Action Program
Countries worldwide are supporting OAS' efforts to clear landmine-stricken areas in Central America by implementing a mine action program that will teach
courses in demining techniques and supervise and monitor mine clearance operations.

by Jaime Perales and Carl Case,
OAS
The Problem
Central America was a theater for
military conflicts for several decades
leading up to the 1990s. During these
conflicts, landmines were often used
by both government and irregular
forces. The majority of the mines used
were manufactured outside the region,
but some improvised explosive devices
were also used by armed insurgent
groups. In some cases, mine fields were
recorded with varying degrees of accuracy an d derail but in many instances, they were neither marked nor
documented in any way. Mines were
placed around military and economic
faci li ties, including telecommunications installations, power lines and
bridges, as well as along trails and
roads .
Long after these conflicts have
ended, their deadly legacy remains in
the form of thousands of anti-personnel mines that continue to threaten
large numbers of people living in Nica-

ragua, Honduras, Costa Rica and
Guatemala. In many rural areas, the
local population fears this threat, and
the re-establishment of normal patterns of life remains elusive. Numerous tracts of needed agricultural land
remain unusable, placing an added
economic burden on these areas and
leaving entire communities isolated
and econom ically depressed. Even
with the increased risk of living and
working in or near mine fields, the
pressures of the population and the
economy have forced many people to
remain in these zones. The danger to
the physical well-being of the people
of Central America, as well as the impediment rhar landmines pose to economic recovery and democratic governance, have made their elimination
an urgent humanitarian task.

The Response
The Central American peace process, which rook root in the past decade, helped resolve the internal conflicts in the region
and created a favorable elimare for strengthening econ omic development and
democratic institutions. As
these nations struggled to
consolidate peace, their governments asked the Organizatio n of American States
(OAS) for assistance in addressing landmine issues. In
1991, the Secretary General
of the OAS, with technical
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advice from the Inter-American Defense Board (IADB), requested that the
member stares and the permanent observers of the OAS cooperate in this
task. Under a series of mandates from
the OAS General Assembly, the Unit
for the Promotion of Democracy of the
OAS General Secretariat assu med overall responsibility for the conduct of this
pioneering and innovative initiative,
which became known as the Assistance
Program for Demining in Central
America (PADCA).
Since the program's inception, Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Colombia, El
Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Peru,
the United Stares and Venezuela have
provided military engineers and other
specialists to teach courses in demining
techniques and supervise and monitor
mine clearance operations. Other
countries, including Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Japan,
the Netherlands, Norway, Russia,
South Korea, Spain, Sweden, the
United Kingdom and the United

• Deminers at work in Ocotal, Nicaragua.

OAS Mine Action Program

States, have generously donated finances and equipment to this humanitarian task.
Program Goals

The OAS has continually expressed a firm commitment to support
the Member States in eliminating the
danger oflandmines. In the years since
PADCA was initiated, the program has
developed beyond an assistance program focused primarily on mine clearance in Central America into a comprehensive, multi-faceted mine action
effort throughout the Americas dedicated to the total elimination oflandmines and rhe conversion of the Western Hemisphere into an AP-landminefree zone. The OAS has also called on
the component organizations of the Inter-American System to participate in
the development of programs to support mine risk awareness and preventive education, physical and psychological rehabilitation ofvictims and socioeconomic reclamation of demined
zones. As the overall goals of the program have evolved, the Organization
has expanded PADCA into an effort
to attack all aspects of the mine problem throughout the Hemisphere,
called Comprehensive Action against
Antipersonnel Mines (AICMA) . The
AICMA program incorporates the previously existing demining assistance
effort into its structure and serves as
the focal point for the OAS on alllandmme tssues.
•

The first of 5,000
antipersonnel
mines exploded
by the Nicaraguan
government.

In accordance with the Ottawa
Convention of 1997, which prohibits
the use, stockpiling, production and
transfer of antipersonnel landmines
among signatory countries, the OAS
has asked Member States to ratifY and
comply with the Convention. The Organization has also established a landmine registry for the Western Hemisphere and has supported the development of new demining programs in the
Americas for all affected countries requesting assistance. Moreover, the
OAS, through the AICMA program,
has emphasized assistance to Member
States that are signatories of the Convention and request assistance with
landm ine stockpile destruction in order to meet their obligations.
Organizing the Effort

Based on nearly ten years of mine
action experience, the OAS assistance
program has developed a planning system using operational modules of six
months in duration. Modules are based
on an agreement between the affected
country and the OAS. It includes an
operating budget that estimates resource requirements for each specified
time period. This approach has ensured
both effective and transparent use of
the funds provided by the international
donor community and has maximized
the efficiency of mine action activities
in Central America.
The OAS program provides a significant amount of the equipment and
logistical support needed by
the
affected
countries. Technical equipment,
including mine
detectors, protective clothing
and other specialized items,
are provided to
permit the safe
detection and
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peres are coordinated by the Mission
for Mine Clearance Assistance in Central America (MARMIN CA), which is
based in Managua, Nicaragua and operates under the control of the IADB.
Challenges and
Accomplishments

•

A sapper demining in Nicaragua.

destruction of landmines and to give
the national deminers the confidence
necessary to carry out their tasks. Other
support, such as supplementary rations, life insurance and medical coverage, is also parr of the complete package that AICMA offers.
Each of the countries supported
by the program provides its own personnel and units to conduct mine
clearance. The number of deminers invo lved in operations has grown to
nearly 900 in Central America, as the
need for broader action has become apparent. Mine-affected countries also
provide logistical support within their
national capabilities, as well as medical care and emergency evacuation in
the case of accidents involving program
personnel.
Some 30 international supervisors
have been provided by members of the
IADB, including Argentina, Bolivia,
Brazil, Colombia, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Venezuela. Other
nations, including Canada and the
United Stares, have periodically provided military personnel to give training or technical advice on demining
and landmine stockpile destruction.
The activities of international military
supervisors, trainers and technical ex-

To date, the greatest challenge to
mine clearance has been found in Nicaragua. The Nicaraguan Government
has reported that some 135,000 landmines were buried throughout the
country during the 1980s. Mined areas include land around electrical rowers, bridges, communications facilities
and power plants, as well as along the
country's borders with Honduras and
Costa Rica. Although N icaraguan
Government officials have reported the
elimination of more than 62,000 landmines since clearance efforts began,
approximately 73,000 mines remain to
be located and destroyed. Following Nicaragua's signing and ratification
of the Ottawa Convention, the Nicaraguan Army has also destroyed
84 ,000 srockpi led antipersonnel
mines. The OAS and members of the
international donor community have
provided assistance with stockpile destruction, including international experts, to monitor the process.
In Honduras, demining operations began in September 1995, and
since that time, ten operational modules have been supported, resulting in
the destruction of more than 2,200
mines. As a result of these operations,
numerous tracts of land have been reclaimed and turned over to local authorities for development. In November 2000, Honduras became the first
of the OAS Member States ro eliminate entirely irs stockpiled antipersonnel mines when the Honduran Army
destroyed its reserves of nearly 8,000
mmes.
Demining activities began in
Costa Rica along the border of Nicaragua in October 1996. With support

from AI CMA, the Ministry of Public
Security has undertaken both mine
clearance operations and a public
awareness component ro prevent accidents involving the civilian population.
To date more than 300 of the estimated
1,000 existing mines and unexploded
devices have been found and destroyed.
Because Costa Rica possesses no srockpiled mines, completion of demining
operations will convert it to a minefree nation.
Following the signing of a peace
agreement in Guatemala, the OAS provided assistance in developing a mine
and unexploded ordnance clearance
program, which was launched in 1998.
The Guatemalan National Commission for Peace and Demining has overall responsibility for rhe national
project. Also participating in the program are the Volunteer Firemen's
Corps, the Guatemalan Army and demobilized members of the Guatemalan National Revolutionary Union.
Operations in Guatemala are somewhat unique within the OAS program,
as the primary threat comes from the
approximately 8,000 unexploded devices, including mortar and artillery
shells, aerial bombs and hand grenades,
which are scattered throughout Guatemalan territory. The clearance process requires extensive cooperation
among the three operational components, as well as a concerted effort to
communicate with the population of
affected zones in order to locate and
destroy hazardous items.
Since 1999, Peru and Ecuador
have carried out demining activities
along their common border as a key
component of their agreement to resolve longstanding territorial issues.
The OAS reiterated its support for
these and other related mine action
efforts in Resolution 1745 issued during the June 2000 General Assembly
meeting. An agreement to support a
program in Ecuador was finalized in
March 2001, with the initial phase of
activities to focus on mine srockpile de-
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struction. A similar agreement between
the OAS and the Peruvian Government was signed in May 2001. Ecuador and Peru have both expressed interest in carrying out accelerated stockpile destruction with international assistance. In each country, the international commun ity has provided or
promised more than $1 million (U.S.)
to operate the initial stages of these
mine action programs.
The Future

The AICMA program continues
to grow as additional OAS Member
States seek assistance in dealing with
their own landmine issues. In keeping
with renewed mandates from the OAS
General Assembly, the program has responded to requests for support from
the governments of Peru and Ecuador
in addressing their shared problem of
a common border contaminated by
some 130,000 landmines. OAS aid is
programmed to include technical, financial and logistical assistance in destroying their anti-personnel mme
stockpiles.
•

Marion Orozco,
10 years old,
was a victim of
an APM and
lost his leg
below the knee,
his arm below
the elbow, and
his leh eye.

About the Organization
The O rganization of American States (OAS) is the old est regional organization in the world, whose principle idea of creating an association of stares in
the Western Hemisphere dares to rhe 19'" century. T he Charter of the O rganization, adopted in Bogod, Colombia in 1948, declares that the promotion and
consolidation of representative democracy is one of its central principles. The
actions that the OAS has undertaken to promote democracy in the Hemisphere
have varied since its foundation, but the basis for these actions has remained
affixed to democratic ideals. T hrough the years, rhe O rganization has become
mo re actively involved in its support for democraric governance in the Americas.
In 1990, rhe Unit for rhe Promotion of Democracy was esrablished within
the OAS General Secretariat to provide guidance and support to member states
to strengthen their democratic institutions and procedures. The Unit's main
objective is to provide effective and immed iate response to OAS member stares
requesting advice o r assistance in modernizing or strengthening their political
institutions and democratic processes. One of the priority program areas of the
Unit is C omprehensive Action against Anti-personnel M ines. Since 1995, rhe
Unit has been responsible fo r rhe general coordinarion and supervision ofOAS
mine action effortS, with the technical support of the Inter-American Defense
Board.

AICMA is co nstantly searching
for new technologies ro increase the
speed, efficiency and safety ofclearance
operations. With the financial support
of the United States, a mine detection
dog component has been used within
the program since 1999 to enhance
area reduction and quality control sys• Marlene Talbott,
OAS Principle
Specialist and rehabilitation headquarters coordinator, vi si ts the
OAS prosthesis
rehabilitation
center.

terns. In the near fu ture, mechanical
clearance equipment will be in t roduced into N icaragua with both U .S.
and Japanese assistance.
In collaboration with the Swedish Government, a pilot program h as

been operating in N ica ragua since
1997 to assist with the physical and
psychological rehab ilitation of mine
victims. More than 300 people who
have no social security or other insu ra nce benefits have been provided with
transportation from their communities
to the program's rehabilitation center,
as wel l as lodging,
nourishment, prostheses, therapy and
medications.
As the scope of
mine action activities
expa nds, panne rships with other international and nongovernmental organizations are raking o n
greater importance.
Significant cooperation wi th the United
Nations is maintained on seve ra l
projects, including the establishment
of a mine action database, which was
funded by a grant from the U.N. Mine
Action Service. AJCMA is also developing a joint mine risk education and
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landmine accident prevention project
with UNICEF that will target ch ildren
in Nicaragua. Important efforts are also
being made to coordinate AICMA's
victim assistance component w ith
other international programs in conjunction with the Pan American
Health Organization, the Center for
International Rehabilitation, the Central American Bank for Economic Integratio n and th e Inter-Am er ican
Council for Integral D evelopment.
Other significant collaboration continues with important mine action nongovernmental organizations, including
the Canadian Landmine Foundation,
International Campaign to Ban Landmines, Landm ine Monitor, Land mine
Surv ivo rs' Network, Mine Actio n
G roup, Survey Action Center and Las
Damas de las Americas.
The countries that benefit from
this program have made a significan t
com mitment to sustain thei r national
efforts to eliminate the mine problem,
bur their efforts require co ntinued international support to succeed. With
sustained and enthusiastic assistance
from the donor community, rhe goal
of making the Western Hemisphere a
mine-free zone as soon as possible is
both tangi b le and achievable.
Demining in Central America shou ld
be completed by the end of 2001 in
Honduras, 2002 in Costa Rica, 2004
in Nicaragua and 2005 in Guatemala.

•

"All photot courtrry ofOAS.

Contact Information

Carl Case
Mine Action Program Consultant
Organization of American Stares
1889 F Street, N .W
Washington, D.C. 20037
Tel: 202-458-3631
Fax: 202-458-3545
E-mail: ccase@oas.org

IMSMA and Its Use in
Nicaragua
The Information Management System for Mine Action (IMSMA} was created to
coordinate and manage information pertaining to Land mine activity. The system
was designed to be the source for establishing international standards on minerelated information in order to assist humanitarian demining efforts worldwide.
gathering demining
info rm ation on an
international level.
The primary
objective of the
GICHD is the "promotion of international cooperation in
the field of mine action," something it
hopes to improve by
implemen t ing the
JMSMA. The system strengthens the
UN's role-and in
particular the role of
the UN Mine Action
Service (UNMAS)
~JJWJJtJ.lll!lwJ ~~JmgaJJ~JJ!
-as the primary in~~~uJ
.N.!:!WJJ
ternational resource
for information and
decisions related to
by Nicole Kreger, MAIC
landmines. It is used as a reference by
mine action organizations and indiBackground
viduals and as a method for setting the
standards for their projects.
Recognizing the need for a cenThe system offers its users anumtralized source for m ine-related infor- ber of benefits, including:
mation, the Geneva International Cen- •Expediting a mine action center
ter for Humanitarian Demini ng
startup with the Field Module
(GICHD) created the Information
"Starter Kit"
Management System for Mine Action
• Collecting and evaluating
(IMSMA) in April 1998, assisted by
information from many sources
the Center fo r Security Studies and
•
Improving
worldwide resource
Conflict Research (FSK) at Zurich's
allocation
Institute ofTechnology (ETH ). The
United Nations (UN) approved the •Facilitating the exchange and
expansion of knowledge
IMSMA Field Module in January
1999, accepting it as the standard for

• Creating international standards for
demining activity
• Providing general information as well
as technical support
•Enhancing overviews and
management of projects
•Aidi ng proper monitoring, planning
and implementation of programs
•Increasi ng options for personnel
distribution
•Improving the safety of deminers and
the general public
• Reducing costs for Mine Action
Centers (The GICHD provides
the international mine action
community with the Field Module
for free.)

Jot .MJ11a
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The System

The system is constructed as a
network through which organizations
can provide input and assess mine-related data. It was developed based on
previously existing mine action programs and the necessary support tools.
The IMSMA consists of two autonomous bur integrated information management systems, namely the Field
Module and the H eadquarter Module.
The two modules process information
on different levels.
T he Field Module is based on
standard software such as Microsoft
Access and ArcView and combines a
relational database with a geographical information system (GIS). Organizations enter data into their Field

Module, which manages the information locally. The Field Module can
produce a number of reports useful to
those on the mine action front. Such
reports include:
•Mines/UXO located and destroyed
• Areas cleared
•Hours spenr per clearance and in
total
•Accident a nd incident statistics
•Digital picture displays and printouts
of mine-infected areas
•Printed mine and UXO hazard maps
Additionally, the data is trans-

an information disseminatio n module,
as well as other tools, such as the Database of Mine Action Investments.
Through this system, results from the
Headquarter Module can be accessed
by individuals in the field, organizations, governments and others to aid
in future mine activity.
The system is multilingual and
can be customized to suit the user. It
handles four basic kinds of information: technical, operational, strategic
and political. Topics processed by the
system include dangerous areas, three
levels of information-gathering survey,
mine fields, clearances, incidents/acci-

improvemenrs and adjustments can be
made as needed, so that it may grow
and develop with new innovations in
the field of mine action.
T he first field module was installed in Kosovo in June 1999. Since
then, a number of other countries have
implemented use of the IMSMA. The
system is currently up and running in
C had, Yemen, Azerbaijan, Ethiopia,
Somalia, Estonia, E ritrea, Thailand
and Lebanon. N icaragua was one of
the most recent locations added to this
list, with system installation completed
in November 2000.
Use in Nicaragua

Headquarter fvl odule

Field Module

•

The flow of informati o n between
the Headquarter
and Field Modules.

ferred ro the Headq uarrer Module,
where it is compiled with other information and analyzed by the system .
The H eadquarter Module functions as
a decision support system, managing
information from all rhe Field Modules and creating a database for Field
Module users. The Headquarter Module itself is comprised of two modules,
an information processing module and

dents, lessons learned and a daily log.
The three levels of survey are:

• Levell : Assessment- measures the
socio-economic impact of mines/
UXO in a given area.
• Leve/2: Technical - defines the exact
boundaries of mine fields.
• Leve/3: Completion- declares an area
mine free.
The system is structured so that
• 8.

With current estimates of land
min es in Ni caragu a exceeding
100,000, the country's need for a system such as the IMSMA is apparent.
Hurricane Mitch hit the region hard
in 1998, causing mines to migrate from
mapped-out areas into unknown locations and putting th e co untry's
demining efforrs back at square one.
In October of the same year, an emergency plan was launched in response
ro the effects of the hurricane. The
damage caused by Mitch set demining
efforts back about two years, and estimates by the Assistance Program for
Demining in Ce ntral America
(PADCA) predict that mine clearance
efforts should be completed in 2004.
The Nicaraguan field module is
supported by the Organ ization of
American Stares (OAS) and is currently
being used by PADCA-a division of
the OAS-as well as by rhe National
Commission of Demining (CN D ).
PADCA's office in Managua currently
uses the system to gather and process
data specifically for Nicaragua. In the
near future, however, the OAS hopes
to expand rhe reaches of the IMSMA
to include other Cent ral American
countries.
Before using the system, the staff
underwent a two-month mandatory
training period . Two levels of training

are required-user level and administrative level. The user-level training
reaches users the basic operation of the
system. Administrative-level training
involves learning about the structure
and design of the system as well as how
to create reports, install applications,
back up information and program language access. IMSMA users are also
trained in using the Arc View software,
which includes learning how to manage the system's digitalized maps.
IMSMA aids Nicaragua in carrying out regional efforts and reporting
in formati on to the government.
PADCA National Coordinator, Carlos
Orozco, explains that it is also beneficial in helping to "keep a flow of information with the National Commission of Demining."
Currently, effortS in Nicaragua are
focused on completing the database.
PADCA has run into a few glitches
with the system, particularly in using
rhe maps, but these should be ironed
out very soon. Even in the short rime
since the module was installed, users
have been able to accomplish a number of tasks, incl uding:
•Working with the army to complete
Level 1 surveys
•Recording Level 2 minefield data
•Monitoring the progress of ongoing
dem ining tasks
•Keeping track of accidents/incidents

used to identifY victims and
provide assistance
• Mapping our locations of victims and
minefields using the ArcViewG IS software
• Using stored data to create new
reports on specific mine action
needs
Also, the system has already been
deemed the official source for mine
action information in Nicaragua.
In addition to the internal functions ofiMSMA, this system also aids
in focusing other mine-related projects
for irs users. In Nicaragua, it will help
mine action organizations to plan a
campaign before implementing it.
Also, PADCA is currently working on
a national guide to mine awareness,
and plans to use IMSMA to provide
assistance in making and using this
guide.

•Give demining organizations a betrer
idea of the scope of the problem
•Keep updated records on mine
VICtimS

• Improve rehabilitation processes
•Monitor demining activities in order
to develop more efficient strategies
and policies to assist the affected
population
•Help prioritize the objectives of T he
National Plan of Demining
•Measure the socio-economic impact
of mines on the co untry as
accurately as possible
With these objectives in mind,
PADCA hopes IMSMA will help in
getting a better handle on the mine
situation in Nicaragua and bring
peace- and peace of mind-to the
country's people. •
*All grapbic1 d o IMSMA

Conclusion

Contact Information

What does the future hold for
Nicaragua now that the IMSMA has
been implemented? Orozco hopes the
system will help in "implement[ing]
more efficient strategies and policies for
the affected population" and "prioritizing objectives to The National Commission for Demining." More specifically, he hopes to use IMSMA to:
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Carlos Orozco
Coordinador Nacional del PADCA
Organizacion de los Estados
Americanos
De Ia Iglesia el Carmen lc 112 abajo,
Frenre a Ia Embajada de Francia
Managua, Nicaragua
Tel: +505 266 1251
Fax: +505 266 0584
E-mail: oea_dmdo@ibw.com.ni

Interview with Col. Rowcliffe

The Inter-American Defense
Board, an interview with Colonel Rowcliffe
Colonel Rowcliffe discusses the efforts of the IADB, MARMINCA, OAS and PADCA
in coordinating demining efforts i n Central America.
assignment from member states of the
O A S.

port to MARMI NCA personnel and
the host nation d emin ing personnel.

MB: The IADB does a variety of military activities, and demining is one
aspect of that?

MB: H o w d oes it work for a host
country-for instance Ecuador and
Peru- that recently sig ned de m ining
agreements with the OAS-do th ey
come to t he OAS directly and req uest
demi n ing?

Col. R: Correct.
M B : So t h en do yo u wo rk with
PADCA through the OAS?

by Margaret S. Buse, Editor
Margaret Buse (MB): What are the
origins of the Inter-American Defense
Board (IADB)? H ow did it becom e
affiliated w it h the O rganization of
American States (OAS)?
Colonel C h arles Rowcliffe (Col. R):
T he IADB was initially created as a
s t and-alone o rganization during
World War II to u nite th e Americas
fo r the Allied cause. Later the Board
evolved an d became the uniformed
military advisory component to t he
OAS. T he Board includes the InterAmerican Defense College, w hich is
a lso su bordinate to the OAS. T h e
demining staff of the IADB supports
the OAS' demining action program in
the Americas. Basically, th ey m anage
the program, and we provide technical supervision to t he Internatio nal
Supervisors who form MARMINCA
(Mission of Assistance fo r the Rem oval
of M ines in Central America) in Central America. MARM INCA is com posed of uniformed mil itary officers
and non-commissioned offi cers on

Col. R: Like the dem ining staff,
there are other specialized staffs within
the IADB that interact di rectly w ith
their OAS counterparts. T he IAD B
demin ing staff supports the m ine action program, which is part of t he
OAS' Unit for the Promotion of Democracy. PADCA is the OAS' incountry element-they cond uct d irect
liaison with the host nation and provide ad ministrative and logistical sup-

• The IADB in Honduras. c/o IADB
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C ol. R: Each co untry program has
its peculiari ties. Typically, t he host
nation requests OAS' assistance in its
demining effort. T h e OAS m ine actio n p rogram is beneficial to t he host
nation because th e OAS seeks monetary assistance from do no r nations to
offset the expenditures associated with
a national dem ining program. T he
OAS' demining program, in additio n
to providing demining operations, also
consists of a mine awareness and victim assistance p rogram. After analyz-

ing the national demining plan provided by the host nation, the OAS,
with input from the IADB, proposes
a supportable dem ining program. The
program includes the presence of international officers who watch over
host-nation mine clearing operations.
The role of the international officers,
who are referred to as International
Supervisors in Central America, is to
ensure that dem ining operations conform to United Nations demining
standards.

eas that pose t he greatest risk to the
populace have the h ighest priority.
However, other factors come into play,
such as accessibil ity, evacuation capability and t ransportation to the mined
area. The International Supervisors of
MARMINCA play a role in this process because they are the OAS' rep resentative at the operational m ine-clearing site.
MB: When the country gives the OAS
a demi ning p lan, they draw the IADB
into it and it becomes a joint effort?

MB: Who does the initial surveying?
Col. R : The host natio n . Typ ically
each nation determines priority criteria for demini ng. Obvio usly t hose ar. MARMINCA
personnel are
comprised from
military forces
throughout the
Americas. c/o
IADB

C ol. R : Correct. The IADB plays a
complementary role in analyzing the
national plan ro ensure it is su pportable a nd meets the parameters of the

PESSOAL DA MARMINCA
Locais de Atua~ao
SITUACAO EM 30/ABR/01
a. Jefatura de Ia Mlsi6n (Managua - Nicaragua)
Cnel. Luis Felipe Ramos Gonzalez
Guatemala
Cap Rogerio Cetrim Siqueira
Brasil
b. Frente de Operaciones N" 3 (Juigalpa - Nicaragua)
3)
Cap. Paulo Fernando Curci Curti
Brasil
4)
TN Anulfo Jose C6rdova G6mez
Venezuela
5)
Cap. Frank Alexander Zurita Hernandez
Venezuela
6)
Cap. Bernardo Antonio Cadima Enriquez Bolivia
7)
Tte. Joio Marcelo G6mez da Silva Batista Brasil
8)
Tte. Ricardo Dency Abarca Meza
El Salvador
9) Sgto. 1• Niomar Schwamback
Brasil
c. Franta de Operaciones N" 4 (Ocotal - Nicaragua)
10) Cap. Jose Luis Araujo dos Santos
Brasil
11) Tte Cesar Augusto Loz:a Baldivieso
Bolivia
12) Tte. Eduardo Ernesto Ayala Sorto
El Salvador
13) Tte Orlando de Oliveira Marin
Brasil
14) Sub Tie. Duvier Arnoldo Mejia Ramos
El Salvador
15) .sgto. 1" Eraldo Rozendo Soares
Brasil
d. Frente de Operaciones N" 5 (Siuna- Nicara ua)
16) Cap. Ivan Alexei Arias Rodriguez
Guatemala
17) Tie. Marton Daniel Grala
Brasil
18) Sgto. 1° Declo AntOnio Kozievitch
Brasil
19) Sgto. 1" Israel Sanchez Rauda
El Salvador
20) Sgto 1° Ubiraci Jose dos Santos
Brasil
21 ) Sgto 1• Jose Luiz Garcia Villar
Brasil
e. Guatemala
122) IMyr. Luis Alejandro Jimenez Villarruel
Venezuela
123) 1Tte Manuel Antonio Castro lsaula
Honduras
124) !Tte. Jose Edgardo Milia Diaz
Honduras
f. Costa Rica
125) Cap. Wilson Guedes Loureiro
Brasil
L26l Tte. Carlos Etrafn Aguillar Hernandez
Honduras
127) Tte. Oscar Orlando Soler Soto
Honduras
g. Honduras (San Marcos de Col6n)
28) Myr. Antonio Jose Moreno Villamizar
Venezuela
29) Myr. Otto lsauro Mendez Calder6n
Guatemala
30) Cap. Robinson Javier Gonzalez del Rio
Colombia
31) Sgto. 1• Luis Fernando Moreno
Colombia
32) Sgto. 2° Dionisio Torres Sierra
Colombia

• Detonating a mine.
Observe that the
charges we re put
beside the mine. c/o
IADB

ON-establish ed demining standards.
In most cases, t he host nation is already conducting demining operations
and has a basis to know what is feasible. We are fortunate because the
objectives of the national dem in ing
plan coincide with the objectives of the
OAS and by extensio n MARMINCA.
T he bottom li ne being to conduct safe
demining operations with in the parameters of international standards in
the most feasible manner possible.
MB: What do you think has changed?

1)
2)

Col. R.: Who would have thought 20
years ago that the Central American
n ations would cooperate w ith each
other and accept uniformed military
personnel from neighboring countries
to conduct demining operations? T hat
there is th is level of political-military
cooperation is a credit to the OAS'
ability to overcome h istorical political sensi tivities and gain multilateral
cooperation.
M B: Do you think a structure like this
would work in Eastern Europe?

I
I
I

I
I
I

Col. R : The circumstances are different. A multi-national approach to
demining under t he auspices of a capable regio nal organization is based on
cooperation and trust. These conditions are essential for a cooperative
humanitarian demin ing program to
succeed, and my understanding is that
Eastern Europe faces challenges 1n
these areas .

Interview with Col. RowcU!fe
MB: Do you ever work with any
of the NGOs or corporate com panies?
Col. R: We do on both counts
to a limited degree. NGOs and
corporate companies interact
more with the OAS. NGOs play
a more important role in the
humanitarian demining process
in some regions o f the world and
frequently provide the stimulus
for humanitari a n d em inin g.
Prom an IADB perspective, their
contribu tions at international
demining forums are informative
and relevant. Regarding corporate companies, we do interact
on a limited bas is with suppliers
and track the latest trends in
demining technology. Until recently, a corp o rate compa ny
trained and m a intain ed th e
demining dogs in the regio n.

• Dogs have been successful in many demining operations throughout Central America. do OAS

MB: Do yo u ever incorporate any
other aspects of mine action such as
mine awareness?
Col. R: Yes. As I mentioned, dem ining
is but one pillar of the OAS' min e action program- the others being mine
aware ness a nd victim ass is ta n ce .
Though the IADB's involvement is
limited, our activities in-country are
coordinated to ensure an integrated
effo rt, which is the basis of the OAS'
Mine Action Program.
MB: What is your opinio n o n the integrated approach to mine action ?
Col. R: In the case of the OAS, which
has the good fortun e to exercise a regional approach to demining, it makes
perfect sense. Basically, the result is a
full-spectrum demining program that
allows for the coordinated and synchronized use of limited resources.

MB: Many feel that you canno t be a
jack-of-all-uades when it comes to
m111e acnon.
Col. R: I agree. T he synch ronization
of assets to address the political, logistical and operation al variables o f a
demining program are a constam challenge. W e are again fo rtunate because
our program d raws on the strength of
a civil ian-military (OAS- lADB) structu re to best address the regional challenges we face. The system works, bur
that is not to say that it is perfect. We
are always learning and hopefully im p rovll1g.
MB: How effective have mine dogs
been in d emining Central America?
Col. R: M any variables determine the
success of mine dogs. While they serve
an important role in the d emining
program, there are limitations to their
utilization. Terrai n, weather and previous explosions can all impact a mine
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dog's perfo rm ance. Mine dogs have
served us well in C entral America and
are integrated in d emining operations.
One observatio n I have made is that
we at times forget that the hu man handle r requires as much or m ore t raining as his canine companion.
MB: Is it a funding p roblem o r a terra in p roble m that large eq ui pment
hasn't been used?
Col. R: Mostly a terrain problem but
obviously large machinery is expensive
and is not always suited fo r non-standard o r nuisance m ine fields, especially
when the amount of mines does not
jus tify th e expe nse . W e rece ntl y
thought we had the ideal parameters
fo r demining machinery implementatio n, but the experts who conducted
a site survey told us otherwise.

Col. R: I th ink we are unique because
we benefi t fro m regional cooperation
and nationa l will. The coope rative
spi rit is amplified by the mine action
umbrella provided by a regional organization-the OAS. After all, unless
there are abuses, it is difficu lt to cri ticize humanitarian demining efforts,
especially when it is part of a mine
action program. Additionally, the
MARMINCA supervisors are an eager group of proud officers and NGO s
who bring energy and professionalism
to the cause.

recommendation will be based on
their national d emining plan, which
serves as a base document. Our recommendation is staffed through the
OAS and once approved, it will be
presented to the Ecuadorian government. r have oversimplified the process as there is considerable coordinatio n and negotiation among all participants to ensure a supportable program. Again, we are fortu nate because
o u r MARMINCA experience in Central America will help us avoid potential pitfalls.

MB: What will be the time frame for
the mission in Ecuador?

MB: Is there anything else that you
will be doing in the next year ahead?

Col. R: Last month Ecuador signed
an agreement with the OAS- operations should be up and running by
next year. Fro m the IADB's perspective, we will work with the OAS and
Ecuadorian rep resentatives to determine their requirements. Our support

Col. R: Yes. In addition to Ecuador,
the lADB will be supporting the soon
to-be-signed OAS Peru m ine action
agreement. Later this month we will
participate in the UN-sponsored International Mine Action Standards
(IMAS) regional workshop in Lima,

Peru. The IMAS is the baseli ne document to standardize humanitarian
demining. The !MAS is a tedious but
essential process, as it provid es the
operational parameters for the conduct
of humanitarian demin ing throughout
the world. •

Biography
Colonel C harles Rowcliffe is a
U.S. Army Foreign Area Officer with
five tou rs in South America. H e served
as Defense Attache in Paraguay and
most recently in Brazil. He is an MA
graduate of Latin Am erican Stud ies at
Stanford Un iversity.

Contact Information
Colonel Charles Rowcliffe
United States Army
Chief, Dem ining Staff
Inter-American Defense Staff
Washington, D .C. 20441
Tel: (202) 939-7 576

LOGROS DEL PADCA HASTA El30 DE ABRIL DE 2001
FECHAS
MinasiArtefactos Destruidos
COSTA RICA Desechos de Guerra
!Area Banida
MinasiArtefactos Destruidos
GUATEMALA Desechos de Guerra
Area Barrida
MinastArtefactos Destrufdos
HONDURAS
Desechos de Guerra
Area Barrida
MinasiArtefactos Destruidos
NICARAGUA Desecllos de Guerra
Area Banida
MiMs Destrufdas
SOMA
Desechos de Guerra
Area Barrlda

Hasta 12/00
323
4257
126706.90
234
1896
7751 .50
2241
52741
368762.5
8150
157266
295128.25
10148
216160
798349.15

Jan
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
105
3005
6070
107
3005
6070

Feb
4
240
2479
5
0
0
0
0
0
508
3364
11705.5
517
3604
14184.5

• MARMINCA demining operations as of April2001 . do IAOB

MB: Is there anything about the m ine
sit uation that is unique to Cen tral
America?
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Mar
0
32
344
3
0
0
0
0
0
21 3
10696
36801
21f
10728
37145

Abr
0
110
1880
0
0
0
0
1
2856
171
5788
22731
171
5897
27467

Jun

~~

-

-

01/01-06101
4
382
4703
10
0
0
0
1
2856
997
22851
77307.5
1011
23234
84866.5

TOTAL
327
4639
131409.9
244
1896
7751.5
2241
52742
371618.5
9147
180117
372435.75
11959
239394
883215.65

Mine Dogs in Central America

Latin America

Mine petection Dogs in Central
Amenca: An Optimum Technology?
Using mine detection dogs offers many benefits as well as challenges. In the
often rough terrain of Central America, dogs can detect mines where machinery
is useless, yet climate and disease pose threats to the dogs' effectiveness and
sometimes even their survival.
by Jaime Perales, OAS
Introduction
•

Bo nding wi th handlers is a key aspect for
successful mine dog
training. c/oOAS

The different scenarios 1n the
world in demining have no simple solutions. In countries such as South
Africa, heavy machinery has been, o n

some occasions, an optimum technology to solve some of its most sensitive
problems. As a general rule, difficult
soil and thick vegetation have hampered machine activities in all countries where anti-personnel landmines

exist. In mountainous Central American countries such as Honduras and
Nicaragua, the terrain has rendered
heavy equipment inadequate. In these
countries, the Organization ofAmerican States (OAS) has begun to use
mine detection dogs to complement
existing technology.

According to Ronco Consulting
Corporation, a for-profit organization
that has provided the canine support
to the OAS demining efforts, dogs
have a sense of smell1 000 times stronger than that of humans. This keen
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sense of smell allows dogs to track and
detect mines and unexploded o rdnance sown in areas that are inaccessible ro mechanized clearance equipment.
Training
Generally, dogs stan their training at 18 months of age. This training
lasts approximately eight to 10 weeks
and takes place in the training academy, located near San Antonio, Texas.
Following the initial training, the dogs
are shipped to the country where they
will work and spend two to three
weeks getting acclimated. During the
training, special seems are used, and
defused mines and explosives are
placed in trees and buried in the soil
to further develop the dogs' sense of
smell. Some general issues for dog selection that ensure quality performance are discipline, control and co ncentration. The dogs should possess
the ability to find even small fragments
of explosives and must respond to the
commands of their handlers.
The OAS canine demining program in Central America began in
1998. Since that time, 12 Belgian
Malinois were trained in Honduras.
Upon completion of their training, the
OAS distributed four dogs to Honduras, four to Nicaragua and four to
Costa Rica. More animals were assigned to Nicaragua since this country has more AP landmines .

The OAS canine operation has
cost approximately $1,500,000 (U.S.)
for the first two years of operations,
which includes transportation, training, food and veterinary attention. The
duration of an average dog's effective
landmine work is six years. Afterwards,
the animal is adopted as a pet.
Benefits of Mine Detection Dogs
M ine detection dogs in Central
America are useful for developing specific tasks in low-density minefields,
and these tasks can be executed effectively. For instance, dogs are particularly effective in providing quality control in zones previously demined by
sapper platoons.
In areas of difficult terrain, dogs
also supplement equipment that cannot be used to its full capacity. Such
was the case in magnetized areas of
Cerro el Variador in Nicaragua. In this
zone, dogs detected mines and UXO
where the mine detectors could not.
Additionally, dogs have assisted in locating plastic anti-personnel landmines with only small metallic parts
that are difficult to detect with electronic instruments.
Chall enges in Using Demining
Dogs
D ogs have to cope with some
problems related to locating anti-personnel landmines in Central America.
For example, as per international requirements, anti-personnellandmines
are exploded in the zone where they
are fo und. After the destruction of the
mines, dogs have w wait at least 15
days before re-entering a mine field to
ensure that the explosive odor has

cleared and does not contaminate the
dog's sense of smell.
Additionally, climate conditions,
thick vegetation and terrain are other
important variables that affect the
work of mine detection canines. Dogs
are not effective in extreme weather
conditions. In Central America, vegetation and summer's extreme heat of
more than 48 degrees Celsius can
hamper the dogs' efficiency, especially
pertaining to their concentration.
Heavy rain during the "wet season" in
Central America also impedes the
dogs' work, although so me studies
have shown that rain affects the trainer
more than the dog. Mine detection
dogs are also less effective when employed on steep slopes, and those in
the OAS program are generally not
used on inclines of more than 45 degrees.
According to the 1999 seminar
"World-Wide Mine Detecting Dogs"
celebrated in Ljubljana, Slovenia, extreme weather conditions can alter the
chemistry of explosives making it undetectable to dogs. Mine detection
dogs may not always be effective in
detecting booby traps, although they
are relatively proficient in finding
tripwires used on mines and other devices.
The mine detecting dog is a more
delicate tool and requires more attention than a machine. H eat, insects and
local parasites have caused some of
them to become seriously ill and even
die. In some regions, local culture can
also adversely affect canine mine detection operations. People must learn
to live peacefully with the animals and
prevent their neighbors from harming
them.
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Conclusion
Canine mine detection has both
its advantages and disadvantages. Dogs
provide an added dimension and capability to mine clearance operations
that should be considered as pan of
an overall demining system that includes manual, mechanical and canine
detection methods. Moreover, a combination of mine detection canines,
trainers and sappers, which accounts
for the comparative advantages and
limitations of dogs, can create an optimum technology for demining in
Central America in areas of low-density mine fields and in mine verification activities of previously demined
zones. •
Biography
Since 1995, Jaime Perales has
been the Mine Action Consultant with
the OAS' Unit for the Promotion of
Democracy. He holds a master's degree in Government/Latin American
Studies from Georgetown University
and is a doctoral candidate of Latin
American Literature and Cultural
Studies, also at Georgetown. Mr.
Perales also dances salsa and enjoys
weighdifting.
Contact Information
Mr. Jaime Perales
Organization of American States
Unit for the Promotion of Democracy
1889 F Street, N.W, 8'h Floor
Washington, D.C. 20006
Tel: (202) 458-3589
Fax: (202) 458-6250
E-mail: jperales@oas.org
Website: www.oas.org/

The Clearest Sense of Danger

The Clearest Sense of Danger
Captain Hernandez recounts his story of how training classes and stepping into
a mine field are two very different circumstances. Though the dangers are terrifying, it is the humanitarian rewards that keep this deminer going back.
• "Every mine found
is an accomplish·
ment."
-Capt . Frank A.
Zurita
c/oAP

by Captain Frank A. Zurita
Hernandez, MARMINCA
It is not possible to imagine what
a mine field is really like until stepping
into one. Before becoming a member
of a group of international demining
supervisors provided by the Inter-

American Defense Board (IADB), my
knowledge of landmines was limited
to the theoretical training I had received at the Venezuelan Military
Academy and during officer training
courses. When I arrived in Nicaragua
to join the Assistance Mission for Mine
C learance in Central America (known
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as MARMINCA), I did not
have a clear picture of the
country's situation. I knew that
in the 1970s and 1980s there
had been a bloody internal
struggle in Nicaragua, but I did
not learn that landmines had
been used in this conflict until
after I was assigned to the missiOn.
During my first week of
orientation and training, I became familiar with the Organization ofAmerican States (OAS)
demining program and with the
functions ofMARMINCA. Immediately following this, I was
assigned to the city of Juigalpa,
located in the Department of
Chontales, where the headquarters for Operational Front N umber 3 was located. The work in
this region is very diverse, with
mine fields located primarily
near bridges and high-tension
towers.
My first contact with landmines rook place near a bridge.
The mine situation around
bridges in Nicaragua is unique
due to the effects of Hurricane
Mitch, which struck the country in 1998. This devastating
storm affected nearly all ofNicaragua, as rivers flooded washing out
many bridges. As a result, some mines
were carried off by floodwaters and deposited, in some instances, thousands
of meters away, increasing the risk of
accidents and forcing us to widen our
search patterns. In addition, mines that
were not displaced were covered with

•

Supervisors play key roles when challenging situations arise in the field. c/o IADB

more than a meter of mud and
rocks rendering mine detectors useless
m some cases.
Tackling this type of work demands a great deal of knowledge and
experience. In this regard, the Nicaraguan Army, having been involved with
the program for four years, has many
experienced deminers among its ranks.
With respect to the international supervisors, experience consists not only
of the time spent working with mines,
bur also in the ability to manage challenging situations. The experienced
deminer's principal enemy is overconfidence, and overco nfidence in this
field can kill. An international supervisor must always guard against this
overconfidence, which results in constant exposure to danger and must always consider the fact that something
could go wrong. Therefore, deminers
and supervisors must work as a single
team, with their success dependent on
the level of communication they
achieve.
The first time I entered a mine
field, I felt the clearest sense of danger
I have ever fel t in my life. Despite having a metal detector and protective
equipment, with each step I wondered
if there would be a mine where I

walked. With time, this sensation tends
to disappear, but it is a good idea to
maintain this feeling to some extent
and use it on occasion. Mines are the

enemy and in a way, man's ingeniousness in creating them is surprising.
They are weapons that can change the
lives of those who have the misfortune
of encountering them and survive their
terrible effects. The most dangerous of
these is the PP-Mi-Sr-11, which was
manufactured in former Czechoslovakia and is capable of spreading 1500
shrap nel fragments over a 50-meter
radius. Others like the PMN, PMD-6
and the POMZ-2 are also common
and dangerous in their own right, but
their psychological effect in a mine
field is less than that of the PP-Mi-Sr11.
Not only men and machines fight
against these weapons. Technology will
never surpass nature, which is why we
depend on another asset: the dog. The
instincts of these animals are more
impressive than one can imagine.
Watching them work, sniffing the terrain and then signaling the discovery

"Far from the dangers and implications associated
with this delicate, difficult mission, there is also
joy. When I visit the dusty roads that lead to the
small communities in Nicaragua and see neatly
uniformed children on their way to school, I can
fully understand and appreciate the humanitarian side of this mission. Every year, community
members become victims of this terrible product
of war. For this reason, every mine found is an
accomplishment: it is the guarantee that a child
will be alive and healthy, it is the satisfaction of
seeing the people from this noble country freely
cultivating and farming their land, it is synonymous with development, and finally, it is a personal triumph."
• 17 .

Demining in Suriname

•

Demining in Suriname

Capt. Hernandez feels
over confidence can be a
deminer's enemy.
c/ o!ADB

Since 1992, when a peace agreement was reached in Suriname, the OAS has
been instrumental in demining activities throughout the country. The efforts of
the Surinamese National Army as well as those of other governments have aided
the country in clearing mine-affected areas and allowing civilians to return to
their homes.
by A. Edgardo C. Reis, Chief Coordinator, OAS Special
Mission to Suriname
UVANA

Background

After achieving independence in 1975, the Republic
of Suriname experienced periods of intense political and
economic instability. In 1986, a guerilla war broke our in
rhe eastern region of the country and for the next six years,
the
Surinamese
armed forces were involved in a bloody
conflict with fi ve illegally-armed groups.
A Long -Awaited
Peace

of a mine, convinced me that nature
has no limits. These "4x4's," as they
are affectionately known, are part of
our family and are treated like true
deminers.
As an international supervisor, I
am very proud to represent my country and to participate in this program.
Since my assignment to the demining
program, I have participated in the
destruction of354 AP mines and more
than 300 pieces ofUXO. I have gained
experience working with the armed
forces of different countries and have
made these colleagues my family while
serving in this country. I am not ready
to leave and there are many more mines
to destroy but when the rime arrives
for me to depart, I will go convinced
that the supervisors will continue to
ensure others' safety. •

Biography

Capt. Frank A. Zurita Hernandez
was born on January 8, 1968, in
Caracas, Venezuela. He entered the
Venezuelan Military Academy in 1986.
In 1990, he was awarded a scholarship
to culminate his studies at the Saint
Cyr Military Academy in France and
went on, from 1991 to 1992, to carry
out a basic armored cavalry course in
the Saumur College in France. In
1992, he went on to perform duties as
a Tactical Officer in the Venezuelan
Military Academy and graduated from
a mid-level course in armored cavalry
in the Col. Juan Guillermo Iribarren
College in Venezuela. In 1994, he carried our his duties as the Squad Commander of the 5102 motorized cavalry
squadron and became an Officer In-
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structor of the Venezuelan College of
Armored Cavalry. From 1996 to 1998,
he worked as Officer of the Military
House of the Presidency of the Venezuelan Republic. In 1999, he completed a one-year term as Personnel
Officer of the Venezuelan Army's College of Equitation. During this rime,
he was also the company commander
of Headquarters Battalion "Daniel
Florencio O'Leary."
From June 2000 to June 2001,
Capt. Frank A. Zurita Hernandez was
commissioned as an international supervisor of MARMINCA in Nicaragua.
Contact Information

Capt. Frank A. Zurita Hernandez
E-mail: marminca@lbw.com.ni

support of Holland. The
mine-clearing activities
were conducted by memW ith the assistance of the Organibers of the Surinamese
Army, technically sup zation of American
ported by members of the
States (OAS), theReBrazilian military and supub lic of Suriname
and t he illegally- • Deminers working in Suriname. The terrain is comprised mainly of rain pervised and assisted by
OAS. The operations conarmed groups signed
forests. c/o OAS
centrated mostly in comba peace accord in August 1992. As soon as the demobilization process was com- ing the mined areas in search of booby-traps and anti-perpleted, the OAS, through a Special Mission ro Suriname sonnellandmines. Hundreds of weapons, booby traps and
(SMS) , helped the Surinamese National Army destroy the mines were destroyed, allowing former inhabitants of the
weapons handed over to the Mission and conduct demining areas, who were refugees in neighboring French Guyana,
activities in four zones of the country: two along the coast to return co their homes during the following years. •
(Albi na and the area around the main road across the
Comm ewijne River) and two in the interior Contact Information
(Stoelmanseiland and Carolina bridge).
A. Edgardo C. Reis
Making Strides in Demining
Unit for the Promotion of Democracy
Organization of American Stares (OAS)
T he demining operations were an international effort 1889 F Street, N.W
supported by the governments of Guyana and Brazil, which Washingcon, D.C. 20006
donated the demining equipment, and with the financial E-mail: ereis@oas.org
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This Hard Land:

•

A Renewal of Humanitarian Mine Action in
El Salvador

Background
The civil war ended in El Salvador
on the 16'h of January in 1992 with the
signing of the peace agreement of
Chapultepec. Since the peace agreement,
democratic and civil procedures have
grown in strength. However, the legacy
of warfare remains, and the refusal of
many FMLN elements to hand in weapons after the peace accords has resulted
in a situation where up to 400,000 illegal weapons are thought to be in the
hands of bandits or in hidden caches.
Many such caches contain landmines and
explosive devices that can be modified for
use as mines or improvised explosive devices (lEOs).

The International Demining Group (IDG) firmly believes that humanitarian landmine clearance should be naturally positioned in the sphere of development. It
is a key objective of IDG to demonstrate this with CORDES, its partner organization in El Salvador.
by Graeme R. Goldsworthy,
Director, International Demining
Group, and Dr. Frank Faulkner,
University of Derby
Introduction
The states that comprise Central
America have been described, in view
of the region's travails and geographical proximity to the United States, as
"so near to America, yet so far from
God." 1 The rationale for this apparently controversial statement finds itselfin the upheavals of the 1980s with
rhe alleged (or real) spectra of encroaching communism and U.S. determination to render the Western
Hemisphere as hermetically secure as
possible.
The major conflicts that beset the
area roughly coincide with the onset
of the Second Cold War in late 19791980. Tension between the two superpowers had reached an impasse, or
merely outlived its usefulness, and rhe
Soviet Union had "invited" itself into
Mghanistan in support of an ailing
communist leadership. The renewal of
Cold War antagonisms between the
East and West was also exacerbated by
the deployment of new generations of
nuclear weapons, notably in the European theatre and the arrival on the
world political stage of President
Ronald Reagan and Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher, two ideological

soul mares armed with a new "get
rough" policy towards what they saw
as a monolithic USSR. The rhetoric
emanating from London and Washington was co uched in the language
of Realpolitik, underpinned by the socalled "timeless wisdom" of classical
realism.
Over and above rhe struggles between the erstwhile First and Second
Worlds, 2 the Neo-Marxian "peripheral" stares of the Third World almost
invariably absorbed the fallout from
this struggle, in which the "Long
Peace" enjoyed by the developed world
was anything but for orhers. As commentary on posr- 1945 politics informs
us, the major theatres of conflict have
tended to be Mrica, the Middle East,
and East and South Asia. Central
America, on the other hand, has usually languished in some strategic backwater.
With regard to the use of antipersonnel landmines (APMs), the
principal areas of operation have
mostly reflected the severity of the in
situ situation in terms of casualty rates,
morbidity, infrastructural implosion,
mine numbers and so on. Moreover,
some areas like Mghanistan, Cambodia, Mozambique and Angola have
received greater media exposure partly
because they were "fashionable" for a
time before attention spans expired
and the global media circus moved on.
T he same cannot be said for Central
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America; if one were to ask members
of the public which parts of the world
have a serious landmine problem,
those who expressed a knowledgeable
opinion would nor mention the
Americas, again due to a lack of exposure by knowledge-disse mination
mechanisms. Certainly, countries like
El Salvador, Nicaragua and Honduras
would nor spring readily to mind. In
fact, they have experienced significant
problems with APMs, with concomitant impact on agriculture, healthcare
instiwtions, and present and future
development.
Furthermore, efforts to address
these and related dilemmas have suffered due to periodic natural disasters,
including Hurricane Mitch and the
two recent devastating earthquakes
that leveled large parts of El Salvador.
Accordingly, what follows will concentrate on the work of the International
Oemining Group (lOG), a Durchregistered, UK-based mine clearance
organization, and its activities in El
Salvador, together with background
information on the group's relations
and objectives in El Salvador.
lOG understands the relationship
between post-conflict issues and development, especially in Central
America. For instance, Honduras is
among the poorest countries in rhe
world, Nicaragua is fourth poorest in
the Western Hemisphere, and all have
been theatres of the Cold War fought

Police fire tear gas to disperse civilian protestors in
lzalco, El Salvador, who protested for payment for
helping the government during the civil war. c!oAP

by proxy. There is a definitive link
between land issues/mine co ntamination and the trap of poverty.

as a means of frontline anti-personnel
and anti-tank/vehicle warfare.

El Salvador - A Brief History

Previous Humanitarian Mine Action
(HMA) in 8 Salvador

El Salvador has a long history of
strife. Over the centuries, a small elite
(and armed forces) possessed all political and economic powers. In more
recent times, the development of the
coffee industry in the late 19'h century
saw coffee plantation owners gain
domina tion of gove rnm ent an d
economy, and land was progressively
seized from the rural population for
coffee growing.
In 1980, the murder of Archbishop O scar Arnulfo Romero incited
a coalition of left-wing guerilla organizations- the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front (FMLN)-to
declare war against the government.
T h e ensuing conflict saw more than
75,000 people killed and more than
300,000 children and adolescents left
disabled. 3 Both the FMLN and government forces widely used landmines

HMA in El Salvador, mounted
following the Chapultepec accords,
was indeed a sustained effort that resulted in a general stabilization of the
mine problem. However, although the
effort was undertaken with the best
equipment and information available
then, it is clear that there is simply not
enough accurate information regarding the number and configuration of
mine fields forthcoming. T here are
simple reasons for this. Firstly, not
everyone trusted the durability of the
peace process, and many have avoided
unwanted exposure that co uld result
from passing on information. Secondly, many of those with relevant
information pertaining to certain areas had died or left the country. The
outstanding UXO infestation in rural
areas remains a significant issue in El
Salvador.
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The International Demining
Group (Grupo lnternacional Des
Desminado)
fOG is specifically engaged in the
social and economic development
problems of communities in mine-affected countries and is a humanitarian civilian-based demining, training
and technical service organization.
Our primary aim is to work closely
with affected rural communities and
national development NGOs. This
aim serves to empower such NGOs
and the communities they support to
participate directly in awareness building, demining and land rehabilitation.
lOG regards the safety and security of
women and children as an important
aspect leading to social and economic
stability within the area of clearance.
The lOG program focuses on family
security with particular emphasis on
the agricultural sector. This is especially important in Central America,
where family values and family ties are
the main social blocks of all communities.

•

Mines neutralized
and recovered in El
Salvador. c/o University of Derby

IDG is small, flexible and mobile.
It is very much aware of academic
understanding, yet it is also an active
and operational organization. By using its academic knowledge and by
obtaining a better understanding of
related social issues, IDG can make
informed decisions on the ground.
Our objective is to make the
methodology developed in El Salva-

dor useful in the future to other
heavily-mined countries in Larin
America and outside the region. Creating close ties with affected communities enables IDG and its partners
(both national and international) to
more effectively place development
funding into areas of greatest need and
greater sustainabiliry.
IDG is funded through partnership arrangements with international
humanitarian NGOs anxious to ensure that the process of humanitarian
non-military demining is accurately
targeted and provides maximum benefit to the local community development process. Our goal is to employ,
train and deploy members of affected
communities. This process is undertaken in close cooperation with local
community NGOs and rhe communities themselves. This method provides valued and skilled employment
opportunities in the community and
allows lOG to bond strongly at a community level. This facilitates access to

existing informal information-gathering networks that are not routinely
available to military and police organizations in the post-conflict stage of
an intra-state conflict.
IDG recognizes that mine/UXO
clearance programs are paramount to
peace and confidence building in postconflict society and the organization
is engaged in the linkage of mine/
UXO clearance and
the promotion and
implementation of
weapons amnesty
projects, designed
for the removal of
small arms from
civil society in the
post-conflict phase.
As stared earlier, El
Salvador may have
up to 400,000 illegally-held or unregistered weapons,
many of which are
cached with grenades, mines and mortar rounds.
lOG's major partnership organization in El Salvador is the Foundation for Cooperation and Community
Development 111 El Salvador
(CORDES).4 IDG and CORDES will
work together with the aim of clearing landmines/UXO in CORDES
project areas and sharing landmine/
UXO information. CORDES personnel will be trained and capacitated to
operate demining projects and to manage such projects. IDG also has an
agreement with the Department of
Human Rights (PPDH), the government department responsible for compliance with the Ottawa Convention
and through this agreement, IDG
holds lead agency status for HMA in
the country. Through the strength of
such arrangements, IDG can access information networks at all levels, rhus
ensuring neutrality in program assessment and implementation.
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Activities to Date
In 1998-2000, IDG performed
a number of pre-program assessments
in Nicaragua, Honduras, Guatemala
and El Salvador for various aid and
development agencies, which revealed
the need for a renewed demining effort in El Salvador. IDG found in the
other named countries that demining
programs were in the initial phase of
management, and that any IDG role
in these countries would exist in the
future when conditions of stability
similar to those found in El Salvador
allowed HMA to work effectively in
the area of community development.
The first IDG Assessment Mission for El Salvador began in late 1998
and was conducted individually by
two members of the IDG staff. The
purpose of the assessment was to analyze the need for a thorough and renewed demining and technical assistance program.
Subsequent work in rhe country
included gathering information regarding landmine/UXO-contaminated areas as well as information on
areas requiring further technical assistance. This information was gathered
with the assistance of ex-guerillas,
members of the El Salvadorian Army,
NGOs, National Civil Police (PNC) ,
the Disabled War Veterans Fund, the
Department for Humanitarian Rights
and localized community members,
with whom localized partnerships/
agreements of cooperation were subsequently formed.
To date, the land surface area
under consideration for level one survey and/or demining operations covers approximately 150 sq km. The
departments rhar this area covers so
far are Chalarenango, Cabanas,
Cuscarlan and Usulutan. With limited
funding, IDG technical staff has recorded 53 previously "unknown or
unrecorded" mined locations, which
were verified by breaching into sus-

peered areas and detecting, neutralizing and recovering mines.
During these investigations, antipersonnel mines, booby traps, hand
grenades, mortar rounds and an ATG
rocker were cleared. All of these items
were in operational or "live" condition.
The detonators on some were degraded, which made the devices unstable. Within every location investigated, mines and items of UXO were
recovered. An advance-to-contact
breaching method was used during
these investigative missions. Some areas were too large or overgrown for a
verification team to investigate in detail with the resources available at that
time. IDG will relocate to these areas
as part of the planned level one survey.
All the items cleared were handed
to the Arms and Explosive Division
of the PNC, and a receipt was given
to IDG upon presentation. An official of the Department of Human
Rights (PPDH) and a journalist from
the national daily El Diario del Hoy
were present at the handover.
Natural Disasters and Severe
Weat her Incidents

Hurricane Mitch
Mitch lashed the northern part of
El Salvador in late 1998, killing 239
people, affecting a further 100,000
people and rendering 45,000 homeless. There were 300 reported
mudslides, 17 bridges damaged and
830 schools destroyed. This disaster
compounded the situation in a country where 30 percent of the population lives in extreme poverty. The dispersal and dislodgment of landmines
and UXO occurred, and the IDG assessment staff located a mortar bomb
and an air-to-ground rocker from rhe
flood course of the Lempa River near
the coasr. 5 The salient of northern
Morazon from Perquin was dislodged,
which was unfortunate because rhe

area of the Perquin hills had been declared landmine-free after a commercial demining operation in 1994.
Problems of soil and water displacement exacerbate the problem of
landmines even further. Widespread
urban housing programs and deforestation have resulted in the progressive
erosion of large areas of topsoil. Extremely heavy rainfall contributes to
widespread flooding and landslides in
rural lowland areas. Under such conditions, landmines/UXO can be
shifted considerably and emerge at
surface level, further increasing the
danger posed to local inhabitants.
Such effects also necessitate a reevaluation of mine field intelligence. Tragically, many of the effects of flooding
one year after Mitch, generally regarded as worse than the posr-Mitch
flooding, went unreported by the international media.

January and February 2001 Earthquakes
The people of Santa Tecla were
rudely awakened in the early hours of
January 13'" this year when the first
of two earthquakes caused a deforested
hillside to come crashing down on a
main residential district. The image of
the gouged hill provided a focal reporting point for the world's media that
flocked to the area. It seemed El Salvador was back on the international
media trail once more. However, the
impact of the earthquake in rural parts
of the country was nor as extensively
reported. Rural housing has been particularly affected along with major and
minor roads, public amenity buildings
(schools and health clinics), churches
and utility supply nerworks. 6 Many
thousands are homeless, and agricultural activity has been severely interrupted. The earthquake struck at the
beginning of the coffee harvest. Landslides and falls also indicate the need
ro revisit mine fields targeted for clearance under the pilot lOG-CORDES
project to check for dislodgment.
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As the wet season comes upon
those left homeless and in temporary
accommodations, the effects of the
quake will be compounded with the
problems of the seasonal occurrence
of flooding. Rebuilding plans remain
inadequate, confused a nd underfunded. Relocation of the homeless ro
temporary housing sires must now
consider potential UXO.
lOG 's presence in the counrry
with a fully-working mine clearance
program including paramedics, ambulance standard vehicles, search and rescue teams, radio communications and
well-trained and disciplined teams of
operators inherent in mine clearance
capacity can effectively assist emergency relief tasks. Mine clearance
teams and their in-country operational
support structure have significant
value in emergency situations. 7 Disaster-response planners would benefit
from including such capacity in the
future.
Foundation CORDES
Founded as a result of rural communities organizing in Chaletenango
Department El Salvador, CORDES is
a strong rural-development NGO
with numerous international cooperating and donor partners. With a wellstructured management capacity, it
also acts as an umbrella organization
for a number of microeconomic development and environmental NGOs
throughout the country. CORDES
has the capacity to absorb mine clearance into its operational portfolio and
provides the direct link between mine
action and community development.
In this sense, a southern NGO is being genuinely capacitated.
With CORDES actively setting
the agenda for prioritizing tasks , IDG
will determine project sites in
Suchitoto and Chaletenango. Identification of international staff and local personnel requirements structure
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UXO and clearance
operat ions have
resulted from informal and formal
surveying. do University of Derby

the methodology of the co mmuni rybased mine awareness program and
formulate expansion of the program
including all managemenc, donor liaison and logistics arrangements.
level One Survey

• Strengthening:

of a natio nal mine clearance capacity.

Strengthen partner o rgan izations , particularly locallybased NGOs, at
the provincial
and local level
where CORDES
will eventua lly
carry our operations supporting

• Conducting post-clearance activity:

its umbrella NGOs.

• Obtaining new applicable technology:
Test promising mechani cal mineclearing equipment that is manageable, affordable and sustainable by the
local partner.

• Disposing ordnance and arms caches:
IDG needs to conduct a full level
one survey further mapping and marking proven or suspected mined areas
combined with furrher developmenc
of existing informal and formal info rmation-gathering nerworks al ready in
place. This must be carried our in conjunction with an in itial operational
pilot project to be followed by implementing a full program of la nd mine
and UXO clearance operations.
Training and Oearance Operations

lOG feels that a demining project
should be implemented in El Salvador as soon as possible. The most costeffective way would be to deploy Mine
Action Teams (MAT). These teams are
trained in all aspects of the demining
process, including mine awareness and
survey. As a result, loca lly trained
teams not only collect informatio n but
also inform the local communiry of
immediate danger. They are also capable of disposi ng ofUXO and mines
by themselves.
In addition to imple menting
these programs, more specific activities that IDG pursues in the area include:

Promote effective weapons amnesry
programs and reduce weapon-related
crime, leading toward the rehabilitation of ex-combatants.

• Promoting transparency and learning:
Document and share resu lts with
N GOs, do nors, governments and
other humanitarian organizations.

• Cooperating with and assisting others:
D evelop the national staff and the incountry capaciry to implement similar projects char assist the development

•

Evaluate and assess post-clearance acti vity in areas declared safe.
Mine Awareness

A steady increase since 1997 of
civilian casualties caused by items of
unexploded war ordnance such as grenades and mortar bombs indicates the
need to establish a dedicated public
educatio n program that generates
mine awareness. C hildren in the primary school age b racket have grown
up without exposure to the laten t
threats left by war. As a result, children bring items of U:X:O home out
of curiosity; mortar bombs look similar to papaya. The lesson for those involved in min e awareness train ing is
simply that it is a long-term process
rather than a supplementary activity
set beside the time scale of actual clearance operations
In support of the CORDESIDG initiative, the PPDH and both
the Roman Catholic and Lutheran
churches will provide a comprehensive
data-gathering nerwork within rural
communities in the country.

Natural disasters have complicated the clearing and disposa l of mines. c/ o University of
Derby
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A look Forward

The pilot d emining program
should be successfully implemented by
IDG in late 200 I. Mter further expansion, the local partner will be fully
trained and capacitated within rwo ro
three years. IDG will then hand the
program and all of irs equipment over
to CORDES. At chis stage, JOG 's role
will become one purely of consultancy
and supervision. JOG members will
visit programs abour rwice a year ro
ensure that they are adhering to international standards of safery and to offer any neccessary advice or training.
Conclusions

IDG aims t o bring landmine
clearance into the sphere of development acriviry built within a capable
and internationally-recognized community development NGO such as
CORDES, with the structure and
skills to absorb th is capacity. El Salvador itself has demonstrated a working
peace process that has created the best
conditio ns for second-generation
mine/U:X:O operations. In most countries where mine infestation is present,
the sryle ofoperations being developed
by IDG-CO RDES in El Salvador
would be unthinkable. Because of the
peace process in the country, this sryle
of project can be considered.
For wider activity to capacitate
development of NGOs in demin ing
to support development activiry, El
Salvador is the key to other affected
countries in the region. For this reason, lOG has targeted its efforts for
200 I in this country. Expansion into
neighboring affected stares will be carried out from the stabili ty of an operational project in El Salvador. JOG
envisages the coun try as our regional
base for the fo reseeable fucure.
The nature and scale of the problems facing El Salvador should, by
now, be self-evident: chronic and persistent UXO and landmine infesta-

tion, endemic infrasrructural poverry,
relatively weak demining capacities
and so on. From JOG's perspective,
this entails a pragmatic and transparent approach, one expressly designed
to meet the group's ethos of removing
expended ordnance from the ground
so that local communities may begin
to reclaim their lives, rebuild self-esteem, regain ownership of their communities with a renewed sense of belonging to their councry and build a
secure future for succeeding generations. Aside from this, the stabiliry in
El Salvador as a result of the working
peace process, allowing such accurately-targeted and financially-effective mine/UXO operations ro rake
place, can serve as an effective example
to other countries beginning to recover
from war. El Salvador has a real opportuniry to show the way.
Equipped with funding provided
by the resources of diverse organizations on both sides of the Adancic,
JOG is now in a position to make further progress cowards irs stared aims.
We look forward ro reporting the
organization's progress in furure editions of the Journal of Mine Action.
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UNICEF in Latin America
Recognizing that children are the segment of the population most vulnerable to
mine-affected areas, UNICEF has focused its efforts in Central America to disseminating mine awareness information, assisting mine victims and preventing
future mine incidents in Colombia, Panama, Nicaragua and Guatemala.
by Mary Ruberry, MAIC
Background

As part of the United Nations system, in 1946 UNICEF began providing emergency aid for children impacted
by war in Europe and China. Since then
UNICEF has implemented programs
worldwide to help children in need
through their eight regional offices and
125 country offices. In the Larin American region, UNICEF focuses on four
"problem" areas: Colombia, Panama,
Nicaragua and Guatemala, and also
aided El Salvador until1994 during its
post-conflict contamination.
•

A boy shows two
younger children a
poster describing
different kinds of
explosive devices,
part of a UNICEF-assisted landmine
awareness program
in El Salvador.

Introduction

According to Ms. Nidya Quiroz,
Regional Adviser for Emergencies in
Latin America and the Caribbean
(UNICEF-LAC), children are more
vulnerable than adults to landmines
because of their natmal curiosity, and

unicefe
also are injured more severely than
adults because of their physical proximity to the ground. Whereas an adult
might lose a limb in a mine accident,
mines usually kill children, especially
under the age of five.
UNICEF-LAC describes its work
rhus: "In the context of each affected
country, UNICEF has given support
to different kinds of programs that
combat the consequences of these artifacts. Basically, these have been prevention campaigns among the population in situations of risk, with the
participation of reachers, social workers, local governments and numerous
NGOs."
Regional Office for Latin America and
the Caribbean
UNICEF has no political power
and hence functions as a facilitator for
activities, more like a consultant. According to Ms. Quiroz, "We have the
knowledge, experience and lessons
learned" to help implement programs
in countries affected by landmines and
UXO. "In Central America, the conflicts are now finished. Now the problem is demining"-and prevention,
which is achieved through mine awareness programs.
Financial constraints pose the
largest obstacles for UNICEF in Latin
America. Because demining is such an
expensive process, UNICEF cannot
engage in demining directly bur in-
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stead works with volunteers and other
international organizations to raise
mine awareness. UNICEF begins by
determining where landmines are located. Either military records or information gathered from communities
provides essential knowledge for preventing mine and UXO accidents.
Working with the Red Cross,
UNICEF creates prevention programs
that recruit volunteer youth who post
signs where landmines are located.
UNICEF programs disseminate information through schools and health
centers in each aided country.
UNICEF also identifies "mine
action strategies" as a means of ameliorating the effects of landmine contamination . "Strategies" include addressing landmines on a diplomatic
level, as well as championing advocacy
for mine action through local, regional, national and international
channels. Additionally, UNICEF creates a variety of partnerships in its
many programs, joining with organizations of all kinds to carry our mine
prevention and assist mine victims.
Colombia

Ms. Quiroz cited Colombia as
UNICEF's greatest focus regarding
landmines in the region. With virtually all segments of Colombia's population using landmines, even farmers,
the problems there are more acute .

UNICEF is in contact with all the
principal actors in Colombia's conflict,
and does not exclude any group. Ms.
Q ui roz says UNICEF uses the "elements of children" to work together
with armed factions.
D uring 2000 , on average one
child was wounded by a mine or other
explosive every five days. Yet UNICEF
Colombia believes these numbers represent "o nly a small part" of the actual
problem. Obtaining adequate information on victims is not possible in
Colombia, and often news of mine accidents reaches authorities months after occurrence.
Faced by such a complex and extensive mine problem, UNICEF's approach to preventing mine injuries has
been to develop mine awareness programs coupled with information gathering as an approach to preventing
mine inj uries in Colombia. The International Campaign to Ban Landmines
(ICBL) helps with UNICEF's information campaign by researching mine
incidents and gaining data made available to the mine action community.
At present, UNICEF is putting
together a video that contains testimonies fro m victims about how people
are affected by landmines. The tape
contains personal stories with the goal
of sensitizing the public about mine
hazards. T he video's creators hope to
achieve greater credibility with the
population by using personal accounts
rather than appeals from outsiders.
In UNIC EF's initial involvement,
activities were concentrated on raising
awareness through the production of
education materials. However, since
Colombia rarified the Mine Ban
Treaty, UNIC EF has identified additional strategies for addressing mine
issues involving communities and local municipalities in defining concerns
and i mplementing solutions.
UNICEF considers participation by
local communities to be a "crucial
component" of an effective response
to landmines' threat.

UNICEF works with 15,000
children in Columbia on three different activities:
1. Through the Red Cross, UNICEF
engages over 1,000 children marking
mine locations.
2. Working with the Scouts, UNICEF
concentrates on "hot spots" to prevent
accidents with mine awareness programs, and
3. With the Embassy of Canada,
UNICEF trains radio promoters to
disseminate information about landmines. At present, there are more than
100 radio shows in Colombia.
The Future in Colombia

UNICEF Colombia's snategy for
200 1-2002 is based on a threepronged approach to mine action.
First, to actively support mine awareness education with national civil and
governmental allies. Second, to provide information about mine locations
and effects of mines "co the government, location authorities and communities." Third, UNICEF will be
working with other national and international organizations to urge the
Colombian government to "attach [a]
high priority" to the issue of landmines, and support mine action activities such as survey, mine field marking, clearance operations and information gathering/dissemination. For the
first time, the Colombian government
has made a contribution from this
year's national budget for a pilot program on mine awareness, data collection and victim assistance.
Guatemala

Though the number of incidents
involving landmines/UXO is relatively
low in Guatemala (there have been
approximately 15 casualties since
1994), UNICEF faces a unique challenge for mine action with the high
number of Guatemalans left disabled
from rhe 10-year war. The peace treaty
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between the Government of Guatemala and Unidad Revolucionaria
Nacional Guaremaleca (signed in
1996) mentions that "as a result of the
internal armed confrontation, there
exists a section of the disabled population, considered among the most
vulnerable and affected by the conflict,
which requires specific, prioritized attention within the program described
in the present Treaty." In its 1999 report, the Guatemalan Ministry of
Health and Social Assistance claimed
that 64 percent of the population is
disabled "due to consequences from
armed conflicts." Though the estimated number of landmines in Guatemala in the mid-1990s was low
(around 1,500), the number ofUXO
is estimated to be considerably
greater- between 5,000 and 8,000.
Since 1998, UNICEF has supported the rehabilitation of
Guatemala's mine victims by providing training to the Ministry of Health
in "prosthetics/orthotics, occupational
and physical therapy and vocational
rehabilitation and reintegration." For
the present year, the Mine Victim Assistance Program plans ro create a national rehabilitation registry containing helpful resources for victims along
with d eveloping community-based
education and training.
Nicaragua

Nicaragua's high number of AP
mines threatens a particularly impoverished segment of the population,
especially children who are often unable to interpret warning signs even
when mine fields are clearly marked.
Due to the high level of contamination, many farmers have been forced
to engage in amateur demining in order to recapture their land for sustaining life. UNICEF has identified the
trend towards amateur demining as a
serious problem in Nicaragua, along
with an apparent lack of fear towards
mines by adolescent and adult males.

•

Marvin, 10, the victim of a landmine,
stands in front of a
makeshift house in
Managua.

Without a fully-integrated mine
action program, efforts in Nicaragua
have centered on clearance, leaving
development of other aspects of mine
action such as mine awareness education and victim assistance, lagging behind. According to UNICEF Nicara-

to ensure effective communication
between demining units and local residents, and to build trust in the National Demining Plan, thus contributing to a decrease in amateur
demining. The "community liaiso n"
project (titled "Landmine and
Unexploded Ordnance Awareness
Education in Nicaragua Through
Community Liaison") will also gather
information about mine locations
from community members to continually update the national plan.
Panama

gua, the weakest component of mine
action in the country remains the social reintegration of victims.
The aftermath of war has left not
only landmine deposits but also a variety of UXO, including bombs, fragmentation grenades, mortars and ammunition. According to UNICEF
Nicaragua, "one of the main reasons for
accidents to children is that children do
not know the potential danger of picking up, manipulating or playing with
landmines and UXO." In conjunction
with the Nicaraguan Red Cross,
UNICEF Nicaragua has implemented
the "Child-to -C hild Prevention
Project," which trains youth to raise
awareness among other young people
in Nicaragua about the dangers oflandmines through workshops held in the
five areas of the country with the worst
mine infestation (Somoto, Ocotal,
Jinotega, Maragalpa and Rivas).
Last October, UNICEF signed an
agreement with the OAS to implement joint mine awareness activities.
UNICEF also plans to deve lop a
"community liaison" project as a way

In Panama, UXO-not landmines-threatens the population. Particularly, almost half of the land the
United States returned via the 1999
Panama Canal Treaty was used as
shooting ranges by the U.S. military.
Infestation of the locked and marked
acreage results in UXO detonations
when locals retrieve scrap metal. Together with NGOs and the Ministries
of Health, Education and Foreign Affairs, UNICEF has developed a UXO
awareness program designed to address
affected communities.
UNICEF's involvement with
mine action in Panama began with
support for a study conducted in 1998
by the Ministry of Health to determine the socio-economic and cultural
makeup of the former ranges' neighboring com munities. Since then,
UNICEF's goal has been to lessen the
risk to local populations by raising
awareness and educating the affected
population on "safe behavior patterns." The partnership awareness program (called "Unexploded Ordnance
Awareness Education in Panama")
continues this year to "sensitize"
100,000 inhabitants within the 15 affected districts.
Other Affected Regions

In Peru and Ecuador, ch ildren
have had to alter their daily routines
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because of mines planted along the
border. And in Argentina, 30,000 AP
mines remain where they were laid 10
years ago in the Malvinas Islands during the conflict with Great Britain.
Conclusion
As the U.N.'s "focal point" for
mine awareness educatio n, UNICEF
pursues programs that reach affected
populations with an aim to educate
those at risk about the dangers oflandmines and UXO. UNICEF professionals recognize that children are the
most vulnerable segment of the endangered population because of their
natural curiosity, mobility and usual
inability to read . The programs in
Central America disseminate information a bout landmines and UXO
through public service channels and
strive to gather information from local communities that can be used to
prevent future tragedies.
UNICEF'S national efforts are
designed to address the particular situation found in each country. Working collaboratively with a gamut of
organizations, UNICEF supports and
creates projects that assist mine victims, helping to reintegrate rhem into
society, all with an eye to aiding children. For as Ms. Quiroz says, "it is so
important to save the lives of children." •
·AIIphoMs courwy of UNICEF

Contact Information

Ms. Nidya Quiroz
Regional Adviser for Emergencies for
Latin America and the Caribbean
UNICEF-LAC
Balboa Ancon
P.O. Box 3667
Panama
Republica de Panama
Tel: (507) 317-0257
Fax: (507) 317-0258

Colombia: 35 Years and Still
Struggling
The civil wars in Colombia have caused the deaths and disappearances of many
innocent victims. Guerillas, insurgent groups and paramilitaries are all fighting to find peace, yet peace seems far away.
by Jenny Lange,MAIC

"I was nine when it happened. I
worked with Papa in the fields. We had
just cut down a vine ro weave a basket
when my friend stepped on a mine.
He died, and the mine opened my
stomach. My papa wrapped a rowel
around my stomach. I must have been
unconscious because I have no
memory of that. He told me about it
at the hospital after I had had surgery."
A young Colombian boy remembers
his traumatic encounter with a landmine in Colombia. Encounters like
these happen too often in Colombia,
due to years of civil struggle. Landmines have been used by all fighting
groups in Colombia: the country's
army, t he guerillas and the
paramilitaries. The exact amount of
landmines is unknown; some estimate
over 80,000. The placement of the
mines is also unknown, yet they continue to take the lives of many innocent victims. In many areas, farmers
would rather have their children stay
at home to remain safe than to walk
to school and gain an education. The
civil wars in Colombia have been devastating and long, and the end is not
in site.

Medellin cartel and other various drug
traffickers. The third, and possibly the
most dangerous eruption of violence,
revolves around the current insurgencies, especially that of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia
(FARC).
Many co ntemporary news accounts label the conflict a "thirty-five
year old civil war," basing its origin
on the official formation of several
guerilla groups in the mid-1 960's.
However, the roots of the principal
guerilla group, the FARC, date back
to the peasant armed self-defense

During the latter half of the twentieth century, Colombia suffered three
major periods of conflict. The first, fa
violencia, was a result of a divided political system and involved a protracted
bur substandard civil war. The second
was the 'war' against the Colombian
state launched by Pablo Escabar of the
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movements formed between 1948 and
1958 during the period of fa violencia.
The FARC and other guerilla groups
have been known to use landmines as
a principle source of terrorism and
continue to use the min es today
against many innocent civilians, harming lives, education and the economy
itself
La Violencia

During the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, Colombian politics was dominated by the Liberal and

•

Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia
rebels stand in formation during a practice
ceremony outside of
San Vicente. c/o AP

•

Members of an army
demining
team
search for landmines
planted by leftist
rebels of the National
Liberation Army in
Colombia. c/o AP

Conservative parries whose influence
was felt throughout the whole country. Differences in ideology between
the Liberal and Conservative elite echoed throughout Colombian society,
many times resulting in outbreaks of
violence that placed the Liberal and

erals and Conservatives against each
other.
Conservative candidate Laureano
Gomez won the presidential election
in 1950, after two high-ranking members of the Liberal party were assassinated in 1949. Gomez considered Lib-

jor military offense against the peasant Liberals, known as the War of
Villarica. It was during this offensive
that the armed self-defense movements formed, later to be known as
the FARC.
The FARC, Guerillas and Cocaine

Conservative factions against each
other. 200,000 Colombians died during the decade of fa violencia.
In the late 1940's, Liberal Jorge
Eliecer Gaitan, having surfaced from
the Liberal and Communist led agrarian and labor reform movements, was
a leading presiden rial candidate.
Gaitan was assassinated on April 9,
1948, triggering a violent uprising by
the Liberal lower classes that caused
major looting and destruction in the
capital. This uprising is known as the
Bogotazo and was followed by many
similar Liberal peasant uprisings
throughout the country, pitting Lib-

era! peasants parallel to Communists
and responded to the uprisings with
violent repression. Liberals in the national police force were replaced with
extremely brutal conservative peasants.
In the early 1950's, the Gomez
regime's repression became more intense along with the violence between
the rural Liberals and Conservatives.
In 1953 Gomez was overthrown,
and General Gustavo Rojas Pinilla rose
to power. Pinilla attempted to reconcile citizens of the country, yet his
plans backfired and the war between
the Liberals and Conservatives grew.
Pinilla responded by launching a rna-
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FARC is the most powerful guerilla group in Latin America comprised
of 17,000 members, which is more
than the Colombian governmenr, and
is accountable for numerous deaths.
It is the only guerilla group with peasant roots that pre-date both the National Front and the Cuban Revolution. Other guerilla groups, such as rhe
Popular Army ofLiberation (EPL) and
the Army for National Liberation
(ELN), were all movements led by
urban intellectuals. Initially, rhe FARC
was concerned with the socio-economic issues of peasantry and poverty,
but it is believed that rhe traditional
insurgent group has grown into a traditional criminal or drug trafficking
organization.
Naturally, the FARC leadership
denies all involvement in drug trafficking. Yet relationships are known between the drug traffickers and FARC
guerillas. The most prevalent relationship is one in which the FARC units
tax the drug trafficking business, providing protection in return for money
or payment in cocaine. Yet, others argue that FARC is not only involved
with protection of drug cultivation
areas and laboratories, but includes the
transportation of drugs and chemical
precursors and in some cases, direct
control of cocaine producing laboratories. Rand Beers, Assistant Secretary
for International Narcotics and Law
Enforcemenr, argues that the FARC
and the ELN, the other major insurgent group, "are receiving pure cocaine
in payment for services provided to the
drug traffic, and reselling it" to Brazilian criminal organizations in return

for armaments. Evidence has shown
that the FARC is attempting to widen
its base of arms suppliers. Despite an
estimated annual income of$500 million (U.S.), FARC purchases significant amo unts of weapons with cocaine. FARC leaders say they will continue to use money from illicit drugs,
not only cocaine but heroin and marijuana, to finance their escalating war.
Half of Colombia's territory is
now controlled by the Marxist guerillas in league with cocaine growers and
drug traffickers. This controlled territory is spilling over into neighboring
countries with reports of guerilla incursions into Venezuela, Panama and
Ecuador, as well as sightings of coca
and poppy plantations in Peru operated by Colombians. These guerilla
groups are guilty of using landmines
throughout the country. One reporter
visiting Colombia and studying the
social strife notes "Coca profits fuel
Colombia's war just as surely as extortion and kidnapping. And much of the
fighting go ing on in Colombia is
rooted in a struggle over who gets to
control the money flow."
The Threat of Landmines

Nearly all major guerilla groups
have publicly acknowledged that they
not only use but also manufacture AP
mines. The Colombian Armed Forces
have identified and denounced the
production of AP mines by Colombian guerilla groups. Most of these
mines are homemade, using cheap and
easy to find materials. According to the
Colombian Army's Press Agency, in

the past few years there has been an
increase in the use of homemade
anrivehicle mines by guerilla groups.
The antivehicle mines are manufactured with gas, oxygen or refrigerating cylinders.
AP mines are also manufactured
and used by cocaine, poppy and marijuana growers to protect illegal drug
crops, and to keep the Army and others away from their laboratories and
stockrooms. Information collected by
the Colombian Campaign to Ban
Landmines (CCBM) indicated that at
least 135 ofColombia's 1,050 municipalities are mine-affected. The 135
municipalities cover a total area of
145,000 square kilometers or 13% of
the national territory.
Colombia's Armed Forces reported that 52 mines placed in San
Jose de Sumapaz department were discovered on February 28, 2000. The
mines were found along village paths,
around the school and football field,
and near the radio transmission station on Granada Mountain.
In November of 2000, two land
mines were discovered outside a town
hours before a U .S. senator and the
U.S. ambassador were scheduled to
visit. Though the U.S. officials were
not the intended targets, they could
have been victim to the mines.
One author reported on rhe innocence oflandmine victims: "In their
attacks, guerillas employ methods that
cause avoidable civilian casualties in
violation of international humanitarian law, including the use oflandmines
and gas canister bombs packed with
gunpowder and shrapnel."
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Colombia signed the Mine Ban
Treaty on December 3, 2000, but has
not yet ratified it. Other attempts to
legally control the production and use
oflandmines have been implemenred.
Colombia voted in favor of the December 1999 UN General Assembly
resolution supporting the Mine Ban
Treaty, and participated as an observer
in the First Meeting of States Parries
to the Mine Ban Treaty in Mapuro in
May 1999.
Conclusion

Some fear that the likeliest outcome in Colombia is "stalemate,"
complete with corrupt officials, black
marketers, narco-traffickers and of
course, the insurgents. The country's
never-ending cycle is far from ending,
and the population continues to live
in fear. More has to be done for the
country besides sropping the drug carrel. The problem's roots reach back to
a long-lived civil war of peasantry and
socio-economic issues. The social and
political unrest is left in the hands of
insurgent guerilla groups and drug
traffickers. Where to begin in order to
see the end is something Colombia has
been and will be anticipating for years.

•

Contact Information

Jenny Lange
Mine Action Information Center
James Madison University
1 Court Square
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Tel: (540) 568-2810
E-mail: langeje@jmu.edu

Stories from Ocotal
sion and attention to detail that belie his mere 13 years of
age: trees with varying colors ofleaves, elegant ducks and a
log bridge with cutouts for placing your feet. Somewhere
in all of his paintings there is a little injured boy and his
dead cow. Recently, Neyrin participated in an art competition sponsored by various international organizations ro
promote the upcoming Third Meeting of States Parties of
the Mine Ban Treaty. Neyrin received an honorable mention for his painting.
Demining Assistance Program of the Organization of
American States (PADCA-OEA) helped Neydn obtain the
medical and physical rehabilitation that he needed, including his first prosthesis. They continue to provide assistance
as Neyrin grows and requires new prostheses to fit him.

do with only one leg," claims Porfirio, "yet no one will
hire me because of my disability."
Today Porfirio is an activist for the mine awareness
campaign. He has given radio and television interviews at
a local TV station in attempts to educate people about
mines and disability awareness. Porfirio seems to take advantage of every opportunity to further the cause of mine
victims. Drawing on his accounting/business background,
he has worked out proposals for three income-generating
cooperatives for about 30 landmine survivors and their
families (a chicken farm, a pig farm and a dairy farm) bur
has yet to secure the seed money for these small businesses.
In May 2001 Porfirio participated in the Raising the
Voices Survivor Advocate Leadership Training Program in
Geneva, Switzerland. There, he and seven other survivors
from the Americas region received international human
rights' training and participated in the Intercessional Meetings of the Mine Ban Treaty. Porfirio will again represent
survivors from his region at the Third Meeting of States
Parries ro the Mine Ban Treaty that will take place in
Managua in September.
PADCA-OAS has helped Porfirio obtain medical and
rehabilitative services and provided logistical assistance for
other activities to promote his social reintegration.

Porfirio Gomez Zamora, SO years old

Juan Ramon Lopez, 42 years old

Porfirio is a man
who has always tried
to improve himself.
Having only had the
opportunity to complete the second year
of high school, at the
age of 32 he went
back to school to
study commercial accounting. However, in the 1980's, the
economic and political situation in Nicaragua offered few
opportunities to better one's life. So Porfirio, along with
two friends named Cresencio and Raul, planned to immigrate to Honduras, not far from their native town ofJalapa,
in order to search for work.
On June 15, 1984, the three friends were traversing a
place called Cerro La Jungla Siuce when Raul stepped on a
mine. Raul and Cresencio died instantly. Porfirio was badly
injured, losing his right leg above the knee.
Since then Porfirio's life has changed dramatically, as
one might expect. Although the economic situation in
Nicaragua makes it difficult for anyone to make a living,
people with disabilities find it especially hard. Much of
their difficulties are imposed by social attitudes as opposed
to any physical limitation. "There are many jobs one can

Juan was born on October
5, 1958 in Mozonte, a village in
the province of Nueva Segovia.
As a very young boy Juan worked
on coffee farms, cutting and
planting the coffee. Of humble
circumstances, his family could
only afford to send him to school
until the third grade. The lack of
economic opportunities in his
community led Juan to leave
home at the age of 16 in search
of work.
In 1972, at the age of 14,
Juan joined the ranks of the
Sandanistas but left them after
nine months. He was then captured by Somoza's National
Guard . However, he came out of that experience and the
accusations against him unharmed. When the Sandanistas
triumphed in 1979, they accused Juan of being a traitor to
the revolution and he was forced to flee to Honduras. In
search of protection in the northern mountains, he had no
other choice but to join a contra-revolutionary guerilla
group called MILPAS. After Violeta Chamorro was elected
president of Nicaragua in 1990, Juan entered the demobi-

These stories are dedicated to all the people who have contributed, in one way
or another, to the removal of mines worldwide and to the mine victims who
must make the daily effort to reclaim their lives. Thank you Neyrin, Porfirio and
Juan, and may God protect you. -Jose Ramon Zepeda B
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A painting by Neyrin
depicting his accident.

By Jose Ramon Zepeda 8, Administrative Secretary

PADCA-OEA
Neyrin Rivera, 13 years old

Neydn lives in Jalapa, near the Honduras border. This
area is one of the most heavily mined regions in Nicaragua. Most of the inhabitants work the land and raise livestock. Neyrin's parents, Mario Rivera and Maria Matilde
Aguilar, work in the field and suuggle for a better life day
in and day out.
On the morning ofApril26, 1994, when he was barely
6 years old, Neyrin was helping relocate the family livestock when the cow he was with stepped on a mine. Neydn
was severely wounded and lay on the ground for almost
two hours before his mother and uncle, hearing his cries
from their home, were able to reach him. Neydn's right
leg had to be amputated below the knee.
Today, Neyrin is in his second year at the middle
school. He has overcome his disability so that he plays as
other children do and walks (or bicycles) one hour ro and
from school every day. His father helps him carry his bicycle down the steep hill from their one-room house and
across the stream onto the dirt road. In the afternoon, his
father waits by the stream for Neyrin to come home to
help bring the bicycle back to the house.
Neyrin is also an artist whose paintings show a preci• 32.

lization program that the Organization of American States
(OAS) helped implement.
The 20 year-long war had devastated Nicaragua. Many
fields had been mined and therefore rendered useless, which
contributed to the already dire economic circumstances.
Juan needed ro work. During the war, Juan had learned tO
detect mines and take them out of the ground as a matter
of survival. So, he was able tO find work as a "peasant
deminer", employed by farm and plantation owners who
needed their land cleared in order to return the fields to
productivity.
Without the training, equipment, and support that
professional deminers have, Juan still managed to remove
3,058 mines from the ground in the municipalities of
Dipilto, Mozonte, and San Fernando. But the 3,059th mine
took Juan's lower
left leg. On DeAlthough commonlypracticed,"peasant demining"is highly dancember 17, 1997,
gerousandillegal in Nicaragua.Peasant deminers do not havethe proper
Juan stepped on a
training nor the equipment to demine within a reasonable margin of
mine while desafety.
In Nicaragua, legal deminers are military personnel, receive exmining. Juan repert
training,
use adequate demining technology, wear protective clothceived a prosthesis
ing,
receive
logistical
support, and have ambulances, medical staff, and
and recovered
helicopters
standing
by
to whiskthem to a hospital in case there is an
well enough to
work his own
accident. Peasant deminersoften work alone in a fieldwith no metaldeland. On July 11,
tectors.Theyjust stepcarefully and use a knife to pry away the dirt from
1998 , Juan was
suspicious looking objects.Ifthere is an accident, helpmaynot arrivefor
surveying his own
hours or even days. landowners typicallypaypeasant deminers a betland when he lost
terwage than theycould earn elsewhere.Thus, the landowners' need to
his balance and
return their land to productivity and the often desperate economic situfell into a ditch.
ation of the peasants contribute to the common practice of illegal
That fall set off a
demining and therefore tothe number of land mine accidents.
mine explosion
which blew off his
lower right leg and the recen tly fitted prosthesis on his left
leg, as well as causing serious injuries over almost his entire body.
With the helps of the OAS assistance program
(PADCA-OEA), Juan received new prostheses and rehabilitative care. He takes great pride in the fact that although
he has lost both legs, the thousands of mines he has removed will never kill or maim anyone else. Juan's bad luck
with mines and his perseverance in the face of it has made
him the subject of a joke throughout the surrounding communities. People say that the next time Juan Lopez steps
on a mine he will lose his head. But it will be OK because
he will just get a prosthetic one and continue to be as powerful a force for good as he was before. Although somewhat cynical, the joke also testifies to the fact that Juan is a
man of great energy with the will to provide a better life
continued to
for his family and his people.
Today Juan is the president of the Council for Indig- page 37
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Demining in Nicaragua

T~e History of

N1caragua

Demining in

Nicaragua's civil war of the 1980s Left the country ridden with Landmines. Since
1989 a number of organizations have been working in Nicaragua to overcome
obstacles and improve the country's landmine situation.
by Elizabeth Beery Adams, MAIC
Background

N icaragua is a country with a history of armed conflicts. The most recent of these conflicts is the civil war
of the 1980s, which left behind a legacy of landmines.
Landmines were first used in
Nicaragua by the National
Guard during the Guerra de
Liberaci6n or Sandinista
Revolution from 19781979. Their use during this
conflict, however, was limited and precise. It was not
until the civil war two years
later that they were used in
large quantities.
The civil war in Nicaragua lasted from 1981 to
1989 and was fought between the Sandinista government and the US-backed
Counter-revolutionaries
(Contras). During the conflict, both sides employed
landmines, targeting such
sites as key bridges, roadways and power sources. The
Nicaraguan mili tary planted
135 ,643 mines, mostly
along the borders in an effort to deter Contra mo~e
ment in to the national terri tory from neighboring
Honduras where they were
•

operating. The Contras also planted
mines, but the number and location
of those employed is unknown because
no records were kept.

Summary of the Problem

The landmines that remain today
are principally along Nicaragua's
northern border and primarily affect

the rural population, as they prevent
the utilization of large areas of land
for agriculture and ranching. They also
obstruct the use and expansion of key
infras truc ture such as roadways,
bridges, power sources and communicatio ns. This severely affects
Nicaragua's ability to develop economically. Major Sergio Ugarte of the
Nicaraguan E ngi neer Corps says it is
because of this that "demining in Nicaragua is a task of utmost importance,
funda mentally humanitarian in nature, which represents an important
component in the peace process, socioeconomic stabilization and the consolidation of democracy. It constitutes
a task of primary importance for the
army as well as for the government and
civil society as a whole."
History of Demining in Nicaragua

Because of the increasing consciousness that demining was going to
be a crucial part of the pacification and
rebuilding processes, the government
of Nicaragua, via military resources,
initiated the first demining operations
in 1989. These dem ining operations
are generally considered military responsibility, although other organizations are well involved.
Demining in Nicaragua has been
divided into four stages according to
the type and amount of support given
to uphold the efforts.

Stage 1: 1989-1992
This stage was initiated in 1989
because of the government's consciousness of the problems posed to
the reestablishment of infrastructure,
production and economic activities.
General demining objectives were developed that would shape all future
mine-related activities in N icaragua,
such as:
• Clearing mined areas

Nicaraguans build a human pyramid as part of their celebration of the 17th anniversary of the downfall of the Somoza dynasty. c/oAP
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• Reducing the risk of mine-related
accidents

• Rehabilitating mined areas to make
them productive
• Repairing and maintaining energy
services and infrastructure previously
affected by mines.
This phase was also characterized
by the development of specific, immediate objectives that were carried out
by the Army using basic equipment
that offered little protection.
In 1990 the Nicaraguan government solicited help from the Organization of American States (OAS) to
evaluate the mine situatio n in Nicaragua with the aim of developing a National Demining Plan. The OAS responded by designating a team of experts from the Inter-American Defense Board (IAD B) to oversee the

In April of 1992, Nicaragua presented its result in g Nat iona l
Demining Plan to the OAS.

Stage 2: 1993
One year later, demining operatio ns by Special Demining Units
(UED) began under the supervision
of the Mission of Assistance for the
Removal of Mines in Central America
(MARMINCA).
The UED used in these operations were units made up of 27 men
outfitted with special equipment.
They developed valuable experience in
this type of operation and were crucial to the establishment of strong relationships and coordination with the
OAS and IADB.

"Demining in Nicaragua is a task of utmost importance, fundamentally humanitarian in nature,
which represents an important component in the
peace process, socioeconomic stabilization, and the
consolidation of democracy. It constitutes a task
of primary importance for the army as well as for
the government and civil society as a whole."

Major Sergio Ugarte, Chief of Staff, Nicaraguan
Engineer Corps
task. The current National Demining
Plan is based on their findings:
• 150,000 mines were deployed in the
national territory, not including UXO.
• About 80% of the mines deployed
were registered with the military; the
rest were used by the Contras.
• A 10-year timeline would be necessary to execute demining.
• The army has the capaciry to form
engineering units to carry out
demining operations.
• The OAS can provide the necessary
support for demining operations by
way of the IADB.
• 35.

T his stage was suspended in November of 1993 because of lack of
funding; however during the operations 2,373 mines were destroyed, 60
targets were demined, and 27,643
square meters were declared mine free.

Stage 3: 1994- 1995
T hough Stage 2 operations had
been halted, the Army recognized the
importance of continuing to demine.
They continued to develop operations
with the support of the government
and funds from state institutions such
as the Ministry ofTransportation and
Infrastructure and the National Enter-

Demining in Nicaragua
prise of Electric Energy. They were able
to maintain and develop cohesion and
continue operations with a limited
force of 60 men, destroying 18,053
mines, demining 192 targets and clearing a total of 143,878 square meters.
•

sonnel. There were also several nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
involved in demining in Nicaragua
during Stage 4: the Programa de
Barreminas Ligeras with Japan, the
International Committee of the Red

guan Government is currently working out a deal with Japan to get more
mechanical clearance machinery and
hopes to put that into effect as soon
as possible.

Mine dogs are an integral part of
demining operations. c/o AP

more difficult to find and remove.
Flooding and high winds also damaged some of the equipment used in
rhe demining operations, causing further delays. The population at risk
from landmines has increased significantly because the mines have been
scattered to previously mine-free areas.
Other Aspects of the National
Demining Program

Stage 4: 1996-1999
In July 1995, the Nicaraguan government presented a renewed request
for support before the International
Community at the United Nations
Conference in Geneva. They received
positive responses from various governments by way of bilateral agreements and support through the OAS.
Countries giving aid via bilateral agreement were Denmark, Germany, the
United Kingdom and Russia. Norway,
Sweden, Holland, Germany, Australia, Argentina, Russia, the United
States, France, Spain, the United Kingdom, Japan and Canada all offered
support byway of the OAS and IADB.
Donor countries offered detection/
protection equipment and training,
most of which was administered and
supervised by the MARMINCA per-

Cross, the Nicaraguan Center for Strategic Studies and the Italian NGO
MOV1MONDO.
During this time, the UEDs grew
to 400 men that demined 192 targets,
destroyed 33,783 mines and cleared
1,142,422
square
meters.
MARMINCA also began certifying
Nicaraguan military personnel to oversee demining operations.
Methods Used in Demining
Nicaragua has used a variety of
methods in its demining efforts, beginning with basic equipment such as
probes and metal detectors and moving towards mine-detecting dogs and
large mechanical mine clearance
equipment, to ensure the most effective demining possible. The Nicara-
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Challenges
Nicaragua has faced many of the
typical challenges of demining operations since the program's inception in
1989. There is the difficulty of locating mines because of inaccurate maps,
displacement due to natural processes
and disasters, challenging topography,
demining accidents, the state of national infrastructure and the lack of
necessary funding. Bur perhaps the
biggest challenge of all has been the
wake of Hurricane Mitch, which
swept across Central America in 1998.
Mitch's torrential rains and the
flooding it caused displaced many of
the landmines still in the ground and
scattered debris across mine fields rendering previous land surveys virtually
useless and making the mines even

Mine awareness and victim assistance are integral parts of the National
Demi ning Plan. There has been an
ongoing educational campaign focusing on the prevention of mine-related
accidents. Fundamental elements of
this campaign include the labeling of
mine fields, a mass media campaign
using television and radio, educative
materials and mine awareness training.
The National Demining Commission
has formed a subcommission, the Subcommission on Education on the Prevention of Mine Related Accidents, to
deal with this aspect of demining directly.
Several NGOs are also involved
in mine awareness and victim assistance programs in Nicaragua. The
Nicaraguan Center of Strategic Studies and the Nicaraguan Red Cross both
run programs in which they train local people to promote mine awareness

Stories from Ocotal
continuedfrom page 33

enous People in Mozonte. His disability has not been an obstacle in managing the many projects he has started
for the benefit of his community. For
example, Juan began, sought funding
and implemented a project to build
houses for people who lost their homes
to H urricane Mitch. He also manages
handicrafts projects that bring an in-

• Coordinate an integral mine awareness plan.

and victim assistance. PADCA helps
to fund the mine awareness programs
presented by the Army, and UNICEF
is becoming more involved in both
mine awareness and victim assistance
efforts in Nicaragua.

• Gain the support of organizations
and states through the National
Demining Commission to help with
victim assistance.

Results Thus Far

Conclusion

Although there is still much to be
done, Nicaragua has had relative success in its demining efforts thus far.
UEDs have destroyed 64,874 mines
and demined 640 of991 targets, clearing 32 of the 62 municipalities and
almost half of the borderland. They
have been able to rehabilitate
2 , 120,136 square meters ofland, benefiting 668,069 people.

The civil war of the 1980s scattered landmines throughout Nicaragua, drastically affecting the growth of
the country's economy. Thus, in 1989
the government began the first of its
four stages of demining. From its use
of basic demining equipment to advancements towards mine-detecting
dogs and large mechanical devices,
Nicaragua has been relatively successful in its demining efforrs, despite setbacks such as Hurricane Mitch. The
populace now looks ahead towards
completion of their future goals, in
hopes of ridding Nicaragua of landmines completely. •

Goals for 2001
In the coming year, Nicaragua's
demining goals are to:
• Destroy 11,684 planted mines.
• Destroy 45,000 stockpiled anti-personnel mines (aiming to finish destruction of stockpiles in December
2002).
• Employ demining machinery donated by Japan.
• Declare Chinandega, Boaco,
Chontales and Region Autonoma del
Atlantica Sur mine free.

come to those who need it most in his
municipality. It is safe to say that this
landmine victim has always fought for
the right to a better life for himself and
others, and we are sure that he will
continue to fight for the social and
economic reintegation of all people
with disabilties in Nicaragua. •

Contact Information
Major Sergio Ugarte
Chief of Staff
Nicaraguan Engineer Corps
Managua, Nicaragua
Tel: 505-222-7770
Fax: 505-222-4847
E-mail: sugartea@ideay.com.ni

Bancentro 1 1/2c. al Oeste
Ocotal, Nueva Segovia, Nicaragua
Rachel Willerman
Landmine Survivors Network
1420 K Street N.W, #650
Washington, D.C 20005
Tel: 202-464-0007
E-mail: Raquel@landminesurvivors.org

Contact Information
•All photos courtesy of the Landmine Survivors
Network.

Jose Ramon Zepeda B
OEA-Ocoral
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Training the Trainers in
Comm~nity-Based

Rehab1 Litation

Queen's University and the Pan-American Health Organization are collaborating
on a project called Community-Based Rehabilitation, designed to aid survivors.
The project assists victims with their physical, emotional and financial probLems to help them reenter and remain active in their communities.

Central America Land Mine Survivors Project
Proyecto Para Sobrevivientes de Minas
Terrestres en Centro America
by John Paterson and Will Boyce,

Central America Landmine
Survivors Project
Introduction

•

The geography of a
typical city creates
difficult mobility for
people with physical
disabilities.

As reported in the Summer 2000
edition of the Journal of Mine Action,
Queen's University is working with the
Pan-American Health Organization
(PAHO) and the Mexican government
to assist survivors of conflict and those
affected by landmines, particularly

disabled persons, in the countries of
Nicaragua, El Salvador and Honduras. The govern ment of Canada,
through the Canadian International
Development Agency (CIDA), is
funding this four-year (1999-2003)
project (known as the Tripartite
Project) through the humanitarian relief section of its Landmine Initiative.
People injured by landmines display the consequences at several levels: as impairments, disabilities and
handicaps. The obvious physical impairments include amputation, spinal cord injury,
blindness and burns, but
mental impairments such as
Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome are equally problematic and often as insidious.
Landmine-caused disabilities, on the other hand, are
the loss of abilities that are
normal for a person of a particular age and developmental stage. These disabilities
include problems with selfcare, mobility or the performance of regular tasks at
work. Landmine-caused
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handicaps are really the result of
society's inability to accommodate
people with disabilities. These handicaps include a lack of recognition for
the earning potential of disabled persons, barriers that limit physical accessibility and attitudes that promote social stigma and isolation.
For over a decade, Queen's Univers ity has been actively promoting
and researching Community Based
Rehabilitation (CBR) in developing
countries and post-conflict regions of
the world. As the Canadian technical
contributors to the Tripartite Project,
the Central America Land Mine Survivors (CALMS) project at Queen's
University addresses the physical, social and economic problems of landmine survivors and disabled persons
through the following three components:

cion of survivors into their communities.
In order to respond to the individual needs of each count ry, all
project activities are determined
through an annual planning meeting
held in each country, at which people
from government ministries (health,
education, labor and social security),
the NGO community and people with
disabilities are represented. This article
focuses on the training aspect of the
CBR component, the central theme
of the project and the only component
in which all three countries are actively
involved.
Comm unity-Based Rehabilitation
(CBR)

T he United Nations has determined that one of the most effective

•

(Left) Typical exposure experienced by people with disabilities.

•

(Below) An ex-guerilla participates in CBR training.

means of improving the lives
of people with disabilities is
by creati ng and supporting
CBR. CBR is a commun itybased initiative in which all
facets of a person's life, such
as health, physical and emotional needs, educational programs, employment needs,
and recreational and social
lives are considered.
The term "CBR" is used
widely throughout the world
yet understood by very few.
The concept of CBR includes: a thorough knowledge of how
communities operate, an understanding of the range of human needs, an
acknowledgement of the impact of a
disability on the family and the individual, a belief in an individual's right
to determine his/ her own future with-

our society-induced barriers, a basic
understanding of impairments and
treatmems and the skills to transfer
this knowledge to others.
CBR Activities in the First Year of
the Project

In the first year of the project
(1999-2000), over 300 people in
landmine-affected regions ofEI Salvador, Honduras and Nicaragua attended 15 workshops. These workshops focused on three themes: Awareness of Disability, Planning of CBR
and Clinical Skills for Under-serviced
Communities. The participants included people from the communities
at large, representatives of ex-combat-

• Integrating Community-Based Rehabilitation into primary health care
programs
• Improving access to the training of
personnel who provide prosthetic and
orthotic devices
• Promoting the economic re-imegra-

•
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Parade for official "Day of Disabled."

•

A participant, who is
also a landmine victim , "teaches the
trainers."

ant groups, landmine survivors, people
with disabilities, local NGOs and personnel from government ministries of
health, education and labor. The facilitators were Spanish-speaking Canadian rehabilitation professionals and
representatives from the host country.
These initial workshops met with
some success. An El Salvadorian physical therapist found that she gained
much more job satisfaction once she
viewed her work from a CBR perspective. She no longer views her work as
a technician who ameliorates muscle
and joint problems, but now she deals
with her patients as individuals who
have more complex social needs. A
doctor in Nicaragua found that using

the community as a resource helps him
find assistive devices for patients with
mobility problems. Although the impact of these initial workshops was
clear, a more detailed and sustainable
model is needed.

The Training of Trainers (TOT)
Model

Rationale
Upon completing the first year of
the project, it became apparent that
there were insufficient resources to

continue presenting CBR workshops
throughout the many landmine-affected communities in all three countries. A new model was required, one
t hat was sustainable and feasible.
Therefore, the "Training ofTrainers"
(TOT) model was adopted in the second year of the project. The TOT
model allows project resources to be
better used in developing the skills and
knowledge of appropriate people
within each co untry. In this way, a
cadre of personnel, with a thorough
knowledge of C BR and the skills to
teach it to others, will remain in the
region upon completing the project in
2003. Also, each country, community
and village will have the opportunity
ro adapt CBR to rhe needs of
their communities, rather than
simply adopting a Canadian,
Asian or Mexican model of
CBR. Therefore, CBR does nor
become another imposed strategy dictated from the North or
from centralized government
ministries in the capital. Theresults are beneficial to all: the
work loads of the limited number of ministry people are diminished; the need for highly trained
medical and rehabilitation professionals in remote regions is
decreased; and the community
gains recognition and a sense of
accomplishment from taking respon sibility for CBR.

Goal
The program's goal is to increase
the number of people who are trained
to teach other people about CBR.

skills behind the training of adults in
community environments

•

Education

Strategies and Resources

Goals and objectives
Educational principles
Adult education
Learning styles
T he reacher
Teaching strategies
Developing a lesson
Determining learning needs
Use of resources
Motivational techniques
G roup strategies
C urriculum development
Evaluation
Alternative methods: theater, etc.
Evaluation of workshops
Problem solving
Learning in rhe community
Multi-disciplinary aspects
Evaluation
Susrainability
Working with people with
disabilities and families
New learning technologies

In keeping with the current best
practices of adult education, all workshop participants are expected to take
an active role in the learning process
and ultimately assume responsibility
for their own education. Trainers
(from Canada, Mexico and the host
country) act as facilitators, guiding the
participants through a carefully
planned curriculum of activities designed to build on their own skills and
knowledge. The TOT training is completed in three separate workshops
(levels 1, 2 and 3), each held a few
months apart. An integral part of the
training directs the participants to
plan, design , present and evaluate
CBR workshops in their home communities, involving the community
and people with disabilities. These
participant-led workshops are held in
the periods between the TOT workshops, so that participants may plan
and review their work with their fellow TOT colleagues.
The prime resource for the TOT
workshops is each participant, who
brings his/her own training, expertise,
skills and attitudes to the workshops.
Participants are expected to use the
resources in their own communities,
such as landmine survivors, people
with disabilities, their organizations
and other related community groups.
The facilitators act as resource people
to encourage each participant to maximize his/her own capabilities. Queen's
University has prepared derailed
manuals for each level of the training.

Discussion
At the time this article was written, rhe TOT process was still in
progress, and a full evaluation of its
impact remained to be completed.
Early impressions and feedback from
rhe participants have yielded some interesting findings. Participants have
been consistently encouraged and
motivated by the interactive approach
of the workshops. It is a style of teaching to which most people in Central
America are nor accustomed, and yet
they readily accommodate the approach with enthusiasm and typical
cultural exuberance. Participants are
less comfortable with the sense of
openness and self-criticism that is encouraged during the workshops. Perhaps this is to be expected in a society
rece n tly torn apart through
internecine conflicts and one in which

Objectives
The TOT objectives are:
l. To teach the knowledge, skills and
attitudes necessary to train others
about CBR
2. To present the theory and teaching
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Topics
There are two basic themes
within the training: Education and
CBR. Table 1 details the topics covered and rhe level at which each topic
is discussed.

...

Levels
1,2
1
1,2
1
1
1,2,3
1
1,2
1,2,3
2
2
2,3
2
2,3
1,2,3
2
2,3
3
2,3
3

Levels

CBR
Disability principles
Models of disability
Determinants of disability
Prevention of disability
Models of CBR
Dimensions of CBR
Attitudes to disability
CIDDM
Evaluation of community needs
CBR: the three elephants
Planning CBR
Rehabilitation in the community
Rehabilitation and PHC
RBC in pose-conflict regions
Development of resources
Referral to specialists
Strengthening CBR in the
community
Mental heal rh
Cultural awareness
Susrainability/Politics

Table1: Topics covered and
levels at which each is discussed.

1,2
1,2,3
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
2,3

3
3
1,2,3

3
3
3

3
3

conformity is expected. Nonetheless,
as future trainers of trainers, they are
encouraged to develop skills of selfevaluation and critical thinking.
Since the beginning of the
CALMS project, dealing with the predominantly medical focus of the activities has been a challenge. The concept of CBR has always been to promote the rehabilitation of disabled
people in an integrated and holistic
manner, in which the individual is
viewed as a person, not just a patient,
mother, client, worker or student. Because the CALMS project is administered in rhe countries by the various
ministries of health, it is difficult for
the integrated approach to CBR to
take hold. The participants and facilitators are predominantly from a health
background, which promotes the image of disability as a purely medical
problem, contrary to the predominant
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view of disabled activists who view
disability as a social issue. On the other
hand, the health/medical systems are
the best-developed services within
each country and are often linked to
other ministries (education, labor,
etc.), therefore allowing the project
easy access ro people in rhe remote
regions most affected by landmines.
Another early finding is that the
participants are arriving at the workshops stressed and tired, as they rend
to belong to an already very busy and
active segment of their communities.
Participating in the TOT workshops
places an additional demand on their
already limited rime and resources.
This raises the question of the longterm susrainabiliry of the TOT approach: how can a country with limited capacity find the resources to support and promote CBR activities and
CBR trainers? With the exception of

•

Trainees performing a disability
simulation in the community.

integration and mental health issues
• To set up a regional training center
for CBR
• To integrate the CBR component
with rhe economic and prosthetic components of the project
• To train higher-level personnel
• To integrate CBR within present systems in each country.

Landmines in the Sand:
The Falkland Islands ·
The Falkland Islands contain approximately 117 mine fields. Many of the mines
were remotely delivered. About 80 percent of these landmines are hidden beneath sandy beaches and peat, which can shift a mine's position and make
detection and removal very difficult.

Conclusion

Honduras' Functional Therapy graduates, none of the TOT participants will
graduate from the TOT workshops
with the exclusive responsibility of
being a CBR trainer of trainers. These
issues are currently being discussed
with the national ministries of health
and education.
There are several other issues and
questions to be resolved over the next
few years:
• How will TOT graduates be certified?
• How will this training become recognized with the country?
• Is there an existing administrative
structure in place within the country
and the community enabling these
newly trained people to function?
• Are graduates expected to rake on
CBR training responsibility as part of
their other jobs? How do they cope?
How are they supported?
• How is the involvemenr of people

with disabilities assured?
• How do we evaluate rhe impact of
these workshops?
• How do we support the need ro create Spanish-language resources in
CBR?
Future Considerations

With two years remaining in the
CALMS project, using the available
rime and resources to the maximum
benefit of the people and in particular, the landmine survivors of Central
America, becomes essentiaL The following options are being considered
and are under negotiation with the
project partners:
• To train as many people as possible
through the continuation of the TOT
courses throughout the region
• To conduct specialist courses in areas such as adaptive devices for remote
regions, dealing with children, school
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The people of Central America
have nor only a rich and derailed history but one fraught with internal conflier and external political and economic subjugation as well. Although
trainers are familiar with other models of CBR used in Asia or Africa, they
are anxious to develop working models ofCBR for Central Americans. The
TOT approach promotes this process
by encouraging participants to become
active in developing and implementing CBR in their own comm unities.
The fundamental plan is for these
newly-trained individuals to become
a core of innovative and talented members of their societies, people who will
oversee and champion a Central
American C BR model that helps
people with disabilities and landmine
victims become full members of society. •
•All pbol (H tmd tablr cou rtuy b[Cmrral America Landmine
Survivors Proj~ct.

Contact Information

Central America Land mine Survivors
Project
Social Program Evaluation Group
McArthur H all
West Campus, Queen's University
Kingston, Ontario, Canada
K7L 3N6
Tel: (6 13) 533-6498
Fax: (613) 533-6761
E-mail: calms@post.queensu.ca
Website: http:/ /calms.queensu.ca

by Juan Carlos Ruan,lnterAmerican Defense Board and Jill
E.Macheme
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Falkland Islands
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Introduction

Ever since John Strong, a British
naval captain, first set foot on the
Falkland Islands (Malvinas) in 1690,
this South Atlantic Island arc has been
subject to numerous skirmishes and
fiery debates between countries all vying for control. (I) However, none of
these disputes created an ordeal comparable to the islands' most recent conflict between Britain and Argentina.
In 1765, Britain es tablished a
setdemen ton the Falkland Islands and
declared ownership in the name of
King George III. (Z) Since then, the British have maintained control over the
Falkland Islands asserting their sovereignty. However, Argentina contests
Britain's rights to the islands and contends that their rights to the islands are
defined in the Spanish Papal Grants of
1493 and 1494, which claimed all of
South America (except for regions
maintained by Portugal) as territory of
Spai n. (3) Argentina also sees the
Falkland Islands as a representation of
British colonialism, and it states that
its proximity to the islands compared
to that of Britain warrants conrro1. (3)
Though these opposing views have created bouts of turmoil for over 200
years, the most recent conflict occurred
in 1982.
Orchestrated by Admiral Jorge
Anaya, the Argentine Navy invaded the

Falkland Islands on April 2, 1982. (I)
The British were unprepared for the
attack, and the defensive anempts of
the Royal Marines were ineffective
against the thousands of Argentine
troops. The British forces retreated to

Montevideo, Uruguay, in order to organize a counter-anack.(l) During the
next two months, the Argentina junta
successfully gained control of the islands building up a military post of
more than 10,000 troops and naming
• A truck decorated with the
Falkland Islands' flag and a
poster that reads "We don't
want Argentine citizens on our
British Islands" drives to protest
a new agreement between
Britain and Argentina. doAP
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Argentine General Mario Menedez as
the new military governor.<ll The attempts of the United States government, Peru and Britain to mitigate the
situation with Argentina through mediation were unsuccessful due in part
to the solidarity the war was creating
among the Argentine people. The
United Nations Security Council
stepped in with a summons for the
evacuation of the Argentine troops
• In the Falklands high
w ind s, water, soft
ground, rocks,UXO
and shrapnel combine to
hinder
demining.
c/oMAIC

while the EEC imposed a trade embargo over Argenrina.<4> However, it
was clear that resolution was far off as
Britain sent more warships to the islands and rejected a United Nations
(UN) peace proposaJ.<4>Likewise, Argentina continued to renounce any
appeals for a truce. Ol After 72 days, the
war was officially over on June 14 when
the British regained control of the capital, Port Stanley, and Argentina agreed
to a cease-fire. (I) In total, this battle of
land, air and sea claimed 236 British
and 655 Argentine personneJ.<l)
Land mine Situation

Though the fighting has ended,
the Falkland Islands are faced with
many problems in the aftermath of this

battle. A UN Special Committee on
decolonization is currently negotiating
with both countries in hopes of finding sovereignty between the islands.<Sl
Moreover, heavy warfare left numerous areas burdened with landmines.
Authorities at Port Stanley point out
that there are currently 11 7 mine fields
on the island containing approximately
25,000 anti-personnel and anti-vehicle
mines, 18,000 of which were placed

signs containing the warning "DANGER MINES." There are also some
areas adjacent to mine fields where the
presence of mines, due to tidal action
or watercourses, is suspected. However,
these areas are also marked with appropriate warning signs. Visitors to the
Islands are briefed about the dangers
and can acquire a mine field map available from the Joint Service Explosive
Ordnance Disposal Operations Center (JSEODOC). If visitors come
across a suspicious object, warns the
briefing, they should do the following:
do not move or touch the object, mark
irs position on the ground, note its
position with a grid reference, if possible note its size, shape, color and distinctive markings (if any) and report it
to the JSEODO C or the police in
Stanley. They are also warned that "Entering a minefield, artempting to detonate mines, damaging minefield fences,
taking away minefield signs and driving animals into minefields are criminal offenses that may result in a fine of
up to 1,000 English pounds or a 12month prison sentence."
The detection oflandmines on the
Falkland Islands is difficult because
some of the mines were remotely deby Argentina. <7>
livered. About 80 percent of the landThese mine fields are dispersed mines are hidden benea th sand y
over a total area of20 sq. km through- beaches and peat that can shift a mine's
out the vicinities of Port Stanley, Port position and make detection and reHoward, Fox Bay and Goose moval more difficult. (1 3} In 1983, heavy
Green.(7)The UN declared that there casualties in demining units stopped
were nine different types ofAT and AP the first attempts to clear the Falkland
land mines used during the conflict. <9> Islands of landmines.<14 l Since then,
The five AT mines are the No6 (Israel), Britain has signed and rarified the 1997
SB-81 (Italy), FMK-3 plastic blast Mine Ban Treaty, which makes them
mine (Argentina), C-3-A/B (Spain) responsible, as administrator of the
and the MlAl (United States).< 10>The Falkland Islands, for clearing the landfour AP mines (approx. 5,000)<11 >are mines by March 1, 2009.0 1>Also, in
the No4 (Israel), SB-33 (Italy), FMK- July of 1999, both Argentina (who still
1 plastic blast mine (Argentina) and the claims the Falkland Islands and signed
P-4-B (Spain) .Oo>
but did not ratify the treaty) and BritToday these mine fields are well ain agreed to join forces in the removal
marked and do not pose a threat to procedure. <?} All of the mine-infected
those aware of the situation. These lo- areas have been enclosed and posted,
cations are marked with red triangular and an Explosive Ordnance Disposal
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Operation Center (EOD) has been
established in Port Stanley with warnings to the communities about the dangers of landmines.<9l So far, the U.S.
Stare Department has stated there are
14 reported casualties due to landmines. <6>
In all, 4,220 mines and
2,713,658 pieces of UXO have been
removed from the islands.<8>Scientists
in Britain have been experimenting
with a device to detect landmines using electro magnetic energy to produce
radar images of unseen landmines and
hope to be able to use this and other
technology in rhe demining of rhe
Falkland Islands. 0 Sl •
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Interview with an Amateur
De miner
After losing a bull and a pig to landmines in his fields, a Nicaraguan farmer
undertakes the arduous task of meticulously removing 500 AP mines from his
farm. The Nicaraguan Army discourages amateur demining because of the danger, but many who depend on the land for survival resort to mine clearance to
make their plots safe and usable.
• Jose Luis Soza
Arguello d emonstrates how he
lifted and removed mines
w ith a shovel.

by Russell Gasser, Joseph
Rowntree Quaker Fellow
Man's Work with God's Help

Some people would consider Jose
Soza a lucky man, but he prefers to
speak of God helping him in his work.
Jose owns a small farm in the village
of Lisawe in the center of Nicaragua,
a zone where the Contra war was active for several years, and the
Sandinista Army laid defensive strip
mine fields around its bases and com-

mand posts. Three rows ofPMN antipersonnel mines were spaced at about
1-m (3-ft) imervals in each direction,
with stranded wire fences on each side
of the mined strip. The mines are still
there, bur the fences have not always
survived.
Mter the end of the war, Jose received tide to a small parcel of hilltop
land where a Command Post had
been. Before leaving, the army cleared
the site of UX:O but did not have the
resources to immediately clear the
mines; hence, Jose's farm was put on
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the waiting list, which could
mean waiting for several
years. So he went ahead and
cleared about 500 mines by
himself.
Even though I arrived
unannounced, Jose greeted
me warmly and sat down on
the porch of hi s wooden
house to answer my questions. "Why did you clear
the mines?" I wondered.
"Wouldn't it have bee n
easier and safer to repair the
fences on each side of the
mine field?" "Well," he replied in a serious manner,
"for several reasons. I can't
afford to lose any more animals; I only have two cows,
a mule and a horse. Already
a bull and a pig have been
killed by mines, and someone else lost a horse. Every
year, at the end of the dry season we
burn the undergrowth before planting
and several mines explode, which is
very dangerous. I have my children,
11 , 8 and 5 years old, who don't pay
enough attention to staying away from
the mines. I can tell you that in another village two boys found a mine
and took it home to play with. (Coming from a poor family, they had no
other toys at all.) The mine exploded
and one boy was very badly wounded,
but the other escaped with some
bruises and a big scare." Jose shakes

his head as he tells me this, but he's
very matter-of-fact about the accident.
Life is precarious for local people, and
many poor children die from illness
or accidents.
He continues with a bit more
animation, "Most of all I got really fed
up wi th local people breaking down
the fences and coming on to my land
to steal rhe mines ro use for [illegal]
fishing in the river. Even though some
careless people have been killed while
raking rhe explosives out of mines,
many people still want to get hold of
them. Two men found a mine in the
bottom of a ditch and got a long stick
to hit it with until it went off. They
were lucky, as the ditch protected them
and they were only bruised by the
blast."
Amateur Demining Technique

Jose rook me our to his former
mine field which is still a bit overgrown. Wearing rubber boots and carrying the only tools that he owns, a
shovel and a machete, he looked just
like any campesino farmer going to
tend his land. As we walked down the
road, he explained that there had originally been about 600 mines and 100
of these had detonated or been stolen.
Of the 500 mines he cleared, nearly
200 still had the safety pin fined. "The
people who laid them had been reservists and recent recruits who didn't understand mines and didn't like to take
the risk of removing the safety pin in
case the mine went off," he explained.
We crossed inro the formerly
mined area and he showed me his
tech nique for finding the mines, many
of which were either laid on or very
near the surface. By working out the
pattern of the mines, he could guess
where the next one would be and gently tapped the ground with the tip of
his long machete. "Where there is a
buried mine you can easily hear the
difference," he said. "It's a hollow

sound not like tapping the ground."
Starting on one side of the mine he
would excavate all around it with the
machete and then scoop up the mine
in a shovel held at arm's length, then
carefully turn it over so that the pressu re-sensitive face was hidden.
"Once I had removed a mine I
would stand where it had been and
reach out to the next one." "But what
about mines that were not laid in the
pattern?" "No," he insists, "they were
all there and I rook rhem all our. " I
try a different angle: "But what if
someone made a mistake and put a
mine in the wrong place? Would you
have found it?" The same answer
comes back, ''I'm sure I got all the
mines." He sees the care that I take to
walk exactly where he has already
stepped and patiently explains yet
again that I can stand wherever I want
as there are no mines left. "Okay," I

say, and we both smile, but I still do
not share his total confidence and go
on walking in his footsteps.
Danger for Amateur Deminers

A few days later, Major Sandoval
of the Nicaraguan Army confirms my
fears and insists that unless the officer
in charge was very inexperienced, he
would have left a few extra mines out
of pattern to catch unwary deminers.
Sandoval, a precise, quietly-spoken
military engineer with 22 years of service, explains that the army really
wants to discourage this type of informal demining as it is simply roo dangerous. We discussed the well-known
case of another amateur deminer from
the north of Nicaragua who lost his
leg in an accident and then went back
ro demining and lost his other leg in a
second accident.

• Jose Arguello shows a pit where he buried about 150 PMN
mines.
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Field Trip With MARMINCA

Jose Argue llo walks down the
main street of Lisawe, Nicaragua
with his mine clearing tools: a
shovel and a machete.

In the field with the deminers of MARMINCA, the editor of the JMA was able to
witness first-hand how centralized demining practices are coordinated and carried out in Central America.
"What happens," the Major said,
"is that you get someone who knows
a little about mines and then everyone wants the local "expert" to come
and clear the land for them. They buy
them drinks and tell them how good
they are at demining just to get them
going and promise to pay them, and
the person gets hurt or killed. People
who fall for that line and think they
know it all are not going to be the right
sort of people to do the work anyway."
Not far from where Jose lives is
the town ofMulukuku where another
local amateur deminer, Erasmo
Ochoa, had cleared land for a large
landowner who promised that he
would pay Ochoa well. After removing 200 mines from a dense three-row
strip, the landowner would only pay
$200, and Erasmo went away disgusted and swearing he would never
touch a mine again. The extremes of
rural poverry in Nicaragua may force
him to change his mind.
Jose strikes me as different from
these others who cleared mines for
payment. He only demined for himself and was clearly a man who knew
his own mind and would not be talked
into anything. As a member of an
evangelical church, he doesn't drink
and before beginning the work, he
tried to get some help. As he explained:
"When I started I went to the local
army HQ and asked for help, and the
people I talked to showed me how to
disarm these mines, but I didn't really
trust what I learned." This caution is
a surprise as the PMN is an easy mine
to disarm.

by Margaret S. Buse, Editor

So how did he dispose of the
mines? "I carefully dropped them into
deep holes, one by one. Jt took me over
two months to move the mines. I carried them on my shovel held as far
away from my body as possible, and I
pur about 150 over there in a deep
trench, another 100 there in a hole
about 3m (1 0 feet) deep and a lot
down an old pit latrine that was over
3m deep. No one else knows where
they are except my wife. If I told anyone, then people [would] start to dig
them up again for fishing."
One day, of course, someone is
going to have to dig up those mines
to dispose of them properly, but that
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is in the future, and Jose is more than
happy to leave final disposal to the
experts. As I took one last photo before departing, he smiled and repeated:
"I don't regret doing it." •
•Afl pho1os courwy oftht lluthor.

The organized approach to mine
action in Central America results in a
uniform, controlled and highly organized method in demining. All aspects
of demining operations are supervised
by MARMINCA and carried out by
the national armies/securities forces.
Once a country is approved for
demi ning operations through the
OAS, supervisors are trained, disparched and placed in a supervisory
role over the local army at various
fronts of operation in each country.
Colonel Luis F. Ramos, chief of
all of MARMINCA's operations in
Central America, stresses that the
strength of MARMINCA is rhat of a
humanitarian mission under t he
IADB. The OAS supplies equipment,
training, donor funding and coordination for all mine action operations.
Donors contribute or pick up the cost
for the demining of area specific modules that comprise a front of operation.
The Supervisors have a unique,
consistent and significant role in
MARMINCA, and they are the cornerstone of the efficiency of the centralized demining operations in Cen-

tral America. They have a one-year
tour of duty as supervisor. There are
currently 30 Supervisors working in
Central America, with 19 operating in
Nicaragua. The supervisors come from
the following countries: 11 from Brazil, three from Guatemala, four from
Honduras, three from Venezuela, four
from El Salvador, three from Colombia, two from Bolivia. The Supervisors mission tasks to:
• Train new deminers with rhe
help of U.S Special Forces
• Give technical assistance with
equipment, explosives and destruction
of mines
• Guarantee that demining practices meet international standards
• Update demining data received
from different locations and prepare
weekly and monthly reports that are
sent to the IADB.
• Update the Tabla de Chequeo
(checklist)
• CertifY demined areas
Captain Curti of Brazil referred
to the Tabla de Chequeo as their
"bible." The Tabla de Chequeo is an
adaptation of the international standards for the entire demining mission
in Central America. It is updated every year based on the supervisor's ex-

Contact Information
Russell Gasser
Joseph Rowntree Quaker Fellow,
15 Osborne Ave, Ashley Hill
Bristol, UK B57 9BL
Tel: +44 (O) 117 377 9939
E-mail: RG@trellick.net
Website: www.trellick.net/landmines
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periences after nine months in the
field. Based on the Tabla de Chequeo
they develop specific Procedimiento
Operativo Normal (PON) or standard
operating procedures, for each aspect
of the mission. MARMINCA has
PONs for medical, destruction of
mines, demining/emergency clearance
operations and communications. It
should be noted that they have already
incorporated the new imernational
standards into their operations.
Captain Siquiera of Brazil feels it
is important to update the checklist
because it is based on what everyone
has seen in the camps and it has direct
practical applications. The checklist is
especially important for new deminers
in the field. Every front of operation
has differem characteristics whether it
is terrain or area to be cleared, i.e.
mountains (or high tension towers) vs.
bridges. All aspects are taken into consideration and are accounted for in the
checklist.
To update the Tabla de Chequeo
and to aid in maintaining accurate
demining reco rds, MARMINCA requires that the supervisors record their
demining experiences daily-square
meters of area demined, mines found,
metal found, accidents,etc. These

•

Photos (L-R) Col.
Ramos, Chief of
MARMINCA, Supervisors at MARMINCA
headquarters, Third
Front platoon, zapadores, the demining
operation.

Field Trip with MARMINCA
records are sent to MARMIN CA daily
where they are analyzed and given to
operations robe analyzed again. They
also give data to the PADCA-OAS
office robe entered into IMSMA. Any
discrepancies are discussed before the
information goes into a final report for
the IADB.
In Nicaragua, where I visited,
there are five fronts of operation supervised by MARMIN CA. Approximately 70 ,000 mines still litter rhe
country and claim victims.
The First Front, San Migueliro,
is a small front with one international
supervisor present and operates our of
offices of the fourth front at Ocotal.
The Second Front, Abisinia, has
four platoons working in Abisinia and
the Pita del Carmen. It is supervised
by th e MARMIN C A office at
Juigalpa.
The Third Fronr,Juigalpa, is predominantly bridges and electrical rowers. There are 60 rowers, 36 of which
have been certified as cleared. The
mines in this area were laid by the
Sandinistas to prevent economic sabotage by the Conrras.
The Fourth Front, O cotal, comprises the border area between N icaragua and Honduras. T his co nta ins
the largest mined area. There are pro blems with weather conditions, (fog and
rain) and the terrain is rocky, which
makes maneuvering difficult.
T he Fifth Front, Siuna, is in a
remote area of Nicaragua that used to
be a gold mining area. This north Atlantic region still has an insurgent
group, Frente Unido Andres Castro
(FUAC) that is prone to viole nce.

While I was in Juigalpa there were two
violent outbreaks in the fifth from in
a 72-hour period. Because it is a
sparsely populated area, it is easy for
the guerillas to melt back into the
population and into the mountains.
As I was returning to rhe U.S, a joint
military and police operation was expeered to be deployed to quell the
fighting. Captain Decio of Brazil is
one of the supervisors of this area.
They are currently working southwest
of Mulukuku bur they are slated ro
start work in the northern area nexr.
H e says they cannot start demining
ope rations until the fighting has
ceased.

Organization of a Front of
Operation

The Third Front, juigalpa, Nicaragua
There are 4 platoo ns (pelorones
de zapadores), 4-dog reams, a medical
team and a communicatio ns tea m
comprising the operation of the third
front. Captain C urti , the Braz ilian
coordinator of this front of operation,
described their m ethods . The
detectorista uses the metal derecror and
if he receives a response, the j efe, chief,
calls in the sondeadores who actually
do the prodding. If it is a mine and
not a piece of metal, he then calls in
the explosivista who destroys it in situ.
Some of the mines they are dealing
with are 20 years old and are roo fragile to move to destroy at another sire.
T h ere are two zapadores and two
sondeadores in a platoon, each platoon
is made up of 25 squads.
Captain C urti also described the
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three levels of operation within a
demining front.

demini ng. If a mine is found, they
check the entire area.

Levels ofDemining
Levell- An area is recognized as

History of the Third Front

suspicious either based on a survey,
mine field map or by reports from the
local community. At this point, they
do not enter the area, but they do all
the background research needed for
carrying our a survey. They review
combat maps, look at incident reports,
type of mines found or expected ro be
found, quantity, ere. Because they are
working directly with the local community at this level gathering data, it
is at this point char they carry out mine
awareness activities.
Levelll-When it is probable that
they will find mines in an area, they
conduct a technical study with either
manual deminers or with dog teams.
They survey and determine the parameters of the mine field. Curti stressed
that because a suspicious area can be
large, it is at Level II that they find
rh e exact dimensions of the actual
mine field.
Level lll- Using only manu al
deminers, they clear all the area going
down ro 20 cenrimeters at 5-centimerer intervals. The area, when completed, will be certified by the superviso rs. Aseguram iento de Calidad
!merna (ACI) , or quality control, is
carried our before an area is certified
mine safe. A different squad operating in the same front comes into the
area ro do the quality assurance (QA).
They choose a random 10 percent of
t he des ign ated area a nd c heck for
min es us ing d ogs a nd ma nual

• 1996- developed a demining plan
and carried out training
• 1997- demining of electrical towers
• 1998 dem ined highway and bridges
between Juigalpa and El Ramos
• 1999- Hurricane Mitch Emergency
Plan-roads and bridges were checked
so that the infrastructure could be rebuilt. h was determined that on average, the mines were only displaced I 00
centimeters by the floodwaters.
• 1999/2000- revised plan and certified bridges
• 200 1- continue National Demining
Plan
T here have been 4800 mines/
UXO destroyed in the third front since
1997. They also found 153,476 metal
objects. As many people working in
mine action are aware, demining is a
rime consuming process, the stress
level is high, the same meticulous steps
need to be followed regardless if the
object fo und is a piece of metal or a
mine. It is nor unco mmon for the
deminers to remove 120 pieces of
metal in one day.

In The Field
MARMINCA's field o peration
headquarters for Nicaragua's Third
Fro nt is in Jui galpa. I was lu cky
enough ro be visiting the area on the
day that many of the supervisors for
MA RMINCA were at the Juigalpa

headquarters updating the Tabla de
Chequeo. Many were eager ro practice
their English and conversations about
d emining operations could still be
communicated. After a morning spent
on derailed briefings by Captain Curti
and C aptain Siquiera, we walked the
cobblestone streets of Juigalpa for
lunch in a small restaurant that the
MARMINCA staff frequents. The
supervisors talked frankly abouc the
stresses of demining. Many were looking forward to returning home in September. Captain Wilson of Brazil is the
supervisor for the Costa Rica operations. Because he and Captain Decio,
also of Brazil, spoke the best English,
they did translating when needed, including ordering my lunch. The fresh
ground tortillas, planrinos and the
sweet and thick fruit drinks were exotic to me and delicious.
The drive to rhe field operation
went quickly as Captain Decio described the area surrounding the electrical towers that were being demined.
T he landscape was dotted wi th small
shelters. Ca ttl e, pigs and horses
roamed freely, often directly in front
of our car. We reached the demining
operation in late afternoon. Electrical
rowers stretched into the horizon. The
terrain was rolling grassland with some
low-growi ng trees and shrubs. The
weather was hot, arid and breezy even
though this was the rainy season.
The Nicaraguan army platoon was
headquartered our of an indigenous
adobe home. Tents as well as the dog
kennels comprised the surrounding
area. T he deminers stood at the camp,
waiting for us and ready to work.
As all who have watched or par-
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ricipared in any demining operation
know, the universal slow, methodical
and deliberate steps were carried our
qui e tly and effic ienrly. Walking
through the safe lane, the handler and
his dog bega n work as cattle grazed
nearby and women hung wash at the
adobe headquarters. As the dog obediently sat down indicating the presence of a mine, the detectorista went
ro work and soon his detector
sounded. Retracing his steps, the
sondeador followed. All sound seemed
co vanish, at that moment the whole
world was comprised of that single
deminer.
Expertly, skillfully and surprisingly quickly rhe deminer prodded,
uncovered and revealed rhe mine sitring in the dry deathlike earth. As he
stepped away, I finally exhaled.
If these men are afraid, they do
not show it. If they are tense, they do
nor reveal it. Many of the men I talked
to stated that what keeps them focused
is the humanitarian value of their
work. Every mine found contains an
inherent value of increased safety for
them, the community, and Central
America as a whole. •
"All photos courtny ofMAIC

Contact Information
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Marshall Legacy Institute in Nicaragua

Marshall Legacy Institute:
Providin A1d fo Nicara ua
The MarshaLL Legacy Institute is a non-profit organization that works internationally lito aLLeviate suffering, restore hope and create conditions that nurture
stability." In 1998, they began to assist Nicaragua in demining and promoting
mine awareness countrywide.
by Nicole Kreger, MAIC
Background

After Hurricane Mitch struck Central America in late
October of 1998, the Marshall Legacy Institute (MLI) was
asked to survey the damage. Honduras, Costa Rica and
Nicaragua were all affected by the storm and while the severe physical damage was suffered by Honduras, Nicaragua
experienced the most displaced mines.
Nicaragua's topography made it easy for rushing water
brought in by Mitch to pick up landmines and move them
to unknown locations. For Nicaraguans, this presented a
huge problem- in everything from fixing almost 60 bridges
that had been deStroyed in the hurricane to allowing civilians to resume everyday tasks in their backyards. MLI aided
the Inter-American Defense Board (IADB) in Nicaragua's
recovery from their displaced landmine problem.
Beginning Mine Awareness Efforts in Nicaragua

After assessing Nicaragua's landmine siruation in August 2000, MLI began helping with the country's landmine
situation. They were given a Congressional Appropriation
of $2 million (U.S.) to support their demining projects,

and eight demining dogs were immediately dispatched to
Nicaragua, joining the four already at work there.
The MLI also established a mine awareness cell in Nicaragua to work with the country's National Demining Commission, helping carry out present and future demining
plans. The cell currendy consists of rwo Nicaraguans who
were hired, trained and equipped to deal with mine awareness issues. The current project includes developing strategies for promoting mine awareness and will last until November 2001.
One of the cell's most recent projects has been to develop a mine-awareness textbook for N icaraguan children.
The textbook that the cell has created is geared towards
Nicaraguan children, written in the local language and designed to be easily understood. The book should be completed by the next school year (2002) so that it can be distributed in classrooms in order to reach the widest audience of children possible.
Farmers are also affected by landmines. They present a
bigger problem in terms of increasing mine awareness because they do not congregate in one place as children do in
school. Some of the methods the cell uses to reach farmers
include:
• Using mass media (e.g., radio)
• Putting on plays in different regions
• Conducting programs or seminars

•

With help from MLI,eight mine detection dogs were
dispatched to Nicaragua.
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• Talking to influential community members who will
spread the word
While these techniques are not as straightforward as
writing textbooks for schoolchildren, they are probably the
most reliable way to spread mine awareness in this demographic.
In addition to spreading awareness throughout the
Nicaraguan community, MLI and the mine awareness cell
have been working with the army and the government of
Nicaragua to coordinate their efforts. Also, a database is
being built to store all of Nicaragua's mine-related information and aid in future mine awareness activity.

•

Victim Assistance: Helping Julio Perez

At a ceremony announcing Nicaragua's
ratification of the Mine Ban Treaty, the President of Nicaragua asked the U.S. Ambassador if he could find assistance for a young
boy whose life had been tragically altered by
a landmine incident. While chasing rabbits
in a field near his hometown ofJuigalpa, 12year-old Julio Perez found a metal object and
began playing with it, unaware that it was a
landmine. It exploded, destroying one eye
and badly damaging the other, while also
cutting off a portion of his arm below the
elbow. The available facilities in Nicaragua
were not sufficient to treat Julio, so the ambassador set our to find aid for him in the

Dan Layton (MLI) and Yamil
Moreno (Director of Mine
Awareness & Information in
Nicaragua) present a check to
Julio Perez, a 12-year-old
landmine victim and his
mother. MLI brought them to
New York for six months of
medical care.

u.s.
Word of Julio's story came to the
Marshall Legacy Jnstirute through the U.S.
Department of State's Office of Humanitarian Demining Programs. By pulling together
NGOs and private donors, MLI was able to transport Julio
and his mother to New York last July, where doctors operated on and cared for the boy over a period of five months.
While restoring his vision was impossible because of the
extensive damage he had sustained in both eyes, doctors
were able to increase his light perception. Also, instead of
getting Julio a prosthetic arm, they actually rebuilt his arm
by adding to the bone and covering it with skin so he can
control its movement and maintain feeling in it.
According to Perry Baltimore at the Marshall Legacy
Institute, Julio's case "has spearheaded our campaign in
N icaragua." Julio's story has been told to many audiences
to promote mine awareness, especially in Nicaragua. This
incident emphasizes the need to educate children about the
dangers of landmines and helps Nicaraguans realize how
close to home the problem is.
Conclusion

MLI has helped Nicaragua gain a better focus on landmine issues after the devastating effects of Hurricane Mitch.
It has coordinated efforts with a number of groups, including NGOs, the local Red Cross and the Organization of
American States (OAS) to improve the safety of Nicaraguan citizens.

Nicaragua's future looks hopefuL The country is beginning to train its own demining dogs in an effort to make
the country landmine free. Nicaragua's next big landminerelated event is coming up in September 2001, when the
country will host the International Campaign to Ban Landmines' (ICBL) Third Meeting of States Parries, where it
will both celebrate progress made so far and look to the
future. •

'All photos cormesy ofMarshall Legacy lwtitute

Contact Information

Perry Baltimore
Marshall Legacy Institute
1000 North Payne Sr.
Alexandria, VA 22314
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Fax: (703) 836-4677
E-mail: pbaltimore@marshall-legacy.org
Website: http:/ /www.marshall-legacy.org/
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Victim Assistance in Central America

Victim Assistance in Central
America: IGOs, NGOs and Governments
Team Up
The OAS, PAHO and UNICEF step in to bolster the activities of NGOs and governments to meet the needs of Landmine survivors for rehabilitation and socioeconomic integration.

•

Former guerilla fighter and landmine victim Manuel de
Jesus Orellana works on a child's prosthetic leg at the
PODES clinic in San Salvador. cloAP

by Suzanne L.Fiederlein, MAIC
Introduction
As with other mine-affected regions, Central America must respond
to the human consequence of landmines: the survivors. After years of
dominance by clearance operations,

victim assistance and economic reintegration are now beginning to receive
heightened attention in rhe region.
Both the OAS and PAHO (the PanAmerican Health Organization) have
launched victim assistance programs
in Central America, reaming up with
government ministries, and local and
international NGOs to expand and
improve services for survivors.
All of th e Centra l American
countries are grappling with the challenges of economic reintegration,
while the capability to meet the needs
for rehabilitation is being enhanced
through training programs organized
by the OAS, PAHO a nd UNICEF,
and involving international NGOs
such as:
• The International Society for
Prosthetics and Orthotics (ISPO),
• Center for International Rehabilitation (CIR),
• Physicians Against Land M ines
(PALM),
• Vietnam Veterans of America
Foundation (WAF), and
• The World Rehabilitation Fund
(WRF) .
Various international NGOs also
assist with the direct provision of prostheses and orthotics, although most of
the patient services are carried out by
local NGOs and government agencies.
E!Salvador
El Salvador, the first country in
the region to be cleared oflandmines,
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h osts some well-established rehabilitation and reintegration programs.
T he German organization MEDICO
International, along with Medical Aid
for El Salvador, helped establish the
Organization for rhe Promotion of
Disa bl ed Persons of El Salvador
(PO DES) in 1992. The WAF stepped
in to provide PODES with funding
and technical assistance. PO DES continues to operate rhe largest rehabilitation program in El Salvador with a
current caseload of over 900 patients
and a staff of23 employed in irs workshops and administrative offices (see
WAF website: http://www.vvaf.org/
humanirarain/elsalvador.shtml ).
PO DES is one of several NGOs
in El Salvador devoted to victim assistance. The World Rehabilitation Fund
(WRF) in recent years teamed up with
the US Agency for International Development (USAID) to provide technical assistance to seven different Salvadoran organizations involved in providing a range of rehabilitation and
reintegration services. The project
served to bolster the peace process and
has benefited ex-Salvadoran military
and ex-FMLN combatants as well as
civi lians (see WRF websi te: http://
www. worldrehabfund.org/ programs/
latnamer.hrm ).
Guatemala
Overall, in Guatemala as well as
in Nicaragua, victim assistance programs have only recently begun to gar-

ner increased artention by governmental and OAS officials who have tended
to focus on clearance operations.
However, NGOs such as the Center
for Attention to the Disabled of the
Guatemalan Army (CADEG) and the
Guate malan Rehabilitation Association (AGREL) have provided a measure of assistance.

Nicaragua
The International Committee for
the Red Cross (ICRC), H andicap International (HI), World Rehabilitation
Fund (WRF) and Mercy Ships all have
played a role in providing prostheses
for landmine survivors in Nicaragua.
However, rhe principal provider of rehabilitation services in Nicaragua is the
Ministry of Health. In addition to services available at two Managua hospitals, Aldo C havarria and Lenin
Fonseca, a semi-private rehabilitation
center, CENAPRORTO (Centro
Nacional de Producci6n de Ayudas
T ecnicas y Elementos Ortoprotesicos),
provides a range of services to landmine survivors as well as others in need
of rehabilitation.
OAS Victim Assistance

The OAS victim assistance program provides funds to cover rhe cost
of transportation, lodging and services
individual
victims
at
fo r
CENAPRORT0. 1 The center provides prosthetic and orthotic services
as well as physical rehabilitation
therapy and psychological counseling.
It is a residential facility where patients
stay while receiving services.
Since 1996, rhe OAS has assisted
over 320 landmine survivors through
its program in Nicaragua, essentially
every victim in need of assistance who
has come to rhe attention of the OAS
program staff in N icaragua. 2 This
number includes those requiring care
for eye and ear injuries as well as amputated limbs. In addition to the Nicaraguan caseload, the program also as-

sists one Honduran survivor and two Costa Rican
survivors. The OAS also
plans to include victim assistance in its recently established demining programs
in Ecuador and Peru.
Ambassador Marlene
Talbott, Senior Adviso r to
rhe OAS Mine Action Program, notes that the assistance program grew our of
the confidence Nicaraguans
developed in the OAS as it
undertook its supervisory
role for the demining program.3 People in the community brought the needs
of survivo rs to the attention of the
OAS staff, which prompted the OAS
ro formally launch irs assistance program in 1997. Ambassador Talbott, an
outspoken advocate for landmine victims for many years, explains that the
main mission of the OAS "is ro provide immediate assistance for victims.
Unlike other organizations [that] are
providing support fo r infrastructure or
other help, we are working in the field
directly with the people and believe
rhat in Central America rhe problem
is manageable."
Funding for rhe program initially
came from rhe government of Sweden,
and has been supplemented by funds
from the Canadian Landmine Foundation and rhe Women of the Americas (an assoc iation of female ambassadors and wives of ambassadors to the
OAS) through the Trust for the Americas, an OAS-affiliared foundation. 4
The ICRC assists CENAPRORTO in
obtaining materials for the construction of prostheses, although much of
it is procured through sources in the
US and Canada. 5
Victim Assistance Seminar

In June 2001, the OAS helped
organize a three-day se minar in
Managua on victim assistance. T he
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• Milagros Montes
Vanegas, pictured with
her nephew, lost both
legs in 1990 w hen she
stepped on a landmine
near San Francisco
Libre while working as
a cook for the
Nicaraguan Army. In
June 2001, she was
being fitted for
prostheses and
receiving rehabilitation
therapy at
CENAPRORTO. c/o
MAIC

first two days were devoted to training seminars conducted by the Center for International Rehabil itation
(CIR). T he seminars included handson instruction as well as an orientation to a new C IR-developed Internet
course. The third day was devoted to
information sharing among personnel
involved in providing assista nce to
landmine victims. The participant list
illustrates rhe large and varied role that
local NGOs play in providing victim
ass istance in the region. However,
so me N icaraguan NGOs have criticized the National Demining Commission for nor effectively including
rhem in the planning process and for
not adequately addressing the needs
for mine awareness education and vicrim assistance programs. 6
Economic Reintegration

Another new initiative of the
OAS in Nicaragua is to launch a pilot
program in association with the National Demining Commission and the
National Institute of Technology to
foste r economic reintegration fo r landmine survivors. The pilot program will
provide job training, start-up capital
and job placement assistance to some
40-50 landmi ne survivors.? The program will focus on providing practi-

Victim Assistance in Central America
cal job training that fits the Nicaraguan economic context, with an emphasis on vocational skills.

Other Programs in Central America

•

Crafting a prosthesis
at CENAPRORTO. do
MAIC

Net Corps Americas
Although the OAS is emphasizing vocational training in irs Nicaraguan program, information technology and the Internet are becoming
increasingly prominent in the effortS
to provide assistance to persons with
disabilities in the Americas. The Trust
for the Ameri cas, through its Net
Corps Americas (NCA) program,
helps support several projects for
people with disabilities in Central
America. 8 The projects all involve
sending high-tech volunteers to work
with disability organizations in El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and
Nicaragua. Training includes the use
of assistive technology as well as computer skills that facilitate entry into the
job market. The NCA also helped develop a Virtual Disabilities Resource
Center (VDRC) that serves people
with disabilities and their organizations by providing access to diverse
Internet-based information sources.
In El Salvador, the NCA established a special national program in
conjunction with the Ministry of Labor and with funding from the US
Department of Labor, Bureau of International Affairs.
The
program
works with organizations for people
with disabilities
and the private sector to provide training, advice and job
placement assistance to help promote the integration of the disabled
into th e private
workforce.

UNICEF
Another major international acwr in rhe field of victim assistance as
well as mine awareness education is
UNICEF. Since 1992, UNICEF has
been active in promoting mine awareness programs in Central America,
beginning with El Salvador but expanding its efforts to encompass Nicaragua and Guatemala. In Guatemala,
UNICEF teamed up with CIR/PALM
and the Ministry of Public Health and
Social Assistance in 1998 to launch a
training program for medical personnel in the areas of prostheses and
orthotics and to engage in some community-based rehabilitation programs.9
In 2001, UNICEF changed
course somewhat by enlisting the participation of ASCATED (Asociaci6n
de Capacitaci6n y Asistencia Tecnica
en Educaci6n y Discapacidad), a Guatemalan NGO with many years of experience working with disabled
people, in a project to assist child vicrims oflandmines and UXO. The first
step has been to identifY the victims,
according to Dr. Fidel Arevalo, who
heads up the project. 10 Dr. Arevalo's
team has developed a survey form and
currently is gathering the survey data.
They will use the survey results to plan
the assistance program.

PAHO's Role in Victim Assistance
In 1999 , the Pan-American
Health Organization (PAHO), a specialized agency of the OAS and the
regional office of the World Health
Organization (WHO), responded to
overtures from the governments of
Canada and Mexico to devise a program addressing the needs oflandmine
survivors in Central America. The Tripartite Initiative to Support Landmine
Survivors in Central America has been
designed to strengthen the capacity of
the governments ofEI Salvador, Honduras and Nicaragua ro provide services to landmine survivors. The OAS
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and PAHO carefully coordin ate their
victim assistance programs so that they
complement one another in order to
more effectively respond to the needs
of survivors. The Tripartite Initiative
admin istered by PAHO focuses on
capacity building while the OAS provides direct services to landmine survivors. In 2000, the US Agency for
International Development through
the War Victims Fund (USA l D/
WVF) entered into a co-partnership
with the Tripartite Initiative in support of particular components of the
program.
The four general objectives of the
lni ria rive are: 11
1) Gather data to define the magnitude of landmine-related incidents,
and establish a target population;
2) Strengthen the capacity of
health services and existing programs
to encompass an integral approach
rowards rehabilitation, especially for
those affected by armed conflict;
3) Increase public awareness
about the continuing dangers of landmines and other unexploded ordnances;
4) Strengthen and improve social
and vocational integration and rei ntegration programs for persons with
disabilities.
According to Maria Teresa Gago
of PAHO, as the Initiative has unfolded since 1999, it now encompasses
four main activities: strengthening of
socio-eco nomic reintegration programs; expansion of community-based
rehabilitation strategies into the primary health care networks; extension
and strengthening of prosthetic and
orthotic services; and development of
a health and disability information
system. 12
Overall, many specific, smallscale training programs have been supported by the Initiative, drawing in the
participation oflocal and international
NGOs, universities, and governmental agencies. 13 Again, the emphasis of
the Initiative is ro enhance local ca-

paciries to extend services to people
with disabilities. The Initiative is only
two years underway and promises to
make a subs tantial contribution to
building the national capacity for these
mine-affected countries to meet the
needs of their landmine survivors.

Differing Views on Victim Assistance
The increased attention ro rehabilitation training and to initiatives in
support of people with disabilities regardless of the reason for the disability, as represented by the Net Corps
Americas program, reflect efforts to
implement the Inter-American Convention for the Elimination of All
For ms of Discrimination against
People with Disabilities adopted by
the OAS General Assembly in 1999.
T hey also reflect the divergence of
views with in the victim assistance
community over the proper course of
action ro take in responding to the
needs of landmine survivors.
One perspective, as represented
by Ambassador Talbott of the OAS, is
that landmine victims need to receive
speciftc, timely assistance to ensure
their rehabilitation and reintegration,
particularly in light of Article 6 of the
Ottawa Treaty. This perspective has
guided the OAS victim assistance program which has resulted in concrete
improvements in the lives of survivors
in Nicaragua.
The second perspective advocates
enhancement of the overall capacity
of national health systems ro respond
more effectively to landmine victims
as well as to other people with disabilities.
The latter response is ideal from
a developmental perspective, but due
to the scale of the health system needs
in most mine-affected countries, such
an approach often sacrifices timeliness
to efforts at comprehensiveness. For

landmine survivors who are aware of
Article 6 and have been repeatedly
"surveyed" about their injuries, the
failure ro receive adequate, prompt
assistance can be frustrating and disheartening.
Ambassador Talbott and PanAmerican Health Organization officials Daniel L6pez-Acufia and Maria
Teresa Gago all agree that the task is
to make assistance to landmine victims
a top priority and ro have it serve as a
catalyst to improve health services to
all those in need in the Americas. 14 •
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Landmines in Chile:
Who is at Risk?
Captain Patricio Undurraga of the Chilean Ministry of Defense discusses the
mine problem in his country and describes present and future demining efforts
of the Chilean army and navy.
by Elizabeth Beery Adams,MAlC

Elizabeth Beery Adams (EBA): Describe the mine problem in Chile.
Where are the mines located? Who is
most at risk by the land mine problem?
Captain Undurraga: What must be
clear is that the mine problem in Chile
is different from the problem that we
have observed during this conference
[Military Contributions to Humanitarian Demining, January 17- 19,
200 1]. In Chile the mine fields that
exist are along the borders with other
countries. They were installed 20 or
25 years ago with the purpose of defending us against aggression. As the
mine fields are situated along the border, they are secure areas berween rhe
border of another country and our
country. Therefore, there aren't any
inhabitants in the region. This means
that in our country, civilians aren't affected by the mine fields. We have rhe
areas well marked, and we haven't had
any accidents or deaths because of the
location of the mine fields. That being so, we have military fields that were
installed with the military function of
defending against aggression. There is
no risk for the civilian population.
This is what allows us to plan with ease
and look for the best techniques to be
able to demine if the Ottawa Convention is ratified.
EBA: How long have demining efforts
been underway? Have there been any
problems in starring demining programs?

Captain Undurraga: The program was
initiated in 1997, and since 1998 the
Chilean army and navy have been the
institutions responsible for demining.
In 2000 we already had the completed
plan of what these institutions needed
to be able to develop their demining
strategy. In Chile there is a legal arrangement that does not permit the
ratification of an agreement such as the
Ottawa Convention if the finances are
nor available in order to comply with
the obligations that are implied in the
agreement. We are in the process of
obtaining the financial resources necessary from our government ro be able
to begin the demining process.
EBA: In Chile, is demining principally
considered to be a humanitarian or
military effort? Why?
Captain Undurraga: l think that there
is a tendency to confuse the terms.
Humanitarian demining and military
demining are the same-it's all
demining. What has happened is that
rhe NGOs have tried to put the "humanitarian" label on demining to
make people more sensitive to the situations that they are seeing in countries
like those in southern Africa. But,
there is only one demining- removing mine fields-and the risk suffered
by military personnel and by civilians
when they are demining is the same.
This is nothing more rhan giving it a
different name; we are simply talking
about demining.
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EBA: Are there any plans for encouraging NGOs ro help with demining
efforrs?
Captain Undurraga: In Chile we don't
have such a plan at this rime because
ir is already clear who has rhe responsibility of demining. They are rhe same
institutions that planted the mine
fields. The Chilean army and navy
planted the mine fields, and the army
and navy will be responsible for
demining, so we have no plan of action for the NGOs. The political resolve of the Chilean government is to
demine, and we as the military will put
it inro effect. We have all of the capabilities necessary to do that.
EBA: What are the challenges facing
demining efforts in Chile? Are there
any other challenges?
Captain Undurraga: The biggest challenge is gathering the necessary financial resources to put demining into
effect.
EBA: Are there reliable surveys and
mine field maps?
Captain Undurraga: Yes, there are
maps of all of the mine fields, where
they are located, what sector they cover
and the position of all of the mines.
The mine fields are clearly marked as
well.
EBA: Are mine awareness and victim
assistance integrated into the demining process? Why? How?

Captain Undurraga: Yes, one of the
things that we have labeled as an "associated cost" of demining is to anticipate the assistance to whatever victims we might have, because the victims of demining are going to be our
own people; they are going to be military personnel [who] are working. So,
one of the "associated costs" is to be
able to anticipate the assistance of
those [who] suffer accidents while
working. And more than just ass istance, we want to have all the necessary infrastructure to be able to care
fo r the person where and when they
have the accident. We are also concerned with follow-up assistance for
the victim in terms of assistance for
the family, assistance during their recuperation and their reinsertion into society once
they have recuperated.

EBA: Where do you see demining efforrs going in the next year?
Captain Undurraga: This year, 200 1,
our intention is to be able, with the
financial commission, to secure the
resources that will be necessary to the
national demining plan so that we will
be in a situation to begin demining in
2002.
EBA: How is the Chilean military involved in demining efforts outside of
Chile?
Captain Undurraga: We are participating in all the meetings of the Ottawa Convention and in demining
seminars with the purpose of exchang-

possibility of being used for other activities because they are located in the
border sector, in the mountains and
other areas that are generally inaccessible.
Update

The Chilean Congress unanimously approved the Ottawa Convention on May 3, 2001. It now only
needs the signature of the President of
the Republic before the Ministry of
Foreign Relations can ratifY it. This
signifies the coming destruction of the
250,000 ami-perso nnel mines that
line Chile's borders with Argentina,
Peru and Bolivia. •
•

EBA: Are there any efforts
in place to increase public awareness of the landmine problem?
Captain Undurraga: In
Chile there isn't a preoccupation with the mine
fields at the civilian level.
T here isn't a preoccupation because the mine
fields don't affect them.
T hat is to say, if you go to '
Santiago, the capital, no
one talks about mine
fields because the mine fields are on
the border and don't affect them. Historically, we haven't had any accidents,
so the population doesn't talk about
them. It is not that they aren't conscious of the mine fields, they know
that they exist, but it is not a danger
for them because, as I have said, they
are identified and marked and serve a
determined purpose. Therefore, there
is no danger to the civilian population.

Soldiers supporting
the coup led by Gen.
Augusto Pinochet
take cover as bombs
are dropped on the
Presidential Palace
of La Moneda. c/o

AP

ing information and experiences to
give us the ability to implement
demining in Chile in the best possible
manner.
EBA: How much land do the mine
fields cover? Can that land be used for
anything else?
Captain Undurraga: The lands where
the mine fields are located have no
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Contact Information

Captain Patricio Undurraga
Ministry of Defense
Villavicencio No. 364
Santiago Centro, Chile
Tel: 562-280-5644
E-mail: patundu@emdn.cl

UXO in Panama
With no party assuming responsibility for thousands of acres of UXO-infested
land, the fate of Panama's ex-United States artillery ranges remains unresolved.
The grueling task of transforming the unusable land falls to the Explosive Ordnance Disposal community leaving the tainted ground waiting for release.
by Keith Feigenbaum, MAIC

I'
I I

Unl ike a number of other
Latin American countries,
Panama's political situation and
the resulting military unrest
have neither caused nor contributed to its current UXO
contamination. While the cause
of UXO contamination in
Panama is clear-the use of
once U.S.-owned military bases
as practice artillery ranges- officials for the United States and
Panama generally disagree on
the current state of those practice ranges and what should be
done to cure the country of its
UXO "problem" (not to mention the most pressing question
of exactly who should oversee
the clearance efforts). The purpose of this article is nor to take
sides, place blame or to make
moral judgements in this matter. Rather, the purpose is to
present the facts on UXO contamination in Panama. Regardless of who placed UXO in
Panama or who holds the responsibility for removing the
UXO, this matter remains a
technical issue that needs to be
revealed and dealt with in the
Explosive Ordnance Disposal
(EOD) communiry.

•

Background

UXO contami nation in Panama
is limited to three former U.S. military bases along the Panama Canal.
U.S. military officials have been using the Empire, Balboa West and Pifia
firing ranges on these bases for artillery practice for about 70 years. Under the Panama Canal Treaty of 1977,
these bases were returned to Panamanian control in 1999. Prior to rhe return of the 37,300 Canal Zone acres,
the U.S. Department of State's Interagency Worki ng Group (IWG) on
Demi ning recognized the Panamanian
government's concern that rhe remaining UXO would not be cleared before
the return of the ranges. However, the
IWG refuted Panama's claim that the
United States was contractually and
morally responsible for clearing UXO
fro m the vacated ranges.
An JWG statement fro m June
1998 expressed the United State's view
of the matter as "a range remediation
issue, not a humanitarian demining
one." Thus, the Un ited States does not
view the ranges as land fit to be developed for commercial or residential
purposes. Rather, the U.S. military
recommended that the ranges be
sealed off. The statement continues,
"U.S. humanitarian demining funds
should not be used to clear current or
former U .S. military ranges, since this
would set a precedent of using U .S.
humanitarian demining assistance to
clear former U.S. military bases and
ranges around the world."

This statement is the official position of the U.S. government-a position that stands today. Thus, any efforts by Panama to pressure the United
States into returning to the sites to
co nduct UXO removal, which is estimated to cost between $400 million
(U.S .) to $1 billion, have been met
with this response. According to an
article in the April 26, 2000 issue of
Ottawa Citizen, the United States
maintains that it did, in fact, clean up
most of the sites, having removed
8,500 pieces of UXO and about 60
tons of shrapnel from the ranges. Pentagon spokesman Lt. C ol. George
Rhynedance told the Ottawa Citizen
that the Panama Canal Treaty requi res
the United States to clear the ranges
"to the extent practicable." However,
the United Stares deemed much of the
Canal Zone to be unfit for clearance
for environmental reasons.
Current Situation

M ter decades ofbombardment by
various munitions, the Empire, Balboa
West and Pifia ranges are reported to
contain about 120,000 pieces of
UXO. Michael E. Shorr ofTennessee's
EOD Technology, Inc. (EODT), a
provider of ordnance and explosives
services, reported his findings from
EODT's attempts to remove some of
these munitions in "UXO and the
Panama Canal." Short reported that
from March 1998 through August
1999 the EODT dealt with the unique
challenges of removing explosives from

A Panamanian Ecological Police
sergeant looks at old ordnances
left in a train ing field.c/oAP
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the Canal Zone's jungle terrain. While
dealing with the sharp 12 to 20 feethigh kuna grasses, he explai ns that
EOD specialists faced a wide variety
of explosives. These included: UXO,
60 mm and 81 mm mortars, 40 mm
HE, 105 mm and 155 mm, AT-4, 90
mm and 106 mm RR, 2.36 3.5,
SMAW, LAW, 2.75, specialty rounds
and submunitions. In order to clear
some of these munitions, EODT used
procedures ranging from the burning
of cut vegetation to the use of defoliants and heavy duty weed eaters. The
presence of numerous holes, craters,
ravines, streams and steep hills in the
jungle terrain also limited the use of
vehicles, which we re cut off fro m
project areas during the rainy season.
Conclusion

T hough neither Panama nor the
U.S. agrees on responsibility for removing UXO along the Canal, a solution must be reached for restoring
the land to a safe and usable state.
Because no one player stands accountable for environmental restoration, it
is up to the EOD community to tackle
the mammoth task of returning
healthy land to the Panamanian
people. In the meantime, the ex-ranges
wait as prisoners of their own contamination, cut off from the rest of the
world, in a state of dormant disuse. •

Landmines: A Deadly Reminder

Land mines:
A Deadly Reminder of Chile's Military Past
Although the fighting is Long over, a number of anti-personnel Landmines still
remain in Chile, posing a threat to civilians even today. With casualties increasing, the people are calling on the government to take action.

years of Gen. Augusto Pinochet's 1973-1990 military dictatorship, according to U.S Defense Department information cited by Human Rights Watch.
Triggered by downward pressure, theM 14 is specially
designed to maim but not kill, a strategy military analysts
say is based on the premise that a wounded soldier is more
of a liability to the enemy than a dead one. Yet Pinocher's
anti-Communist regime did not deploy the weapon with
an in ternal enemy in mind, unlike other landmine-infested
nations like Colombia and Nicaragua.

by Louise Egan, Journalist

Mined Borders

A Killer in Disguise

Between 1974 and 1978 , Chile's army and navy dotted the sparsely populated, rugged terrain along irs borders with Peru, Bolivia and Argentina with 293 minefields
containing between 250,000 and 1 million anti-personnel
and anti-tank landmines. Relations with neighboring countries were at an all-time low, and Pinochet wanted to protect frontier zones. After more than 20 years, those confl icts are long forgotten, but the landmines remain, a rueful reminder of Chile's murky military past.
"Chile today is very different from then. Even at the
time [the weapon] was used, it was part of Chile's defensive policy," said Undersecretary of War Gabriel Gaspar.
Gaspar insists the mine fields are still safely fenced off and
marked, posing a danger only to daredevils. "If someo ne is
looking for high risk, they will find it," he said.
But Soro, one of 26 reported cases of civilian landmine casualties in Chile, takes offense at the government's
lack of concern and is suing for about $800,000, the estimated cost of prostheses for his hands and the medical
costs of the accident, in which he also lost an eye and suffered burns. "The state is supposed to be responsible for
what happens to its citizens," he said. Despite Defense
Minister Mario Fernandez's personal promise to settle his
case our of court, a disillusioned Soto says he received
"nothing bur promises." Other landmine survivors feel
similarly abandoned. Elias Moscoso, a 15-year-old Aymara
Indian from a village in the Andean Highlands, lost part
of his right hand in 1996 after picking up a shiny object in

Like many Chileans, Gustavo
Soro always thought the snowcapped
Andean mountains that rower ominously over the eastern fringe of this
long, narrow country were the most
peaceful place on earth. But a nightmarish experience two years ago
taught him that the majestic Andes,
patches of the Atacama Desert in the
north, and the picturesque islands of
Patagonia in the south are riddled with
one of the world's cruelest weapons.
During a roadside stop on a remote mountain pass in northern
Chile, So to spotted a green plastic disc
"a little bigger than a wristwatch" that
he mistook for a lid from a water container. He carelessly picked it up and
plunked it onto the dashboard of the
pickup truck he was traveling in. As
he and his friends set off again, the
truck lurched into gear and the "lid"
began to slide. Soto instinctively
slammed his hands down on it.
"The truck just tore apart. The
floor blew off, the roof was ripped
right through. All I felt was the explosion, bur I realized right away that
I had lost my hands," Soto said, holding up the two knobby stumps that
prevent him from pulling on his own
socks or taking a bus by himself. Police said the "lid" turned our to be a
U.S.-built Ml4 anti-personnel landmine, one of 300,000 the United
States exported to Chile in the early

•

the middle of the road. His lawsuit against the state was
thrown out of court.
Treaty to End Government Secrecy

Calling the information "reserved," government secrecy surrounding the landmine problem means nobody
really knows exactly how many mines there are in C hile or
where they are. The government has also resisted pressures
to demine the borders, arguing that its struggling economy
cannot afford the estimated $250 million cost. Many of
the mines are plastic, making detection by conventional
metal detectors impossible, it says.
But that may change soon. May 3, the Chilean Congress ratified the Ottawa Convention, coming a step closer
ro joining the 140 other nations worldwide that have joined
the 1997 pact. The treary obliges countries to clear their
territory of alllandmines, destroy stockpiles and report to
the United Nations secretary general the total number, rype
and location of any remaining landmines. The Defense
Ministry says two local munitions factories churned out
five models in the 1970s and 1980s. One was an army
facility and the other was owned by Carlos Cardoen, an
eccentric Chilean tycoon. Cardoen figures in a U.S. Customs list, published on May 7, of the ten most wamed
fugitives in Latin America with a $500,000 reward for information on his whereabouts.
The U.S. Department of]ustice's Criminal Division
issued a warrant for Cardoen's arrest in 1993 for the alleged illegal export of U.S.-made zirconium and parts to
make cluster bombs. The warram said Cardoen was a major supplier of cluster bombs to Saddam Hussein's regime
in Iraq during the 1980s. Once the mine ban treary goes
into effect for Chile, the government will have a maximum of 30 years to clear their mine fields. Until then,
Gustavo Sow's advice is: "watch your step." •

Reprinted courtesy of Reuters, copyright Reuters Limited 200 I.

Protest marches for land and better living conditions have been
carried out by Mapuche Indians in Chile's capital. c/o AP
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These Firemen are Deminers:

EA: What is the mine situation
Guatemala?

An Interview with Mr. Guillermo Pacheco,
Program Coordinator of the Assistance
Program for Demining in Guatemala

G P: The National Plan of Demining
and Unexploded Ordnance Destruction is being carried out in the country. Even though landmines are found,
the biggest problem in Guatemala is
the unexploded ordnance. The National Plan is projected to complete
this process in the year 2005. At this
moment, the operations are being executed in the communities considered
to be "high-risk."

Guillermo Pacheco discusses Guatemala's landmine situation and explains how
volunteer firefighters are lending a hand in demining activites.
•

111

EA: How do you find out where the
mines are?

The
volunteer
firefighters of Guatemala participate
in a land retrieval
ceremony in lxcan,
Guatemala. c/ o

G P: A mine awareness campaign is
conducted in affected areas, and the
population of the areas provides the
information to the official authorities.
Additionally, former combatants of
the URNG [Unidad Revolucionaria
N acional Guatemalteca], work as
guides in the demining process.

OAS

EA: Who decides clearance priorities?
GP: The Executive Coordinating Unit
[Unidad Coordinadora Ejecutiva
(UCE)], which is responsible to the
De mining Commission of the Guatemalan Congress, is the entity in which
one representative of each organization
participates. The UCE makes the decisions about priorities for demining
and unexploded ordnance operations.

by Elizabeth Beery Adams, MAIC

Elizabeth Adams (EA): How did the
firemen get involved with demining?
Guillermo Pacheco (GP): In 1995
Legislative Order 60-95 determined
that the firefighters would be an essential part of the demining process prior
to the publication of the Legislative
Order. The Volunteer Firefighters were
trained by a German NGO in 1994.

EA: Why did they get involved with
demining?

EA: What type of training did they
receive?

GP: At the end of the armed conflict
in Guatemala, it was a very sensitive
issue that the army get directly involved with the affected population.
Therefore, the Guatemalan government decided that the use of the Volunteer Firefighters was a good option
for mine awareness tasks and public
information.

GP: The National Demining Plan
defines clearly the specific functions
of each participating institution. The
assigned function of the firefighters is
information and mine awareness, and
based on this, they were trained to
participate in level 1 and level 2 surveys.
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EA: Do you work with other organizations?
GP: The Guatemalan Congress, the
Guatemalan Army, the Volunteer

Firefighters and the former combatants of URNG are all involved in
demining operations in Guatemala.
EA: Do you get involved in teaching
the community mine awareness ?.
GP: As part of the mine awareness
campaign, the Volunteer Firefighters
and former combatants of the URNG
teach directly to schools of the affected
communmes.
EA: How does the community report
finding mines?
GP: Local communities can inform the
local authorities or go to the stations
of the volunteer firefighters. In some
cases, they can report this information
to local radio stations.

EA: Do the firemen do surveys? Map
mine fields?
GP: The volunteer firefighters conduct
level 1 and 2 surveys to locate and
mark hazards.

EA: Do they re ceive funding for
demining?
GP: Yes, through the Government
Demining Coordination Commission, but the funds are insufficient for
full development of the program. The
OAS Assistance Program
for
Demining in Central America provides additional funds to complete the
tasks.
EA: How does the local community
feel about these demining efforts? How
do the firemen's families feel about it?
GP: Volunteer firefighters have been
very well received by the population.
The local people feel very confident in
dealing with the firefighters. In the case
of the second question, the families of
the firefighters are always worried
about a potential accident.
EA: What are the plans for the future?
GP: To continue participating in
demining operations and successfully
fulfill the very important task of our
mine awareness campaign. •

EA: Do they assist mine victims?
Contact Information

GP: In case ofaccidents, they may also
provide first aid to victims.
EA: Have they suffered any injuries?
GP: Not at all!
EA: Do they have equipment needs?
GP: The OAS Assistance Program for
Demining in Central America has provided the necessary equipment for their
miSSIOn.
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Guillermo Pacheco Gaitan
National Coordinator
Assistance Program for Demining in
Guatemala
15 Ave. "A" 4-59
Zona 13
Guatemala, Guatemala
Tel: (502) 362-0353

Fax: (502) 332-0101
E-mail: oeadesmina@intelnet.net.gt
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AICMA:
Helping Central America
Since its creation in 1998, Comprehensive Action against Anti-personnel Mines
(AICMA) has been devoted to numerous landmine issues. AICMA and its partners have accomplished a great deal throughout the continent.
•

Beautiful yet dangerous
terrain near the Honduran
border. c/o Central America
Landmine Survivors Project

American countries affected by antipersonnel mines. Since May 1995, responsibility for the general coordination and supervision of PADCA has
been assigned to the Unit for the Promotion of Democracy (UPD), with
the technical support of the InterAmerican Defense Board (IADB). The
distinctive feature of PADCA, which
is an integral componen t of the
AICMA program, is that it is largely a
humanitarian project, since it seeks to
restore safe conditions and the confidence of citizens, to reduce the threat
and danger posed by explosive devices
and antipersonnel mines, and to restore the use of the lands dedicated to
agriculture and livestock in affected
zones. Furthermore, it is a multilateral program, since a number of dono r and contributing countries (such
as Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Colombia,
Denmark, El Salvador, France, Germany, Great Britain, Guatemala, Holland, Honduras, Japan, Norway, Russia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, the
United States, and Venezuela) and
various organizations (such as the OAS
and the IADB) participate in it.

Role ofthe UPD

by Organization of American
States (OAS)
This report describes the activities conducted

by A!CMA. Between june 2000 and May 2001,
periodic reports were provided to the Committee
on Hemispheric Security ofthe OAS Permanent
Council on the work completed and the use of
allocated fimds.

Introduction

To address the complex, difficult
and persistent issues related to the crisis caused by anti-personnel mines, the
program known as "Comprehensive
Action Against Anti-personnel Mines"
(AICMA) was created in the Unit for

the Promotion of Democracy in 1998.
This program is the focal point within
the General Secretariat for landmine
issues and covers the following topics:
• mine risk awareness education for
the civilian population
• support for minefield surveying,
mapping, marking and clearance
• victim assistance, including physical and psychological rehabilitation
and the socioeconomic reintegration
of cleared zones

At its 30'h regular session, the
General Assembly approved resolutions AG/RES. 1745 (XXX-0/00),
"Support for Action Against Mines in
Peru and Ecuador" and AG/RES.
1751 (X:XX-0/00), "Support for the
Program of Integral Action Against
Anti-personnel Mines in Central
America."
Assistance Program for Demining
in Central America (PADCA)

• destruction of stockpiled mines

Background

• support for a total ban on the use,
production, stockpile and sale, transport or export of anti-personnel mines

PADCA was created by the Organization of American States (OAS)
in 1991 , at the request of the Central
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The main responsibilities of the
UPD/OAS within PADCA are to raise
fu nds in the international community,
to administer and oversee the use of
those funds and to coordinate the Program from a political and diplomatic
standpoint. This responsibility also
includes the task of ensuring that all
the essential components of each national demining project are in place
and functioning properly. This includes a system for communications,
evacuation and emergency; the provision of food and equipment for
demining troops; insurance; and a stipend for all supervisors and sapper
soldiers involved in operations and
awareness-building cam paigns designed to educate populations about
the latent risk of anti-personnel mines.

Technical Assistance
The IADB is responsible for organizing the international team of supervisors in the four countries participating in the Program (Costa Rica,
Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua). At the moment, the international
team of experts is composed of about
30 supervisors who are responsible for
providing technical and logistical support, training demining troops, and
providing certification that demining
operations are appropriate and meet
international safety standards. In September, Guatemala became the first
PADCA beneficiary country to provide the chief of the international supervisory team, known as the Mission
ofAssistance for the Removal ofMines
in Central America (MARMINCA).
The change in leadership followed the
training and integration of new military supervisors from the seven OAS
Member States (Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Venezuela).

International Support
The successful work completed
and progress achieved by PADCA is,
in large measure, due to the invaluable and generous support of member
states such as Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras, Peru, Venezuela and the United States, as well as
the contributions of major international donors, including Denmark,
France, Germany, Great Britain, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, the
Russian Federation, South Korea,
Spain and Sweden. Over the course of
one year, these contributions have
amounted to approximately $6 million (U.S.).

Coordination with International Entities
• United Nations
Significant cooperation with the
United Nations Mine Action Service
(UNMAS) on several mine action
projects enhanced both the coordina-
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tion and execution of the AI CMA program over the past year. The establishment of a mine action database was
made possible by a grant from
UN MAS, which supported computer
software, training and initial operation
of the Information Management System for Mine Action (IMSMA). This
system, which was developed under the
sponsorship of the Swiss Government
for the benefit of the international
community, was installed and is maintained in the PADCA office in Nicaragua. Important progress was also
made in coordinating UNMAS and
AICMA program support for the mine
action programs in Peru and Ecuador.
• Geneva International Center for
Humanitarian Demining (GICHD)
GICHD, as the organization designated by UN MAS to coordinate and
revise International Mine Action Standards, has worked directly with the
AICMA program to establish a user
focus group for review and comment
on draft standards. The first phase of
this review took place in Managua in
January 2001 and was attended by
demining program managers from
Central America, Ecuador and Peru.
• Pan-American Health Organization
(PAHO)
During the course of the year,
AICMA coordinated closely with
PAHO with the aim of working cooperatively on activities related to assistance, rehabilitation and integration
of mine victims, as well as on awareness education of the population about
the danger of these devices.
• Trust for the Americas
In order to promote victim assistance initiatives, the Program established and broadened contact with the
Trust for the Americas, seeking to cement collaboration with the private,
public and academic sectors, as well
as with different civil society institutions in the hemisphere .

AICMA: Helping Central America
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• Central American Bank fo r
Economic Integratio n
During this period , the Central
American Bank for Econo mic Integracio n and che O AS, through Al CMA,
co ntinued joint efforts o n issues related co mine risk/accident prevention
education and socio-economic recovery of communities chat have been
demined. In that regard, the Bank contributed funds co support mine accident prevention campaigns in Honduras a nd N icaragua . Si milarly, a
workshop w ill be conducted co analyze che socio-econom ic impact on
mine-affected communities in Central
America. The primary objective of the
workshop will be co consolidate info rmacion about che devastating effects
of mines on che population in o rder
co be presented at che Th ird Meeting
of Scates Parties co th e O n awa Co nventi on , whi ch will cake place in
Managua, N icaragua, in September
2001.
• Center for International Rehabilitation
T he Center for International Rehabilitation, che Guatemalan Rehabilitation Association, che Center fo r the
Promo tion of Integrated Rehabilitation, the Cooperat ive Association of
che Independent Group fo r To cal Rehabilitation, the Landmine Survivors
Network and the OAS jointly edited
and distributed the Regional Rehabilitation Resources D irectory, which was
made available in April 2000. T he d irectory provides informacio n on existing rehabilitation facilities in G uatemala, N icaragua and El Salvador.
• Interna ti onal Campaign to Ban
Landmines (ICBL)
The A ICMA program m aintained frequent co ntact with t he ICBL
and participated in the Ca mpaign's
annual meeting in Washingto n from
5-9 March 200 1 w ith a presentatio n
by the program coordinator. In addition, the OAS, through AIC MA, cosponsored a reception at the Main

Building of the OAS in honor of Ms.
Jody W illiams, corecipient of the 1997
Nobel Prize for Peace, and Her Majesty Q ueen Noor of Jordan.
Demining Activities
From June 2000 to May 2001,
PAD CA-supported demin ing activities conti nued to expand in size and
scope. Generally, mine clearance operations remain affected by the passage of Hurricane M itch through Central America in October 1998, as erosio n caused the movement of an undeterm ined number of mines and explosive devices from their original locations. However, emergency response
plans to clear key infrastructu re have
been completed. Members of the internation al team provided t ra in ing
co urses for new demining units in
N icaragua, as well as refresher training fo r existing units in each of che
fo ur Cen tral American beneficiary
countries. Additional tech nical equipment, veh icles a nd spare parts for
medical evacuation helicopters were
also provided through donor funding.
Efforts to integrate canine mine detection capabilities conti nued in D ecember when PADCA took over the
contractor's responsibility of supporting the canine compo nent, wh ich had
previo usly been fi nanced by the U.S.
government. The number of dogs assigned to the program now stands at
19, with 11 in Nicaragua, four in
H o nduras and fo ur in Costa Rica.
Progress M ade in Each PADCARecipient Country
•Costa Rica
During the year 2000, Costa
Rican de miners cleared more than
104,000 sq. m of land along the border with N icaragua, making these areas available for agricultural use. However, the pace of operations was slowed
due to the lack of a medical evacuation helicopter, forcingdemin ing units
to work only in areas that are accessible by light airp lane. The Costa
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Rican Red C ross was helpful in arranging for ground evacuation by providing an ambulance to reinforce the capabilities of che demining un it. T he
M inistry of Public Security, wh ich is
the national mine action authority for
Costa Rica, revised the projected
completion date fo r mine clearance to
June 2002.
• Guatemala
PADCA-supported demining
operations continue with the participatio n o f the Volunteer Firemen's
Corps, the Guatemalan Army, reintegrated members of the former insurgent organization (URNG) and internat ional supervisors from the InterAmerican Defense Board. In accordance with the G uatemalan National
Plan fo r Demining and D estruction
of Unexploded O rdnance, demining
activities were concentrat ed in t he
municipality of N ebaj, Quiche Depa rtment, one of the most seriously
affected areas of the country. Because
of t h e heavy conce n trat io n of
undetonaced explosive devices found
in many pares of Guatemala and the
lack of a documented registry for
chem, extensive efforts are required co
identify hazardous areas through an
integrated mine risk awareness campaign. Th is campaign has been conducted by the fi remen and demobilized insurgents in conjunction with
clearance operatio ns in o rder to solicit
information on these hazards from
people living in the most affected areas. Coverage and clearance of all highpriority areas is scheduled for completion in 2005.
• H onduras
M ine clearance operations entered their final six-month module in
M arch of this year fo r the last remaining mined areas along che border with
N icaragua in Choluteca D epartment.
D uring 2000, H o nd uran demi ners
and internatio nal superviso rs con-

ducced cwo important general surveys
co determine the probability of the
existence of mined areas along che
bo rder with El Salvador and near a
fo rmer m il itary base at Aguacace in
Olancho D epartment. In both cases,
there was no ind ication from local
authorities o r in habitants that any
mines were present. These surveys
confirmed chat the conclusion of the
current Module X in September 200 I
will complete demin ing of the Honduran side of che border with Nicaragua. As the program closes in Honduras, international supervisors will continue to assist with quality control inspections using canine mine detection
in chose areas chat were cleared prior
to the start of che canine program in
1999.
•Nicaragua
N icaraguan demining units destroyed over 70 percent of che mines
scheduled for detection and destruction for the year 2000. By January
2001, the N icaraguan Army reported
chat of more chan 135,000 mines
o riginally emplaced, about 73,000 remain to be destroyed. These results
were obtained using both manual detection methods and canine mine detection. Two factors chat limited the
ability of demining units to meet projected clearance goals were weather in
affected areas and th e availability of
medical evacuation helicopters to provide continuous coverage of operations. As a result of donor funding,
PADCA will support the rehabilitation of an additional helicopter, which
will increase the to tal number in support to fo ur and will permit adequate
support to demining units throughout Nicaragua.
PAD CA co ntinued co provide
funding fo r th e demining activities of
two 100-mem ber demining un its
(Operational Fronts 3 and 4) and for
two new units. In June 2000, the Nicaraguan Army init iated operations with
100 sappers of the newly-organized

and trained Operational Front 5 in the
North Atlantic Autonomous Region
(RAAN) . In addition, the newly
formed Independent Demining Platoon consisting of 60 deminers was
trained and placed into operation in
January 2001 to assume responsibility for landmine stockpile destruction,
mine field marking and quick reaction
to reports of mines and unexploded
ordnance from local communities.
Two hundred sappers assigned to Operational Fronts 1 and 2 also came
under che supervision of the IADB
international team in 2001, even
though they were funded through bilateral arrangements with the Government of Denmark. These changes
brought che total number of deminers
working with PAD CA to about 635
and extended clearance operations to
all mine-affected geographic regions of
the country. To complement manual
and canine assets, a mechanical mine
clearance capability will be added by
using equipment provided by the Government of Japan in 2001. In view of
these developments, the goal of the
Nicaraguan Government continues to
be completion of its National
Demining Plan by che end of2004.
Mine Awareness Education
The mine awareness programs
supported by AICMA aim not only
to reduce the risk of death and injury
by promoting safe behavior, but also
to facilitate solutions to the high-risk
behavior that we have noticed in some
of the affected communities. The program recognizes the importance of
increasing the involvement of these
communities in mine awareness Initiatives. In the case of Central America,
it is important to highlight the double
benefit obtained by che participation
of the affected communities in landmine awareness activities. Not only do
the community members learn about
the danger of landmines; but also, in
specific cases where no landmine
records exist, che communities are the
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main sources of information for the
location of the mined areas and explosive devices. The Mine Risk Awareness
Education for the Civilian Population
campaign was strengthened through
community visits, school programs
and a variety of national radio messages. In each of the recipient countries, PADCA personnel visited
schools in affected areas to provide
mine risk awareness classes and distribute informational material.
In Nicaragua, the Ministry of
Defense, the Nicaraguan Army and
PADCA Nicaragua held two seminars
for student councils of schools identified by the Ministry of Education in
each region of the country. Participants included secondary school students who attended a course on mine
awareness and precautionary measures
in order to enable them to convey chis
information in their own schools and
communities.
PADCA also signed an agreement
with UNICEF for che development of
a joint project co support mine risk
education and landmine accident prevention to be targeted toward children
in Nicaragua in 200 1. Considering the
magnicude of the problem in Nicaragua, a national workshop has been
planned in Managua for later this year
in order to discuss standardizing criteria and materials used in mine risk
education campaigns by the numerous institutions involved in this field
in Nicaragua. Two seminars that will
focus on community radio stations are
also planned in different regions of the
country.
Efforts ro use local and national
communications media were supported by PADCA throughout the
region. In Costa Rica, a radio campaign was initiated using a local radio
station in the affected area around Los
C h iles, and the Univision network
broadcast a television program on che
problems of anti-personnel mines in
Costa Rica. A similar campaign was
used in Honduras with two local ra-
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clio stations in the municipality of San
Marcos de Colon, Choluteca Department. PADCA supported the initiation of a continuing nation-wide radio campaign in Nicaragua with Radio Corporacion, using a character
from a popular national program,
"Pacho Madrigal," to convey mine
awareness messages. The Latin American system, Telemundo, visited and
filmed the program's activities in Nicaragua to broadcast during its newscast.
In Guatemala, PADCA received an
award from UNICEF for a public
awareness campaign it developed entided "No Juguemos con Ia Muerte"
("Let's Not Play with Death!") in October 2000.

Victim Assistance

II
I
I

I

The "Program for Care to Victims of Mines and Explosive Devices,"
which has existed in Nicaragua since
1997, was continued and strengthened
in the past year with the assistance of
the Swedish government. Since its inception, the program has addressed the
specific needs of the comm unities involved by providing victims who have
no social security or army benefits with
transportation from their communities to the rehabilitation center, as well
as lodging, nourishment, prostheses,
therapy and medications. The program maintains victims' records that
include information concerning personal identification, home community, type of injury, type of prosthesis,
account of the accident, and in most
cases, photographs of the victim. T he
humanitarian work under this program, with an overall budget of
$275,000, has provided care for about
300 persons who otherwise wo uld
have no chance of rehabilitation and
reintegration into productive life in
their communities. In addition, limited immediate medical support has
been provided to mine accident survivors using medical personnel and
resources assigned to each of the Nicaraguan demining units until the vic-

rims could be assisted through the
OAS Victim Assistance Program. In
the past year, the program's rehabilitation center in Nicaragua also assisted
two mine victims from Costa Rica,
who received medical treatment, prostheses and meals.
In Guatemala, the program has
also supported a program operating an
independent living center that is presently home to several disabled young
people, who range in age from 14 to
35. They receive basic medical treatment, counseling and vocational and
educational training. They are also
trained in independent living, a philosophy that states that with the right
skills, cools and information, a person
with a disability is capable of directing his or her own care and leading a
productive and happy life. The program also provides services to the disabled comm unity by offering counseling and case management, peer support groups and a resource library.

Stockpile Destruction
The role of the AICMA program
in promoting the elimination ofstockpiled anti-personnel min es in the
Western Hemisphere has expanded
significantly over the past year. In collaboration with the government of
Canada, the program hopes to raise
$ 1 million from international donors,
who will manage support efforts by
requesting Member States to destroy
their stockpiles prior to the Third
Meeting of Stares Parties to the Ottawa Co nvention in Managua this
September. This project, known as the
"Managua Challenge," encompasses
the destruction of all stockpiled mines
by the Onawa Convention signatories
of the Americas and the finalization
and presentation of all reports required
under Article 7 of the Co nvention
before the Managua meeting in September.
To that end, the Nicaraguan government contin ued the effort initiated
m 1999 to destroy all of the original
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130,000 warehoused mines under its
control. Representatives of PADCA
and the IADB international supervisor ream participated in the certification of the destruction of additional
mines in the Department of Estell,
bringing the total number of stockpiled mines destroyed to 68,859 by the
end of 2000. Nicaragua has set the
destruction phase of remaining stocks
to be completed as soon as possible
and hopefully by September 200 1.
In November 2000, the Honduran government completed the elimination of irs entire inventory of mines.
A total of7,741 anti-personnel mines
were destroyed by the Honduran
Armed Forces with financial support
from AICMA and the technical advice
of the lADB and the Canadian government. As in Nicaragua, representatives of the program and the international team of supervisors certified
the process that made Honduras the
first of the Stares Parties of the Americas to fulfill this aspect of the Onawa
Convention.

Mine Action Database
In collaboration with the United
Nat ions Mine Action Service
(UNMAS) and the Geneva International Center for Humanitarian
Demining (G ICHD), a mine action
database program was initiated in
Nicaragua in October 2000. Personnel of PADCA Nicaragua and the international supervisors received training from GICHD on the computerized system, known as the Information Management System for Mine
Action (IMSMA). IMSMA permits
the entry of data on all known and
suspected mined areas, their characteristics, the status of mine clearance
in each area, and complete information on accidents and mine victims.
The primary purpose is to assist in
prioritizing mine action efforts according to a set of criteria for determining
the greatest need. In the future, data
for Honduras and Costa Rica will also

be added , and plans for establishing
separate databases in Peru and Ecuador are underway.

Peru and Ecuador
General Assembly resolution AG/
RES. 1745 (X:X:VX-0/00), "Support
for Action Against Mines in Peru and
Ecuador," states that rhe General Secretariat should pursue negotiations
with the governments of Ecuador and
Peru, setting their sights on the earliest possible conclusion of the framework agreements to initiate demining
assistance to those Member States. In
that regard, bilateral meetings were
held with representatives of the governments of Peru and Ecuador, and
also with the principal donors of the
eventual program to support demining
in these co umries during the Second
Meeting of States Parries. The Organization submitted working documents for consideration by both governments containing a proposal to
provide coordinated international assistance with the efforts of both countries in integrated action against antiperson nel mines in their respective
ternrones.
The fundamental objective of this
proposal is to strengthen the institutional and technical capacity, to conduct humanitarian demining tasks,
and to promote dialogue with the national authorities of each country in
establishing standards, entities to be
involved, a general operations framework, financing needs, composition of
demining units, and a tentative schedule of operations. These actions will
pave the way for the development of a
Comprehensive Program of Action
against Ami-personnel Mines in both
countries and develop a preliminary
consensus regarding the international
community's commitment to financial
assistance. T he primary objective of
this program will be to ensure that
priority is given to the location, demarcation, recording and destruction
of anti-personnel mines; to develop

and apply appropriate technologies for the detection
and destruction of mines
that threaten the civilian
population; to effectively
build awareness among the
civil population regarding
rhe danger of these devices;
ro assist victims; and to resto re land to productive
use.
An agreement to support a program in Ecuador
was finalized in March
200 I, with the initial phase
of activities focusing on an
accelerated stockpile destruction process. Ecuador
and Peru have both expressed interest in carrying
our accelerated stockpile
destruction with international assistance. Ecuador
submined its act ion plan
and budget in February
200 I , and arrangements on
this iniriative were also finalized in March. The
framewo rk agreement for a
Peru/OAS program is currently undergoing what
may be a final legal review.
In each case, rhe international comm unity has provided or promised more
chan $1 million to get the
programs under way.
The O rganization has maintained
a sp ecific fund for the Program for
Demining Assistance in Ecuador/Peru
(PADEP) usi ng $300,000 (CAN
[=$ 198,800.4 5 U.S.]) in contributions from the government of Canada
in April 1999. This contribution,
which was divided equally, has been
used exclusively for rhe purchase of
equipment and materials for activities
to support humanitarian demining
associated with the demarcation of the
border between Ecuador and Peru.
lt is important ro underscore the
recommendation of the United Na• 71 •

tions regarding the multilateral coordination of this humanitarian effort,
with emphasis being placed on the
capacity of the OAS in doing this coordination work with the assistance of
the United Nations. •
Contact Information

Organization of American States
Un it for the Promotion of Democracy
1889 F Street, N.W., 8'h Floor
Washington, D.C. 20006
Tel: (202) 458-3589
Fax: (202) 458-6250
Website: www.upd.oas.org/demining

•

Members of Lt.
Yunen Granados'
unit watch as he
prepares various
explosive devices
and landmines for
a demonstration.
c/oAP

Interview with the Nicaraguan Minister of Defense

Interview
with the Nicaraguan
Minister of Defense,

Dr. Jose Adan Guerra Pastora
The Minister of Defense stressed that demining operations in his country are
purely a humanitarian mission. The ultimate goals are to make the land safe for
the communities and its children.
by Margaret s. Buse,
Editor
Margaret Buse (MB):
What are the currem
plans for the removal of
the landmines, particularly, plans to do it
safely?

• Dr. Jose Adan Guerra

Pastora

Assistance in Central America
(PADCA-OAS) already has been engaged in actions in this area.
On the other hand, the Treaties
and Agreements of Cooperation are
renewed by adding the experience acquired in the last few years. The technical relationship of coordination
among the Nicaraguan Army,
PADCA-OAS, the Assistance Mission
for the Removal of Mines in Central
America (MARMINCA) and the Inter-American Defense Board (lAD B),
experienced its climax, thanks to the
work performed in situ by the Engineers Corps and the Demining Units
of the Army.

Dr. Jose Adan Guerra
Pastora: The tasks of
the removal and destructio n of AP landmmes 111 our country
undergo a rigorous
technical process that
observes each and every
one of the international standards, MB: What are the goals of the Miniswhich are certified in a timely man- try of Defense to eliminate mines?
ner by international supervision . The
National Plan for Humanitarian Dr. Pastora: In terms of the destrucDemining in Nicaragua, besides its tion of AP mines in storage, they are
national capacities, works with tech- to be totally eliminated around the
nical and financial support of the year 2002. Currently, there are 66,813
OAS, MARMINCA and the IADB, AP mines remaining to be destroyed.
among others.
On September 17'h of this year [2001],
At present, nations who are 20,000 AP mines will be destroyed, at
friends of Nicaragua remain active in the time of the Third Meeting of the
contributing to the Demining Opera- States Party.
tions Fronts. Even when some of the
In relation to the task of the recorresponding units require a short moval oflandmines, in addition to the
amount of time to renew their finan- reformulation of the original plan due
cial support, the Program ofDemining to the devastation caused by Hurricane
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Mitch, which changed the location of
theAP mines from where indicated in
the records and maps of the Army, it
is estimated that the removal will now
be completed in 2004.
In September of this year [200 1],
we will receive demining equipment
that was donated by the people and
government ofJapan, which will speed
up the tasks.
MB: What type of mine action assistance could Nicaragua benefit from?
(donor funding, victim assistance, etc)
Dr. Pastora: Concerning the removal
and destruction of AP mines, the National Demining Commission has
asked PADCA-OAS to solicit resources
from the donors, in order ro assure the
correct administration and transparency of the process.
Concerning victim assistance, the
National Demining Commission, via
the Sub-Commission on Medical Attention and Rehabilitation, on one
side, and the Sub-Commission on
Education, Prevention, Awareness and
Reinsertion, on the other, have come
to promote actions around technical
working groups to diagnose the situation, to identifY what is needed to
strengthen national capacity and to
create a set of projects ro present at

the Third Meeting of the States Parries.
The inter-ministerial coordination in the area of demining has been
so successful that we are considering
the possibility of soliciting greater support and technical and financial
strengtheni ng for the National
Demining Commission itself.
MB: What are the biggest challenges
ro demining?
Dr. Pastora: Definitely, ro avoid the
occurrence of more accidents and incidents, especially in the civilian population, by reconciling the execution of
the National Plan with the emergencies that are going to be caused in the
future.
Also, the attention and pursuit of
the problems, direct or indirect, that
the victims of landmines suffer, in a
system that is so limited budgetarily
as ours and where the majority of those
affected come from rural areas, is no
easy task. The task is even more difficult when no infrastructure exists in
these areas ro begin certain types of
projects and when the cultural level
of those affected is low.
MB: How have natural disasters affected the demining effort in Nicaragua?
Dr. Pastora: What we have already refer red to, the case of Hurricane Mitch,
is a classic case and its occurrence totally disrupted the original National
Demining Plan. In our country it is
simply impossible to predict when or
whether these phenomena will occur.
MB: Do you receive requests from the
community rode-mine areas of urgent
need?
Dr. Pastora: Besides the National
Plan, that is executed via the Fronts
of Operations, which is, by the way,

in proportional terms, one of the largest in the world, there exists a
minefield marking and rapid action
platoon, prepared ro immediately respond to cases of emergency. Even now
we are coordinating our efforts with
the emergency numbers of the General Direcror of the Firefighters of the
Ministry of the Interior in order to
receive such requests for help.
As has taken place in other countries like Angola, Mozambique, and
Cambodia, a group of experts analyzes
the information and assigns priorities.
If modifications to th e National
Demining Plan are needed in order to
give preference to humanitarian aspects, the National Demining Commission would have the last word.
MB: Does the affected community
understand the minefield marking?
What other measures are taken concerning prevention?
Dr. Pastora: Unfortunately, the majority of the people of Nicaragua are
fam iliar with the conflict, and many
possess some type of military training,
and so the minefield markings, particularly those including the skull and
cross bones, are easily recognizable to
practically all of the population, urban as well as rural.
At the end of April, the National
Demining Commission, with the help
of PADCA-OAS and UNICEF carried out a workshop entitled "A Single
Voice." All of the organizations that
in some way contribute to the production of mine awareness material came
together in hopes of creating a single
guide that all must adhere ro voluntarily, and also to recognize the importance of a corporate identity in their
endeavors.
MB: Do problems exist with non-state
actors (criminals, irregular military
groups) that utilize mines?
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Dr. Pastora: At the moment, we do
not have any documented cases of this
nature.
MB: What are some of the objectives
of Nicaragua for mine action in the
next five years?
Dr. Pastora: Concerning the removal
and destruction of AP mines, if the
flow of technical and financial support
remains as consistent as it has until
now, and no major natural disasters
or other similar incidents occur, then
the objectives are: ro completely respect the content of the presentation
of Article 7 of the Convention that the
government made at the time of the
Inter-Sessional Work Program, celebrated in the city of Geneva, from
the 7'h to the 11 rh of May, this year.
Concerning victim assistance, our
country requires a great deal of help,
because the number of handicapped
victims from the conflict is so large,
that the capacities of the National Social Security System do not correspond
ro the real and objective minimum
level of necessities that the victims require. In the case of the victims of AP
mines, these people cannot and should
not be considered a privileged segment
of our society or above any other types
of disabilities. This creates an enormous dilemma, aside from the macroeconomic capacity of the State. •
•Jnterview translated by Esteban Nieto for the
MAJC.
'Photo courtesy ofDesminado Humanitttrio
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Helping Guatemala:
Organization of American States, Unit for
the Promotion of Democracy, Mine Action
Program in Central America (AICMA)
Because of the internal conflict during the 1980s, Guatemala's land is now
littered with AP landmines and UXO. The OAS and the Inter-American Defense
Board have developed an assistance program to help the country.
by Col. William McDonough and Carl Case, OAS
Background

As a result of Central America's internal conflicts of
the 1980s, a significant number of anti-personnel landmines and unexploded ordnance (UXO) remain in the
national territories of these countries. Estimates place the
number of UXO remaining in Guatemala alone at about
7,000 to 8,000. In 1992 Guatemala, along with the other
Central American nations, requested OAS assistance in
addressing this problem. Initiation of an assistance program in G uatemala was delayed, however, until a series of
peace agreements between the Guatemalan Government
and the Guatemalan National Revolutionary Union
(URNG) were signed between 1994 and 1996. In accordance with the agreements, the National Congress issued
Legislative Decree 60-95, establishing the framework for a
national mine and UXO clearance program in support of
the resettlement of formerly conflictive zones. Subsequently, the OAS, with technical assistance from the Inter-American Defense Board (IADB), developed an assistance program for Guatemala, which was launched in 1998.
Organization

Compared to others in Central America, the Guatemalan program is unique, nor only because irs emphasis is
on UXO rather than mine clearance, but also because of
irs organization. Program activities are conducted under
the supervision of a congressional commission, with operational direction provided by the Executive Coordinating Unit (UCE). The UCE includes members of the Guatemalan Army and the Volunteer Firemen's Corps, as well
as demobilized members of the URNG. Because of the
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heavy concentration of undetonated explosive d evices
found in many parts of Guatemala and the lack of a documented registry for them, extensive efforts are required to
identify hazardous areas through an integrated mine risk
awareness campaign. Under this concept, demining elements are organized into joint teams that visit villages in
the affected areas to provide mine/UXO awareness information and to obtain information about the location of
hazardous items from the local populace. A total of 100
Guatemalan personnel participate in these activities, along
with three international supervisors who accompany the
unit on operations.
Mine and UXO Clearance in Guatemala

Following the conduct of initial demining training
courses under the supervision of the IADB, mine clearance operations were initiated in Guatemala in December
1998. In accordance with the Guatemalan National Plan
for Demining and Destruction of Unexploded Ordnance,
demining activities have been concentrated in the department of El Quiche, one of the most seriously affected areas of the country. Since the initiation of operations, more
than 200 items of UXO have been desrroyed, including
several 250-pound bombs. In addition, 48 communities
have been assisted, and more than 2 million square meters
e fland have been returned to productive use. The remaining departments of the country have been prioritized for
future operations, which are expected to continue at least
through 2005.
Since 1999 Guatemala has also provided military personnel to serve as part of the regional international supervisory team, known as the Mission Assistance for the Removal of Mines in Central America (MARMINCA). The
international team, which is coordinated by the IADB,

provides technical advice, training and supervision of mine
and UXO clearance activities in each of the four beneficiary countries in Central America (Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua). In September 2000,
G uatemala became the first beneficiary country of the
Central American program to provide an officer to serve
as the head ofMARMINCA.
M ine Risk Awareness and Education

Mine awareness programs supported by the OAS aim
not only to reduce rhe risk of death and injury by promoting safe behavior, but also to facilitate solutions to the highrisk behavior that we have noticed in some of the affected
communities. The program recognizes the importance of
increasing the involvement of affected communities in mine
awareness initiatives. In the case of Guatemala, it is important to highlight the double benefit obtained by the
participation of the affected communities in the landmine
awareness activities. Not only do rhe community members learn about the danger of land mines, but in specific
cases where no landmine records exist, the communities
are also the main sources of information on the location of
mined areas and explosive devices. Effons to use local and
national communications media are also supported by the
OAS program in Guatemala. In that respect, the OAS program office in Guatemala received an award from UNICEF
for a public awareness campaign it developed in October
2000 entitled "No juguemos con Ia muerte" (" Let's Nor
Play with Death").

Victim Assistance

The OAS supports a program that operates an independent living center, which is presently home tO several
disabled people, ranging in age from 14 ro 35. In addition
to basic medical treatment and counseling, they are also
trained in independent living, a philosophy that stares rhar
with rhe righr skills, tools and information, a disabled person is capable of caring for him or herself and leading a
productive life. The program also provides services to rhe
disabled community by offering counseling, case management, peer support groups and a resource library.
In the past year, the Guatemalan Rehabilitation Association helped edir and distribute the Regional Directory
of Rehabilitation Resources. The directory provides information on existing rehabilitation facilities in Guatemala,
Nicaragua and El Salvador, and it was developed jointly
with the Center for International Rehabilitation, the Center for the Promotion of Integrated Rehabilitation, the
Cooperative Association of the Independent Group for
Total Rehabilitation, the Land mine Survivors Network and
the OAS. •
Contact Information

Organization of American States
Unit for the Promotion of Democracy
1889 F Street, N .W., 8'h Floor
Washington, D.C. 20006
Tel: (202) 458-3589
Fax: (202) 458-6250
Website: www.upd.oas.org/demining
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Frederic Pic Chirox, right, and Geraldo
Vazquez Munoz, left, along with eight
other members of a group of ex-soldiers
incapacitated by landmines during the
war sit in the main plaza of Guatemala
City.c/oAP
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Feedback Prodders:
A Training Tool to Improve Deminer Safety
Improved feedback prodders inform deminers of the amount
of force exerted and alert them when the prodder's angle
approaches or exceeds the 30 degree limit.
by Russell Gasser, Joseph Rowntree

Quaker Fellow
Introduction

Prodding on AP mines too hard is a major cause of demining accidents in some
countries, especially where the soil is hard.
Field measurements of the force used by
deminers showed they ( 1) repeatedly used
more force than is required to activate some
mines and (2) consistently underestimated
the force they were using by large amounts,
often thinking they were using about half
the actual force.
Field testing of prototype "feedback
prodders," which warn the user of excess
force being applied, gave good results. After

before. A slight change to the prodding action could at rimes reduce the peak force
applied to the prodder. Even if deminers need
to press hard to do their work in some soils,
safety could probably be improved if
deminers were more aware of the amount of
force they were using, and they understood
the importance of prodding techniques in
reducing peak force. An improved feedback
prodder is proposed as a training tool.
Measuring Prodding/Excavating Force

The force used by a number of deminers
on active duty with Afghanistan's Monitoring, Evaluation and T raining Agency
(META) and Mine C learance Planning
Agency (M CPA) was measured 1• A specially-

and 8 kgf to detonate. Results are shown in
the graph below. About rwo-thirds of all the
prodding actions used a force of over 5 kgf
(11 lbf). The highest recorded forces were
about 14 kgf (3 1 lbf). Asking questions
through an interpreter revealed that the
pmdding rno....,rn~nt•
brio•• tht puk fo~et
100

95~ of ptodding:
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Ptal fo~ •pplitd to ptoddtr

How hard do de miners in Afghanistan prod?
Data from 6 deminers. "careful excavation."

A feedback prodder, which gives a de miner information about the forces and angle of the
prodder during demining, can result in a deminer gaining appreciation for the ~~feel" of
a particular force and ultimately reduce deming accidents. In volume, production of this
tool can cost as little as $30 (U.S.). Funding is now needed to refine the prototypes and
produce them.
only a few minutes, deminers were able to
excavate targets with lower peak force than

(Above) Computer data logging of force used during prodding in Afghanistan.
•

(Right) Prodding with forcemeasuring prodder linked by a
cable to a computer data logger (buzzing prodder on right).

built prodder handle with three-axis strain
gauges connected to a computerised datalogging system recorded all prodding
actions for up to five-minute periods
as deminers excavated an imagined
target. Prodding/excavation was conducted in areas declared safe after survey by dogs or manual clearance in a
region noted for hard soils. Deminers
were asked to prod/excavate carefully
as if approaching a suspected
mine. One of
the most common mtnes 111
the area was
the
PMN,
which typically
req uues be-

~~~~~--------~--------~ tween 5 kgf
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An early prototype of the buzzing prodder.

Testing First-Generation Feedback
Prodders

~of
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deminers consistently underestimated the
force they were using by large amounts. In
general, the deminers found it hard to believe how much force they were using and
repeatedly questioned the calibration of the
test equipment.
One deminer in particular used lower
peak forces than anyone else (including his
supervisors). His technique was to push
steadily and not thrust or stab at the rocky
soil. These results show that simply modifYing the prodding technique could lead to a
reduced peak force and improved safety.
Even though deminers were at times unable
to feel any difference in the force they applied, the measured peak force could vary
considerably with this manner of prodding
and excavating. There is a clear need for a
training tool that makes good working practices clear to deminers as they start training.

The same deminers were later asked to
rest an early prototype of a feedback prodder
that sounded a small buzzer in the handle
when a preset force was exceeded. Initially,
all the deminers found it difficult to work
when the buzzer was triggered continually,
but after only a few minutes of practice, they
were ab.le to modifY their prodding action
to noticeably reduce the number of warnings. Further testing of the prototype in
Nicaragua also led to the same results. Initially, deminers could not believe how hard
they were pushing. After only a few minutes of practice, they were able to modify
their work habits.
In both countries, deminers were enthusiastic about the feedback prodder and
suggested modifications and improvements
to the prototype. These results suggest that
simple feedback prodders could contribute
to deminer safety by promoting good working practices and a better undersranding of
prodding force.
Improved Training Opportunities

During training, deminers need to
learn what a reasonably safe prodding force
feels like and how to excavate targets with
the least force necessary to get rhe job done.
However, instructors cannot immediately
see the exact amount of force being used at
a particular moment by a trainee. With existing tools, learning what a particular force
feels like while prodding is not based on
objective criteria. Deminers are also taught
to keep the prodder at a low angle to avoid
the pressure-plate of a mine, which is right
side up. While concentrating on carefully
excavating in stony soil, it is easy to momentarily move the prodder to a more up-

right position without noticing.
The feedback prodder is a simple
training tool designed to help deminers
learn these safety-related practi ces
quickly and easily. When using in live
areas, one should carefully consider the
value of the warnings as opposed to the
distraction they cause and other important criteria for the safety of hand tools
in the event of an accidental detonation 2 •

be expensive: a target cost of$30 (U.S.) per
prodder has been set, though it will take large
volume production to achieve this. Funding is currently required to rake the prototype to production. Please contact the author if you are interested in financing this
work or if you would be interested in participating in field trials of prototype feedback prodders. •
Acknowledgements

Next Generation of Force/Angle
Prodders

The next generation of prodder design
incorporates much more sophisticated feedback than the "sudden onset" buzzer of the
earlier model. In order to learn quickly,
deminers need to know approximately how
much force they are using and not just when
they are pushing too hard. Consistent
steady use of a "safe" force appears to give
the best results. Unlike the earlier prodder
design, which only indicated the force
used, the new design has a second sensor
to measure the angle of the prodder and
provides warnings as the limit of 30 degrees from the horizontal is approached
and exceeded. The worst combination of
excess force together with roo steep an
angle provokes a more urgent alarm.
By using feedback prodders, trainee
deminers can self monitor themselves as
they practice without having to wait for
comments from an instructor. The ability
to objectively assess this aspect of deminer
competence by measuring how far and how
often the safe working limits are exceeded
could be included in the prodder design at
little or no extra cost. Automatically identifYing a deminer who is having a bad day or
who is at risk due to illness could also be
included in a feedback prodder. By using microelectronics, it would even be possible to
include full data-logging for the whole day's
activities if required, though this would increase the cost of the tool.
Other features of the latest design include a commonly-available battery size, low
power consumption and self monitoring
with a low battery warning. Any type of
prodder blade can be attached to the handle
according to the specific needs of a demining
organization. The feedback prodders will not
• 77 •
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Computer logging force being used during
excavation.
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Quantum Magnetics Targets Landmine
Explosives Using Quadrupole Resonance
Recent stud;es show that Quantum Magnetks could be useful ;n detect;ng landm;nes through quadrupole resonance by
emUUng pulses of low-;ntens;ty rad;o waves that wUl return
a characteristk rad;o s;gnal to determ;ne ;f an area ;s clear.
by Caroleen Williams, Dr. Peter V.
Czipott and Dr. Lowell J. Burnett,
Quantum Magnetics
Introduction

as possible under battlefield conditions.
Combining a very high probability of detection with a very low false alarm rate is
the best way to achieve this objective. Obviously, the same technology holds promise
for humanitarian and commercial demining
situations as well, situations where each and
every mine must be found and removed.

San Diego-based Quantum Magnetics
did not imend to develop the world's best
landmine detection technology, but it just
might turn out that way. For the past five The Landmine Problem
years, the company has been working to
Presently, mine clearance operations
develop land mine detection technology that
would be so specific and effective that it remove approximately 100,000 mines per
would minimize false alarms, thus saving
lives and limbs of U.S. soldiers, citizens and
landmine sweepers alike. Although QuanI. The pro be e mits pulses oflow.
tum Magnetics is also developing other seintersity radio waves.
curity-related technologies for applications
such as bomb, drug and concealed-weapon
detection, it has continued to keep its core
objective on course, and its scientists continue to concentrate on solving the most
important ingredient of landmine detection-identifYing buried landmine explo2
sives used in mines quickly and with few false
alarms. By targeting the specific molecules
of explosives (such as RDX, tetryl, PETN,
CLEAR
ALARM
and the hardest to detect, TNT), Quamum
5. The results are prese nted
Magnetics believes its sensors alone, or in
immediately as either a
combination with other detection devices,
or "Alarm" response.
will be instrumental in removing the estimated 60 million to 110 million landmines
abandoned throughout the world.
Quadrupole Resonance (QR) is the year. Some deminers use metal detectors and
only chemically-specific technology that sharp, pointed sticks, euphemistically called
detects the presence of explosives in bulk. probes. Other deminers use dogs, useful in
In cooperation with the Naval Research detecting certain mines in certain locations.
Laboratory and funded by the Federal Avia- At this pace, however, it will require thoution Administration (FAA), DARPA, the sands of years to remove the millions of landU.S. Army and the Office ofNaval Research, mines in the ground today. This is unacceptQuantum Magnetics has pioneered the use able, considering there are about 26,000
of QR explosives detection technology for people killed or maimed every year. In Camlandmine detection and aviation security. bodia alone, one out of every 236 people is
The Department of Defense clears lanes an amputee. 1
through minefields as quickly and reliably
Current detection technologies are
• 78.

"clutter-limited," and deminers now endure
between 100 and 1,000 false alarms for every mine found. All mines are plastic-cased
or metal-cased; the former typically contain
a small metal firing pin. Accordingly, metal
detectors have been the chosen detection
device. Metal-cased mines are typically much
larger than clutter items (such as cartridge
cases and shell fragments) and are easier to
detect. But the metal detector set to alarm
small metal firing pins within plastic-encased
mines also alarms the smallest metallic clutter commonly found on battlefields. It is no
mystery why there were 93 victims among
the deminers in Bosnia, who were able to
clear only 15 square kilometers in their first
three years of work. 2 Fatigue and carelessness led to these casualties. Obviously,
deminers, soldiers and citizens alike would

3. Afler each p Lise , the nucle i
emit a characteristic rad io
s ignal. much like an e cho , as
the y re turn to the w onglfkll
s tate

•

netic resonance imaging (MRI) technology
commonly used as a diagnostic tool in hospitals. Using low imensity radio waves (at
frequencies between about 500 kHz and 5
M Hz), QR probes certain molecular properties of items adjacent to the detection coil
(see Figure 1). The probe emits pulses oflowintensity radio waves at a frequency dete rmi ned by the target atomic species and its
molecular environment. The radio waves
momentarily disturb the alignmem of the
targeted nuclei. As the nuclei relax to their
equilibrium condition, they emit their own
signal, which is picked up and sent to a computer for rapid analysis. The signal emitted
by each type of explosive is unique and
readily distinguishable from those of harmless materials. Over 10,000 compounds have
been investigated and no two have produced
identical responses.
QR technology also responds to the
presence of large metal objects, so it can
detect both amitank (AT) and anti-person-

Figure 3. A U.S. Marine Corps
Gunnery Sergeant operating the QR
detection probe on the test area at
Eagle Base, Tuzla, Bosnia. The probe,
a laboratory prototype, is wrapped
in plastic to protect it from the rain.
A tether links the probe to a rack of
electronics on the truck in the
background.

nel (AP) mines with an exceptionally high probability of detection
while maimaining a very low false
alarm rate. Since QR is chemically
specific, the presence of other substances will not affect results adversely. And because QR detection
is signal-to-noise ratio limited, not
clutter limited, it is the only technology capable of resolving its own
false alarms. Reducing clutter
alarms by even as little as 70 percent to 80 percent would at least
double the productivity of deminers
and reduce the fatigue element they
suffer when coping
with the hundreds
100,000
[ ! •k Engin .. ring t . 1971
offalse alarms they
now endure.
10,000
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Figure 1. A schematic illustration of the QR
method. Only specific nuclei within the target
compound will respond to the initial radio
pulses.

welcome alternative technology that promises to detect only mines- large and small,
or metal-or plastic-encased.

Quadrupole Resonance - How It
Works

1980

1'1'10

marie improvement in sensitivity. Figure 2
illustrates the improvement, presenting the
rime required to detect a mine with 50 grams
of explosive as a function of the year in which
the measurement was made. The figure identifies key milestOnes in the dramatic progress
of QR research.

Test Results
Quantum Magnetics has already demonstrated the potential of its QR technology in a series of military-sponsored blind

2000

•

(Above) Figure 2. Improvement in explosives detection
using QR (1970-2000).

•

(Right) Figure 4 . False-color plot of QR signal
amplitude (signal grows f rom blue to red) over the
Eagle Base test area. The key describes the objects
buried in the test area. Every explosive charge shows a
strong QR signal (red), without any strong signals
elsewhere.

5.56 Spent car1ridges

AP Anl;.personnel mine 50g of C4
AT Antt.tank mine 1.251b of C4

PROMAP lnert-metil mine

Quadrupole resonance is a low-cost,
potemially man-carried variant of the mag• 79.
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tests at Camp Pendleton (CA), Fort Leonard
Wood (MO) and one specially earmarked
area set aside for such tests near Tuzla,
Bosnia.
In the Bosnia rests, the QR electronics
were mounted on a military vehicle and connected to the hand-held QR scanning coil
by a long tether. In a 10 by 10 foot square
patch of ground at Eagle Base, Tuzla, the
U.S. Army buried seven lumps of military
C4 explosive, containing the active chemi-

•

cal RDX and a metal-cased PROM mine
(inert dummy). T he Army also buried eight
spent cartridges (5.56 mm) to simulate metallic clutter usually encountered on a battlefield.
A military demining expert, who had
not participated in the burial process and
did not know where the objects were, operated the prototype QR system (Figure 3).
He detected all the explosive charges using
a QR probe, and the metal-cased inert mines
using the probe's metal
detector, without a single
false alarm from the spent
cartridges. Before his detections were independ ently ve rified , he repeated the scan of rhe rest
area using a standard-issueAN/PSS-12 metal detector. As expected, he did
not detect the lumps of
explosive, w hi ch contained no metal. He recorded, however, a total of
37 " hirs" in the same
area-29 more than the
number of known metal
clutter objects buried
there.
The Bosnia tests
took place in June 1999.

Figure 5. False-color plot of the metal detection signal
amplitude from the QR probe (signal grows from blue to
red). The metal-cased PROM mine signal exceeds the
detection threshold, but none of the spent cartridges do.
(refer to key in Figure 4)
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By October in the same year, Quantum
Magnetics had developed the ability to detect TNT (contained in rhe majorityoflandmines worldwide) sufficiently to test it at a
test range in Fort Leonard Wood, MO. The
results in figure six reportedly represent the
first-ever QR detection ofTNT landmines
in the field.

is also developing its technology into a
vehicle-mounted configuration for use in detecting antitank (AT) mines in roads. A confirmation sensor, designed to validate or clear
alarms produced by other sensor technologies, will be rested this year. A primary scanning senso r will be developed and tested in
2002.

QR is User Friendly

Remaining Olallenges

As the QR detection probe investigates
a given area, results are presented as a simple
red light/green light display to indicate either the presence or absence of a mine. QR
sys tems require no calibration or special
maintenance and are ruggedly designed to
withstand many hours of uninterrupted use.
Importantly, the technology is safe and does
not use ionizing radiati o n , radioactive
sources or strong magnetic fields.
Quantum Magnetics is currently developing its QR technology into a man-carried
backpack co nfiguration, as required by the
Office of Naval Research for eventual use
by the U.S. Marine Corps. Once this work
is completed, the 35-pound detector, including probe, electronics and batteries, will be
capable of scanning all variations of terrain
encountered by deminers, military or civil-

With all these advancements, however,
QR is not yet ready for prime time. Quantum Magnetics is continuing to perform research to furthe r improve detection, as are
other organizations domestically and abroad.
Some of the challenges that must be overcome include the following:
• Improved sensitivity to TNT At the
moment, detecting the smallest antipersonnel (AP) mines at the deepest
depths, within practical time limits,
repres en ts an unsolved problem.
Learn ing more about how the TNT
nuclei interact can help increase the
signal obtained per unit time and thus
achieve the required performance.
• Detecting mines while on the move. At
the moment, the detector must rem ain stationary over a patch of
ground while making a measurement.
The measurement can last anywhere
from a fraction of a second to over a
minute, depending on the amount,
type and depth of explosive that must
be detected . Technology must be developed that enables scanning while
in motion, without undue loss of signal.

Ian.

Supported by the U .S. Army, Quantum
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tric power. Today, they occupy a single
small rack and draw hundreds of
watts, a substantial improvement.
Further development and engineering are needed to reduce the system
to a size and weight that can be readily
carried by a single individual.

• Mitigating the effects ofradio frequency
interftrence. Traditional QR systems
are enclosed inside metal containers
to shield unwanted radio signals from
the outside. Such an approach is obviously impractica.l in a landmine detector. Methods have been developed
to mitigate external interference, but
further improvements will help solve
all the other challenges noted above.
Future Demining Strategies

Quantum Magnetics is now working on
the premise that using QR explosives detection to find plastic-cased mines and QR
metal detection to locate metal-cased mines
results in a system with high detection and
low false alarm rates. In fact, portable QR
systems could clear between 60 percent and
95 percent of today's false alarms, eliminating the dangerous and time-consuming step
of probing the ground, thus improving safety
and increasing the area cleared per unit of
time per deminer. Using QR detectors as
confirmation sensors would significantly
reduce metal detector false alarms and subsequent probing with sticks to a minimum.
Other e fforts include work to suppress
sources of"noise," such as electronic amplifier noise and external radio frequency interference in rhe QR measurement. As the
• Reducing the size, weight and power of company works to improve its detection
QR electronics. Two years ago, the elec- capabilities, it is also engineering a backpacktronics needed to perform rhe QR configured detection system that can be carmeasurement occupied two racks of ried by military deminers. In a parallel efelectronics, weighing well over 200 fort, Quantum Magnetics is engineering
pounds and drawing kilowatts of elec- vehicle-mounted systems for both primary

Metal

•

Figure 6. False-color plot of the QR signal amplitude (growing from deep
blue to red) for TNT (top), RDX (center) and metal (bottom) over an antitank
mine lane at Ft. Leonard Wood, MO. Ground truth is color-coded, w ith TNT
mines in green, RDX in purple and the metal-cased mine in red. Mines were
buried at operational depths. Each mine is associated with a strong signal;
there are no strong signals where there are no mines .
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and confirmation scanning. Eventually, with
suitable modification, both types of systems
may prove to be valuable new tools in the
arsenal of humanitarian as well as military
mine clearers.
In summary, Quantum Magnetics' success thus far in blind test environments indicates its QR-based technology will soon
be capable of detecting landmines better,
faster and less expensively than alternative
demining processes. With govern ment support, progress is being made every day to
detect the smalles t mines at the deepest
depths in the shortest scanning time possible. •
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Development of the Spatial Information Clearinghouse in Support of Humanitarian Demining
James Madison University's Geographic Sdence Team's humanitarian demining project focuses on the development of
a web-based Spatial Information Clearinghouse, which provides information on spatial data issues, Global Information Systems, and data systems. It also tracks where spatial
data for different countries can be found.
by Dr. Helmut Kraenzle and Gina M .
Beale, Department of Geographic
Science, James Madison University

Background
During the past five years, the Geographic Science ream has:
I) Developed customized Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) for the specific
needs of humanitarian demining organizations and operators,
2) Evaluated G IS software for a Humanitarian D emining Support System,
3) Hosted an international conference
on mapping and G IS for hum anitarian
demining,
4) Conducted a feasibility study for a
spatial data clearinghouse for humanitarian
demining, and
5) Designed and rested a prototype spatial information clearinghouse on the World
Wide Web.

The Department of Geographic
Science and Humanitarian Demining

The Department of Geographic Science (GS)
at james Madison University UMU)
The GS department is within the College of Integrated Science and Technology
of JMU. The Department of Geographic
Science offers the Bachelor of Science and
the Bachelor of Arts degrees for a major in
geography with concentrations in the following areas:
• Geographic ln formar ion Science
• Environmental Studies
• G lobal Studies
The D epartment has teaching and production labs with 2 7 Dell PC Precision
Workstations, high-quality color printers

and plotters, digitizing tablets, scanners and
a GPS base station. Personal computer software includes Arc/Info 8, ArcView,
AutoCad, Maplnfo, MapYiew e r and
ERDAS Imagine.

The GS!Demining Team at james Madison
University
The GS/Demining team is one of six
mine action reams at James Madiso n University. The team is a part of the Mine Action Information Center (MAIC).

Developed a Customized G!Sfor Humanitarian Demining
The GS Department developed a GIS
prototype including spatial databases for a
portion of Bosnia. The GIS was developed
using Arc View from the Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI). ESRI is a
dominant GIS software vendor on the world
market, and ArcYiew is one of the most
widely available GIS software tools in the
world.
With ESRI programming language,
"Avenue," students used ArcView to create
a greatly condensed and simplified graphical user interface. When the software wakes
up, the customized ArcView screen is visible. It allows certain basic operations to take
place almost with the push of one button
on the newly-des igned toolbar. A user can,
for example, display any of several different
data layers for a desired geographical loca-

GS/Demining Team

Name
Dr. Helmut Kraenzle
Dr. Glen Gustafson
Mr. James Wilson
Dr. Stephen Wright

Area ofExpertise
Team Leader I GIS
Satellite Image Data
G IS
Digital Mapping

Examples of Previous Demining
Projects

Reviewed Commercial GIS Software for a
Demining Support System
The GS Department obtained detailed
information on a wide variety of GIS software packages. This information was categorized and compared to provide the basis for
the review. Further inputs in this process
were the technical reviews found in the literature available on the various software
packages. The basic facts and capabilities of
the GIS packages were summarized in a large
spreadsheet to provide some overview for
judgments. ' The final results of the project
were delivered in a report by the GS Department. This report included a proposed
hardware and software architecture for a
customized GIS.
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tion. He or she can also take basic measurements from the screen of such things as distances, areas and ground coordinates.
New geographic features can be added
in the field by simply digitizing the scree n
with the map o r aerial imagery in the background. The user can combine the desired
layers into a standardized map composition
and print it. The amount of training necessary for a beginner to accomplish this is absolutely minimal- a day or two at most. 1

The Importance of Spatial Databases
and Humanitarian Demining
Spatial databases are an imegral part of
any G IS and provide bases for mapping and
analyzing minefields. The most important
part of creating a GIS for humanitarian
demining is selecting the appropriate spa-

Figure 1: Examples of different layers of a
spatial database; taken from the GIS for
humanitarian demining in Mostar-Buna,
Bosnia.
A) Digital Topographic Map (NIMA 1:50,000)
B) Satellite Image (Spot Panchromatic &
LandsatTM Image Merge)
C) Road, railroad and stream data
D) Built-up area, minefields, airports and UTM
grid data

rial data. In general, a spatial database can
be described as data about the spatial location of geographic features recorded as
points, lines, areas or images as well as their
attributes2 (Fig. 1).

Data Needs in Humanitarian
Demining
The spatial database needed for humanitarian demining depends upon the
objectives of the demining task. In previous
G IS projects for humanitarian demining,
JMU found, in general, the following digital databases essential: topographic raster
maps, satellite images, point features {e.g.
schools, hospitals), line features (e.g. bridges,
roads, streams and tunnels) , and area features {e.g. minefields, airports, built up ar-

eas and lakes). For
specific demining
tasks, other spatial
databases might be
necessary. For ins t ance, certa in
types of data will be
needed for the
three different survey levels outlined
in The International Standards for
Humanitarian
Mine C learance
Operations. These
survey levels are
defined as follows:
• Level 1 General Survey: "to
collect information
on the general locations of suspected
or mined areas." 3
• Level 2 Technical Survey:
"to determine and delineate rhe perimeter
of mined locations initially identified by a
level 1 -general survey. The marked perimeter forms the area for future mine clearance
operations. " 3
• Level 3 - Completion Survey: "to be
conducted in conjunction with the mine
clearance reams, and accurately record the
area cleared. The benchmark is to be left in
the ground to serve as a minimum marker
of the initial minefield area. It is also recommended that permanent markers be used
to indicate turning and intermediate points
of the perimeter of the mined area. "3
To fulfill these tasks with the support
of a GIS, the following spatial databases
might be necessary:
• Place name data
• Topographic reference maps
• Land cover data
• Water features
• Roads and bridges
• Administrative boundaries
• Digital elevation models
• Population concentrations
• Global Positioning System data-{ to
provide coordinates for benchmarks, reference points, turning points, intermediate
points and perimeters). 3
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The Spatial Information
Clearinghouse (SIC) at the JMU-MAIC

Developing a Prototype Spatial Information
Clearinghouse on the World Wide Web
In just seven years, the World Wide
Web has revolutionized the way data is accessed. It is the most widely used, easily accessed and single largest data repository in
the history of the world. When new data is
made available, it does not require years ro
become accessible bur can be made available ro the world in a matter of seconds.
Spatial data is one type of data that the
World Wide Web has tremendously impacted. The sheer volume of spatial data
available for acquisition through the World
Wide Web makes finding the best spatial
data sets for a project rime consuming. Withour question, the most rime-consuming, expensive and difficult task in a GIS project
of any size is the selection and acquisition
of spatial data. In order to confront this challenge, many GIS projects use comb inations
of spatial data that have been obtained in
the past and publicly available data layers.
For these reasons, it was necessary to
choose the World Wide Web as the medium
through which the data in our clearinghouse
would be made available to demining organizations.
In designing the overall layout of the
website, our goal was to create a site that is
easy to navigate and aesthetically pleasing.
In order to accomplish this, the first task
was to create a central home page that features links to the different areas of the site.
Next, topics for the link pages were decided
upon and subsequently, the pages were designed. The four areas we are currently expanding upon are Spatial Data Issues, Clearinghouse, About Us and Links.
The Content ofthe Spatial Information Clearinghouse on the World Wide Web
An integral part of the SIC website is
the section on spatial data issues. This section allows the deminer to gain a better understanding about copyright, Geographic
Information Systems (GIS), G lobal Positioning Systems (GPS), Remote Sensing and
Spatial Data Standards.
The website included each topic because of irs importance to the deminer when
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Area: 514,000 km2
Population: 58,722,437
Population growth rate: 1.36%
Birth rate: 19.97 blrths/1, 000
Death rate: 6.33 deaths/1,000
Life expectancy: 68.28 yrs.
• (1993est.)

Figure 2: SIC Interactive World Map

using GIS technology. All topics describe in
general terms, what they are and why they
are important to the deminer.
The primary plan for the Spatial Data
Issues section is simply to keep the information as current as possible. Constant
changes and developments in technology
provide an endless source of information that
could be used in humanitarian demining.
The goal of our team is also to make the
information more applicable to humanitarian demining. Citing specific examples of
how this technology can be applied to the
deminer's work will accomplish this goal.
The Clearinghouse features an interactive world map that is linked to the various
spatial data sets in the different regions of
the world (see Fig. 2). The world map is divided into several different regions. Within
these regions, the user can select another
larger scale map that displays individual nations (see Fig. 3). When a specific nation is
selected, information about that country is
displayed including: population , area, population growth rate, birth rate, death rate, life
expectancy and the nation's flag. Currently,
spatial data sets are accessible for the countries of Myanmar, Thailand, Cambodia,
Laos and Vietnam and consist of:
• Land use/land cover
• Elevation data
• Vector layers
• Topographic data

8

Figure 3: South East Asia

• Imagery
Any of these topics can be selected
through the use of an interactive pull-down
menu, and after a nation and type of data
have been selected, metadata about rhe available data sets are displayed (see Fig. 4). Important elements of this metadata are the
owner of the data set, the date of publication, the cost and how the data set may be
obtained.
In the near future, many changes will
• 84.

take place within the Clearinghouse. Currently, we are populating the database with
spatial data from five major regions of the
world: Africa, Asia, Eastern Eu rope, th e
Middle East and South America. Our goal
is to have data for the nations in these major regions. In addition, as the need for further information is revealed to us through
an international working group, we will focus on finding these data sets for specific
nations. The country information that is displayed when a nation is selected is also being updated on a yearly basis.
In addition to the changes of the contents of the Clearinghouse, we are also making significant changes in the way that the
Clearinghouse works. The user will still be
able to select countries in the same manner,
bur all of the spatial data gathered about the
countries can be accessed more efficiently
through a web-based database engine. Therefore, we developed interactive web pages that
allow the user to query the entire country
database by using a combination of keywords. The results will be displayed in real
time by using active server pages technology. The newly-developed database holds all
of the metadata gathered as well as the country information. As soon as this database is
implemented on the SIC website, rhe information will be easier to update and more
accessible to deminers. This will also allow
rhe user to search with more specific criteria

to find what he/she needs, rather than having to look at each data set that is available
for that particular area.
A survey was compiled to ensure an
accurate representation of the spatial data
needs for humanitarian demining, in addition to serving as the basis for creating the
Spatial Information Clearinghouse. The survey eval uated the computer usage, data
source and type, as well as the software packages used by deminers. The responses given,
from approximately 10 representative organizations, were used to get a better idea of
what the focus of the C learinghouse should
be and, therefore, served as an integral part
of the Clearinghouse design. 4
All of the information contained in rhe
Spatial Information Clearinghouse on the
World Wide Web will also be captured on a
CD-ROM. The CD-ROM version will be
equally accessible to any user who needs the
Clearinghouse in this format.
Summary and Conclusions

The GS ream has been working since
1996 on several projects for humanitarian
demining. The latest project focuses on the
development of a web-based Spatial Information Clearinghouse.

8

Figure 4: SIC display of avai labl e data types and
country informat ion for Thailand .

After researching the feasibility of a
web-based SIC in 2000, the first prototype
was published on the World Wide Web.
Today the SIC provides information on spatial data issues, GIS, data standards and
where spatial data for different regions in
the world can be found.
In the near future, the Spatial Information C learinghouse will hold meradata information for most countries that can be
accessed through a web-based search engine.
In 1996, the Mine Action Information
Center (MAlC) was founded at James Madison University (JMU) in Harrisonburg, Virginia. The Department of Geographic Science (GS) at JMU supports the MAIC with
a team of faculty, staff and advanced students. 8
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FIXO R:

A New Approach to Neutralizing
Landmines and UXO
Canada's MREL Specialty Explosive Products Limited introduces a new approach to neutralizing landmines and UXO.
By C.J. (John) Anderson, Manager,
Explosives Research and Development
and A.W. (Bill) Bauer, Vice President,
MREL Specialty Explosive Products
Limited
MREL Specialty Explosive Products
Limited has developed FIXOR™, a new approach to neutralizing landmines and UXO.
The product consists of two precursors: a
flammable liquid in one plastic container
and a totally inert powder in another. Neither of these precursors is classified as an
explosive. Both precursors are approved for
transport by land, sea, cargo and passenger

of more than 75 field trials by MREL Specialty Explosive Products Limited at Canadian and American defense facilities and in
an international venue (Kosovo) . The trials
demonstrated that FIXOR is effective
against a wide variety oflandmi nes and other
munitions. The trials also confirmed that the
product is much safer to handle and transport than conventional explosives.

Introduction
Since 1984, the MREL Group of Companies has been conducting research on the
effectiveness of explosive dusts, explosive

system has been termed FIXOR, an acronym for Field-friendly, Inexpensive,
uneXploded Ordnance Remover. Several test
programs involving the use of FIXOR
against a variety oflandmines and UXO have
been conducted.

FIXOR
FIXOR is a binary flammable liquidbased explosive kit that has been designed
to complement or replace the use of purchased plastic explosives and block TNT as
traditional demining and UXO explosive
charges. As shown in Figure I, FIXOR consists of two precursors: a flammable liquid
(FIXOR Liquid, U.N. 2842, NSN 137521-920-4587) in one 500 ml plastic container and a totally inert powder (FIXOR

handle and deploy; however, it must be
rreated with respect since it is a detonatorsensitive explosive. After several hours of
remaining unshaken, FIXOR will not detonate when fired by a detonator or by a detonating cord. This design makes FIXOR an
unlikely candidate for misuse by hostile
groups as a "booby-trap" or terrorist device.
Unless FIXOR is re-shaken, it will only act
as a flammable liquid.
FIXOR has been designed to integrate
seamlesslywith demining training methods
and operating procedures in use throughout the world. FIXORs are easily and safely
deployable by indigenous deminers and require no ongoing field technical support.
T hey are also fully functional under all
demining weather conditions. The diagram
on this page (see Figure 2) is a schematic
illustration of the procedure for making
FIXOR Explosive at the clearance sire.

Combination of FIXOR Products

There are always security concerns when explosives are transported and stored, and these
concerns are intensified in peacekeeping operations where explosives could fall into the
wrong hands.
airfreight. Before placement next to the
UXO or landmine, they are mixed to form
an explosive. A blasting cap or detonating
cord causes initiation.
The detonation velocity and detonation
pressure for the explosive mixture have been
determined using experimental techniques
and/or theoretical calculations. The use of
FIX.OR as an explosive neutralization device
for landmines and UXO in humanitarian
demining scenarios involved the evaluation

•

Figure 1. FIXOR counter-force or "earmuff" attack configura t ion.

foams, explosive liquids and shaped charges
against landmines for eventual integration
into minefield breaching and minefieldclearance systems.
In 1998, the explosives research efforts
turned to development of a two-component
(binary) explosive system. The goal was to
use relatively inexpensive components that
were not explosive and could be easily transported around the world by commercial airfreight with minimal logistics and at a low
cost. In addition, the components would be
easily mixed at the minefield to produce an
explosive that could substitute for the more
expensive plastic and block TNT explosives
commonly used to destroy landmines and
UXO. This technique is known as "blow in
place" or BIP.
In November 1998, the research efforts
resulted in the successful detonation of a
binary explosive system. Further investigations have characterized and customized the
system with the eventual goal of independent verification of its performance against
landmines and UXO. Patents are pending.
This newly-developed binary explosive
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Powder, NSN 1375-21-920-4638) in another 500 ml plastic container. Unlike binary nitromethane-based explosives, both
FIXOR precursors are formally approved for
transport by land, sea and commercial passenger airfreight.
In the country of use, FIXOR can be
stored and transported as a flammable liquid and changed into an explosive by the
deminer at the minefield when required. The
precursors are mixed to form a Class 1.1 D
explosive (FIXOR Explosive, U.N. 0048)
immediately prior to placement next to the
UXO or landmine. Initiation and detonation of the FIXOR Explosive occurs by blasting cap or detonating cord. The goal of the
FIXOR is to cause sympathetic detonation
of the landmine or UXO immediately upon
detonation of the FIXOR Explosive.
FIXOR precursors do not form an explosive until the contents of the two bottles
are thoroughly mixed together. Therefore,
if the contents of FIXOR precursors or
FIXOR Explosive are spilled, they are not
harmful to the deminer or to the environment. FIXOR Explosive is very safe to

When the liquid and powder components are combined as shown in Figure 2,
the resulting mixture is a "cap-sensitive" explosive. The velocity of detonation (VOD)
fo r this mixture was determined to be approximately 4300 m/s when placed in a plastic (PVC) rube with a 5 em inner diameter.
T he VOD trace acquired using the continuous-resistance wire technique compares well
wi th a calculated value of 4333 m/s, obtained using CHEETAH 2.0 with rhe
BKWC library 1• The estimated detonation
pressure for this mixture is on the order of

40---44 kbar, using either CHEETAH 2.0 or a typical formula to
estimate the pressure (P = dD 2/4,
where d is formulation density
and D is the velocity of detonation)2. In addition, air-blast measurements have been conducted.
This method's results indicate that
the TNT equivalency of FIXOR
is of the order of 80-85 percent
TNT. It should be noted that the
use of other methods for this measurement would undoubtedly
provide somewhat different results based on the differences in
brisance that exist between TNT
and FIXOR.
Effectiveness of FIXOR
Against Landmines and UXO

•

Three basic configurations for neutralization of landmines/ordnance can be utilized. These configurations allow increasing
amounts of explosive power (shock) to be
imparted to the target, depending on the
hardness/roughness of the target casing.
Standard Attack Configuration
The standard attack configuration involves placement of one FIXOR adjacent to
a target. This method is typically used for
small, plastic-encased AP landmines. A# 12
equivalent detonator (> 0.8 g PETN) or
knotted detonating cord is used to initiate
the FIXOR.

Figure 2 Schematic direct ions for t he use of
FIXOR.

Counterforce or "Earmuff" Attack Configuration
The counterforce or "earmuff" attack
configuration involves the placement of two
FIXORs on opposite sides of a target. This
configuration is typically used for larger AP
mines and various plastic or thin steel-cased
(but not hardened) AT landmines. Figure 1
shows this attack configuration against a
TMA-5 landmine. Knotted deto.nating cord
lines (or "sensitized detonating cord"-detonator double crimped on the cord end) are
used for simultaneous initiation of the
FIXORs. This method of initiation ensures
simultaneous detonation of more than one
continued on page 112

Technical Characteristics of FIXOR
F!XOR Liquid

j)

a)
b)
c)

k)

d)
e)

Color: red
NATO Srock Number: 1375-2 1-920-4587
Classification: Class 3 Flammable Liquid, U.N .
2842. Packing Group III
Health/Environmental Concerns: use in ventilated
areas or outdoors, MSDS is available
Inner Packaging: 500 ml plastic bottle with removable plastic lid. L x W x H (inches): 3 x 2 • x

g)
h)

i)

Shelf life: indefinite
Settling: shake to remix before adding to FIXO R
Powder
Outer Packaging: Complies with U.N. requirements for commercial air transport of flam mable
liquids. U.N. Approved 4GVfX22.7/S/99. 24
hordes per box
Box dimensions (inches): 23f x 15 x 10-

a)
b)

FIXOR Powder
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

6
f)

F!XOR Explosive

Gross weight per box: 30.91b.
Net weight of flammable liquid per box: l8.7lb.

Color: o range/white
NATO Srock Number: 1375-21-920-4638
Classification: inert powder
Health/Environmental concerns: none
Inner Packaging: 500 ml plastic borde with removable plastic lid. Lid is prepared for detonator/detOnating cord insertion. L x W x H (in inches): 3 x 2
x6
Shelflife: indefinite
Seeding: shake to loosen powder before add ing
FIXOR Liquid
Omer packaging: 24 bottles per box
Box dimensions (inches): 20 x 9[ x 6 "
Gross weight per box: 5.6 lb
J

f)

g)
h)
i)
j)
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c)
d)
e)
f)

g)
h)
i)

j)

Color: orange
Classificat ion: Class 1.1 D explosive, Charges,
demolition U.N . 0048
Net Explosive Weight: 0.9 lb.
Density: 0.9 glee
Velocity: 4,300 rnfs (14,1 00 ft./sec.) based on testing to date
T NT Equivalency: approximately 80-85 percent
by weight based on air-blast
Operational Temperature Range (tested) : -20• to
110• F (-30• ro 40• C)
O perational time: within two hours of mixing, or
remix by shaking before detonating
Shelf life: indefinite
Initiation: ULI ("hangman") knotted 50 grain/ft .
detonating cord or detonator (0.8 g PETN)
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On the Cutting Edge of
Landmine Tecfinotogy
The tools and technology of the demining world are constantly
developing and improving. This article briefly describes several new instruments and techniques currently being developed that will hopefully aid in future demining activity.

•

Giant African pouched rat s are
being t rained to detect
landmines in Tanza nia. c/o

www.altpet.net

by Nicole Kreger, MAIC
Introduction

Cost, time and usability are currently
the biggest issues being debated by the mine
action community. While advancements in
demining technology are indisputably imperative to the success of demining programs, it will ultimately depend on the donors and most importantly, the users, on
whether this technology will actually save
lives. What follows is a brief description of
some of the latest up-and-coming innovations in the technology and tools used in
the field of demini ng.
Technology

Acoustic Detection
Acoustical scientists are developing new
methods of detecting landmines, two of
which were presented at a meeting of the
Acoustical Society ofAmerica that took place
in early June of this year. T he fi rst method,
developed by a research team from Georgia
Tech, releases small seismic waves into the
ground and measures the subsequent vi bra-

rions. The waves are not large enough to set
off the mines, bur they have been able to
allow researchers to distinguish mines from
other objects, such as rocks and sticks, in
lab tests.
The other acoustical detection method
was developed by a ream from rhe University of Mississi ppi. This technique uses
broadcast sound to produce measurable vibrations that can pi npoint concealed landmines with a laser sensor. In a difficult Army
field rest last year, the system was able to
locate a record 95 percent of the buried
mines. The ream is now hon ing the system
to make it capable of recognizing different
types of landmines. For more information,
visit the followi ng websires:
• http:/ /www.acousrics.org/p ress/ 139th/
press_release.hrml#r09
• http://www.gtri .gatech.ed u/ res-news/
MINES.html
• http:/ /www.olemiss.edu/ news/newsdesk/
story438.hrml
Underground Detection
Blue Peter Technologies Co., Ltd., of
Russia is striving to become the world's leading producer of underground detectors. The
company's 2-D and 3-D Mobile Underground Detectors are designed for underground detection in almost any field, from
electrical work to military use. In particular, its ability to find both plastic and nonplastic mines could revo lutionize the
demining field. The detectors will be produced and marketed starting later th is year.
For more information, visit the following
website:
• http:/ /www.koreaherald.co.kr/SITE/datal
html_dir/200 1/06/ 12/2001 06120008.asp
Silicon Polymer Detection
At rile Un iversity of California, San
Diego (UCSD), chemists created a silicon
polymer designed to identify evidence of
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explosives. A very thin wire of silicon surrounded by an electrical conductor will glow
under ultraviolet light-unless an explosive
is present. The UCSD team harnessed this
idea ro create a device capable of being used
in landmine detection. Researchers hope to
put the instrument ro use both on land and
in water. UCSD chemistry and biochemistry professor William Trogler, who helped
write an article on the project for the German chemistry journal Angewandte Chemie,
said the polymer is capable of detecting TNT
present in air down ro one part per billion
and in water down ro 50 parts per billion.
The team hopes ro increase this sensitivity
to one part per trillion. For more information, see:
• http:/ I chem-faculty. ucsd.edu /sailor/
TNTdetectors.html
• Angewandte Chemie International Edition, 2001 I 40, No. 11
New Tools

TheBMR-3M
A new vehicle for mine clearance called
the BMR-3M has been tested in Russia. The
vehicle is designed to enter mine fields before infantry or escort mi litary personnel
into mined areas. Devised ro detonate underground charges, the tank-like contraption
is covered with several layers of armor on its
underside in the event that some mines subsist. T he machine is equipped with a jammer ro block signals to radio-controlled
mines, and it is designed so that the crew
inside can use a machine gun ro shoot at
unexploded mines. The BMR-3M has been
under combat conditions in Chechnya. For
more information, vis it the fo llowing
website:

• http: / /www.milparade.com/2000/38a/
02_ 0 1.sh rml
HOPE
Current demining methods, such as
mine detection dogs, metal detectors and
manual probes, are often not ideally accurate since mines can be easily missed if they
are small or made of plastic, and detection
moves very slowly. The Handheld Operational D emining System Project (HOPE)

employs a handheld device that makes use
of ground penetration radar, a microwave
radiometer and a metal derecror. A processing system combines the three rools' data
fo r quicker, more accurate results. The device is even capable of distinguishing berween different types of mines. The project
designers aim to create a more effective and
cheaper method of mine detection. HOPE
is currently enduring rigorous tests and field
trials and should be completed within the
next three years. For more information, visit
the following website:
• http:/ /www.hope-projecr.com/
CheckSITE
Sense Technologies, Inc., is developing
a new global security product called
CheckSITE. The system incorporates Oak
Ridge National Laboratory's (ORNL)
microeleccromechanical sensor (MEMS)
technology. W hile it may be used for anumber of purposes, one of CheckSITE's intended uses is as an explosive detection roo!,
which would have a great impact on the
landmine community. CheckSITE's objective is to provide a simple, quick and inexpensive detection tool to improve a number
of fields related to explosives. For more informa tion, contact:
Dore Perler
CEO and founder of SENSE
Technologies, Inc.
7300 W McNab Road, Suire 11 7
Tamarac, FL 33321
Tel: 1-877-SENSEME (736-7363)
1-954-726-1422
E-mail: dore@senseme.com
Website: www.senseme.com
TheBDM48
A Canadian company has d eveloped a
tool called the Brush Deminer, or BDM 48,
which is currently being tested by T hai soldiers. With irs powerful steel teeth, the BDM
48 can easily clear mine-affected land of
dense brush while its operator controls it
comfortably from rhe air-conditioned cab.
T his method is considerably better than the
current manual efforts of deminers, who
wade through overgrown vegetatio n and
detect mines individually, a very tedious process. Major Harry Burke, of Canada's National Defense said char the machine was

ideal for rhe border terrain ofSa-Kaeo province on rhe Thai-Cambodian border, where
it is being rested. Hopefully, the BDM 48
will significantly reduce the costs and the
time involved in current demining techniques. For more information, visit the following website:
• http://straregis.ic.gc.ca/SSG/rp00226e.hrml
or contact either of the following:
~Jennifer Sloan
Press Secretary
Office of the Minister of Indusrry
Tel: (613) 995-9001
~James Roberge
Aerospace & Defense
Technology Partnerships Canada
Tel: (6 13) 941-6738
Neutron Detector
Dr. Richard Craig, a scientist at the
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory in
Richland, WA, recently received the Chrisropher Columbus Fo undation Award for
2001 for his work on a new landmine derecror. The new rool is called a timed Neutron Detector, and it detects hydrogen atoms, of which both metal and plastic mines
are comprised. The system is lighrweight and
therefore portable, and it enables large
amounts of land to be scan ned in small periods of rime. The grant from the Christopher Columbus Foundation will allow Dr.
Craig to continue developing this work-inprogress and hopefully make it available to
rhe demining community in the near future.
For more information, visit the following
websires:
• Imp://www.pnl.gov/news/2000/0043.hrm
• http://www.ornl.gov/news/pulse/
pulse_v71_01.hrm
or contact:
Judith Shellenberger
Tel: (315) 258-0090
"Mr. Bean"
Researchers are working to train Mr.
Bean, a giant African pouched rat, ro detect
landmines in Tanzania. These types of rats
are easy to train and have a dog-like sense of
smell. The Belgian government provides
funding for the research, hoping to find a
less expensive, bur still effective, mine detector than those used currently. Rats are roo
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small and light ro set off mines, making them
ideal as mine detectors. Currently, their most
difficult obstacle as nocturnal animals is
overcoming heatstroke. For more information, visit the following websites:
• http:/ /www.ananova.com/news/story/
sm_318674.html?menu=news.quirkies
• http:/ I users.skynet. be/apopo/ rar.htm
• http:/ /www.rmca.org/Articles/suicide.htm
The Geo-3
Field tests have successfully been conducted on the Geo-3, an experimental new
mine detector that uses radar. The system
was developed by specialists of the
Radioavionika Joint-Stock Society in St.
Petersburg and rested in the suburbs of
Grozny, Russia. There the system detected
mines and shells as well as other explosive
devices containing no metal objects. Even
more impressively, the detector found UXO
buried underground and hidden in recesses
in brick walls.
For more information, visit the following website:
• http:/I rcaam. milparade.com/free/2 12/302.shtml
Conclusion

For general information about different types of demining technology, visit the
following website:
• h ttp://www.doe.carl eton.ca/ ~jkn ighr/
LandMines/weplinks.htm#Accoustic •
Contact Information

Nicole Kreger
JMU/MAIC
One Court Square
MSC 8504
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Tel: 540-568-2810
E-mail: kregerne@j mu.edu

SADC Technical Advisors Course

The Southern African Development
Community's Technical Advisors Course
Effects oflandm ines in rhe SADC
include the following:
• Agricultural. Subsistence farmers often can n ot work t heir
land due ro the p resence of
mmes.
Sappers Association acqui red the
• Industrial. Mines can deny acSappers Headquarters in order to train
cess to factories.
returning Sappers in vocational skills.
• Societal. Casual ties increase on
This was done to help fellow Sappers
a daily basis, creating an addirein tegrate into society after the war.
tional burden on the families
Today, they utilize rhe beautiful, tranof rhe victims and rhe region's
quil headquarter's land with the infraalready insufficient and drained
structure rhar was inheri ted to train
medical facilities.
people to help bring an end ro the
A single undetected landmine can
legacy of landmines in Southern Af- have a similar, if not worse, effect on
nca.
an area as 200 detected mi nes. Ir is
highly imporranc that dem ining opIntroduction
erations be well planned and synchronized with local and regional governIn the Southern Mrican Develop- ment priorities.
ment Community (SADC), Angola
and Mozambique have seen their so- Significance of the Course
cioeconomic development affected by
landmines more than any other counT he dem iners who train and
tries. The other countries in the SADC work in Southern Mrica's landmineaffected by landmines arc Zimbabwe, infesred countries are among the best
Malawi and Namibia. Unfortunately, available in the world today. For this
nor much is known regarding the land- reason, many private demining commine situation in the Democratic Re- panies employ Southern Afri ca npublic of Congo (DRC). Throughout trai ned deminers in projects around
these SADC countries, warring par- the world. What is lacking in the reties in numerous conflicts continue to gion, however, are management and
complicate the landmine problem by technology skills-skills required to
laying additional mines.
manage large-scale demining p rojects

With funding and support from South African and international groups, the SADC teams up with IMEESA to
improve deminers' management and technology skills.
By Brig. Gen. (Ret.) Sollie
Schreuder and Kevin Bolton,
Director, IMEESA
Background

•

(L-R} Ebba Asino detonating a practice mine
at Mechem's farm. The
Mozambique students
during Media Day. A
practice session.

T he Institute for Military Engineering Excellence in Southern Africa
(IMEESA) originated from rhe veterans' organization of the South African
Engineer Corps' Sappers Association.
When the Sappers Assoc iation
changed irs role, functions and structure, IMEESA was formed to lend a
futuristic approach to the organization
and to make irs expertise available for
humanitarian assistance in Africa. As
a non-profit company (Section 2 1),
IM EESA is not associated with the
military.
The strength of IMEESA lies in
its military engineering expertise. T his
expertise ranges from basic to strategic levels making it available to countries in Mrica for humanitarian assistance ranging from mine action to development projects, disaster relief and
management services and training.
At the end ofWorld War II, the
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and to evaluate technology, systems
and processes available to execute the
task. To address this deficiency, rhe
SADC Secretaria t in Gaboronae,
Botswana, in conjunction with the
South Mrican Department of Foreign
Mfairs and the Eu ropean Commission, formed the IMEESA Technical
Advisors Course.
T he cou rse, which is the fi rst of
its kind in Africa, allows students to
develop into the core of an elite Mrican demin ing management group. As
the SADC's core demining group, the
successful students will be expected to
use their expertise in playing a pioneer
role in improving the standard of
demining management and related
activities in their respective countries.
The Course

The aim of rhe IMEESA course
is to qualify students as national mine
action technical advisors by covering
the full spectrum of knowledge that
being an advisor in Southern Mrica
demands. The course's fast pace requires students to focus on keeping up
with the curriculum, which concentrates on the practical aspects of the
specialist field.
Subjects add ressed during the
course include the following:
• Strategic overview of mine action in Southern Mrica
• Use oflandmi nes and origin of
rhe mine problem

• Humanitarian mine action: the
general approach
• Mine action survey and landmine information systems
• Landmin e detection rechmques
• Landmine neutralization techmques
• Safety and protection of personnel
• Planning, preparation and
management of mine action
projects
• Financial and logistical planning as related to the management of mine act ion projects
• Quality Assurance (QA)
• Mine awareness
• Mine action research project
The first class of students to enroll in the course graduated in December 2000. The course ran for four
weeks, meeting six days a week from
the early hours of the morning into
the night. One highlight of the course
was a visit to Denel's Mechem in
Pretoria, South Africa for a terrain
demonstration and a later visit ro irs
Dog Centre where one could see the
Mechem Explosive Detecting Dogs
System (MEDD) in action. Another
highlight was a practical navigation
exercise performed at night usi ng satellite navigation equipment.
At the end of the 26-day course,
rhe students were honored with gifts
from Professor Magwase and SADC
mine action project coordinator Joao
Ndlovu of the SADC Mine Action
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Committee. Magwase spoke to the
students about the roles they are expeered to play in mine action in their
home countries before giving each student a course diploma.
Conclusion

The SADC-sponsored course was
considered challenging for both the
students and the training ream. This
is reassuring in a field where shortcuts
often lead ro death or serious injury.
Instructors must always consider this
fact as they train students to face the
inherent dangers in their home countries' mine situations. T hrough irs efforts, IMEESA has proven that the
mine actio n community in Southern
Mrica, with rhe aid of its significant
international donors, has the technical and managerial expertise to deal
with irs landmine problems. •
"All Pboto; courusy of/MEESA.

.ontact Information

Kevin Bolton
Director, IMEESA
PostNet Suite 11
Private Bag Xl32
Centurion, South Mrica 0046
Tel: +27 12 654 8319
+27 82 564 3639 (mobile)
+27 12 653 7858 art Suite 11
E-mail: kjbolton@yebo.co.za
sappers@mweb.co.za

(L-R} Syndicate work in
South Africa. Joseph
Zhou receives his diploma from Professor
Magwase. The mine
action students pose
in front of the Sappers
Headquarters.

Roots of Peace

Roots of PeaceTurning Mines into Vines
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Roots of Peace, a non-profit NGO, works hard to provide solutions to landmine stricken countries and comROOTS~~ PEACE
munities around the world.
By Stacy L.Smith,MA#C
From Mines to Vines

Roots of Peace was founded in
1997 with a clear mission-"ro rid the
world of landmines by transforming
roxie mine fields into thriving farm
land," and also into vineyards.
Founder/Director H eidi Kuhn established the non-profit NGO based in
California's wine country after the
death ofPrincess Diana in 1997. "Her
legacy in catapulting the issue eflandmines to the forefront of the international agenda during the last few weeks
of her life inspired the hearts of global
citizens to care about these deadly
seeds of destruction," says Kuhn. With
this legacy in mind, Roots of Peace is
making progress by turning "Mines
into Vines" and by extending beyond
the traditional role of a NGO. Kuhn

I
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In May 1999, a fundraiser for "Mines to Vines" raised
$30,000 for demining in Croatia. Pictured from left to
right are Robert Mondavi, Margrit Brever Mondavi,
Jerry White, Heidi Kuhn and Armand Assante.

believes that Roots of Peace will be "a
catalyst that brings new resources, new
energy and greater public awareness to
the cause of a landmine-free world by
creating innovative and highly energized public and private partnerships."
he Roots of Peace Solution

Roots of Peace provides a comprehensive, long-term solution to
landmine-stricken countries and communities on the following four fronts:
awareness, removal, treatment and restoration.
Awareness
In December 2000, the U.S. Department of State's Office ofHumanitarian Demining Programs (HOP)
joined efforts with Roots of Peace to
launch a $1 million (U.S.) ad campaign designed to make San Francisco,
CA and Washington, D.C. residents
and commuters aware of the threat of
landmines. Advertisements displayed
in backlit bus shelters force area residents and commuters to imagine the
effect landmines would have on their
lives. In addition, these advertisements provide information for
residents and commuters interested in
participating in the landmine effort
through donations to Roots of Peace
and the Slovenian International Trust
Fund for Demining and Mine Victim
Assistance. "This project is a prime
example of public-private partnerships
working together for peace," Kuhn
said. Contributions from Digitas Advertising Agency, Infinity Outdoor
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and BelAire Displays made the awareness campaign possible. The campaign
ran from December 2000 to April
2001 in San Francisco and is still on
display in Washington, D.C.
Management
The Roots of Peace solution, involving the removal of landmines/
UXO, also includes public-private
partnerships with companies such as
Auto Desk, a software company working to assist demining activities worldwide. In cooperation with AutoDesk,
Roots of Peace supports greater use of
sophisticated Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) technology. With the
right data and information gathered
and plotted accurately on digital maps,
demining decisions are better and safer
eliminating many of the threats faced
by men and dogs in the field.
Treatment & Restoration
As part of the solution to eliminating the threat oflandmines, Roots
of Peace also provides victims with
physical, psychological, and social
treatment and rehabilitation. In addition, land affected by landmines is also
restored for productive, environmentally responsible and sustainable agricultural use.

Joint Venture with the U.S.
Department of State

In January 2000, a public-private
partnership ream composed of U.S.
Department of State, NGOs and U.S.
corporate representatives traveled to

In June 2000, United Nations SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan spoke at a reception
on landmine awareness sponsored by
Roots of Peace.

Croatia in support of the government's
Croatian Mine Action Center
(CROMAC) and its humanitarian
demining program. The visit was organized by Roots of Peace Founder/
Director Heidi Kuhn to bring awareness and a comprehensive solution to
the Croatian demining program.
Those present on the mission included
the following U .S. Government officials: James Lawrence, Director of
Public-Private Partnerships for the
Office of Special Representative of the
President and the Secretary of State for
Global Humanitarian Demining; Pat
Patierno, Director of the State
Departme nt 's Humanitarian Demining Program; and William Wood,
Director of the State Department's
Office of the Geographer and Global
Issues. Representing the private sector
were Heidi Kuhn, Founder/Director
of Roots of Peace; Ann Laurence, Treasurer of the San Rafael Rotary Club;
Bill Rus, Senior Analyst for Auto Desk;
Richard Koch, Director of Public Relations for AutoDesk; Victoria Stack,
President ofinternational Communication Initiative; and Ali Gallagher,

Landmine Consultant for the University ofTexas in Austin.
Led by CROMAC officials, the
team visited agricultural areas heavily
laden with landmines/UXO. "In personally touring the terrain, we collectively agreed that the best agricultural
region for our Mines to Vines initiative was in Zadar, a grape-growing region with an 8,000-year-old history of
producing wine," Kuhn said. Once
assessed, this area would be cleared of
landmines/UXO and reused for agricultural purposes. At the time, members of the team also hoped to develop
and implement a clear strategy for
funding future clearance missions. As
a result of the visit, many public and
private supporters such as the North
Face company and the FedEx Corporation announced plans to supply additional resources for clearance misSions.

July 2000. In collaboration with the
U.S. Department of State, the U.S.
Embassy, and the International Trust
Fund, Roots of Peace demined over
100 acres of land in the rwo vi llages.
Conclusion

Since 1997, the humanitarian efforts of Roots of Peace have led to
funding and implementation of landmine awareness, removal, treatment
and restoration. Kuhn attributes the
success of the Roots of Peace solution
and initiatives that convert landmineladen fields into plentiful farmland
due to the "persistence and partnership [of] ordinary citizens" who have
turned "ideas into reality." •
•All photos courusy of RoMs a[Peact

he Roots of Peace Initiative

Just five months after the joint
ve nture to C roatia, Roots of Peace
collected its resources and funds totaling $500,000 and began its fourfront initiative in the designated region of Zadar. Roots of Peace headed
clearance operations that took place in
the Croatian villages ofDragalic, C iste
Male and Ciste Velika.
In May 2000, Roots of Peace
co mpleted its first international
demining initiative in the Croatian
village of Dragalic. As a result of the
Balkan War (1991-1995), Dragalic's
fields contained countless landmines/
UXO. Through the Adopt-AMinefield program, Roots of Peace
funded and implemented projects
clearing approximately 9,000 square
kilometers of land. In addition to
clearance operations, Roots of Peace
also replanted fields with grapevines
in the once war-torn region.
Roots of Peace finished its second
demining project in the villages of
Ciste Male and C iste Velika during
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In March 2000,Kuhn (second from left) met with Roots of Peace
activists Tor Kenward, Vice President of Beringer Wine Estates;
Miljenko Grgich, President of Grgich Hills Cellars; and Nancy
Night, Vice President of Public Relations for Robert Mondavi
Winery, to define the "Mines to Vines" strategy.

Contact Information

Heidi Kuhn
Founder/Director
Roots of Peace
48 Fernwood Way
San Rafael, CA 94901
Tel: (415) 455-8884
Fax: (415) 258-9300
E-mail: info@rootsofpeace.org
Website: rootsofpeace.org

Interoperability Workshop

lnteroperability:

Sharing Information

The Interoperability workshop held at James Madison
University (JMU) featured slide shows on the various
database systems used by mine action centers and other
nonprofit organizations. The workshop addressed lessons learned, challenges and solutions.

ance. Yet acquiring the often abundant
maps produced during conflicts can
be impossible when governments consider the geographic aids a potential
security threat.
The Issues

by Mary Auberry, MAIC
Introduction

•

Tom Bollinger of
GICHD and Patrick
Gordon of UNOPS
relax during a
break.

This year's conference was held as
a follow-up to the first G lobal Mine
Action Information Coordination
Workshop that also took place on
JMU's campus last year from April 19
to 21. The issues discussed in 2000 are
largely the same today, though some
participants indicated that progress has
been made since the first gathering.
One fact is clear: mine action centers around the world, though faced
by unique scenarios and challenges, all
gather the same kinds of information
(i.e., type of accident, explosive(s)
used, injuries, activity, etc.). Could
exchanging information and database
structures help mine action centers,

especially during start-up? Would the
work of mine action fit with a unified
information system such as IMSMA
(Information Management System for
Mine Action)? How would security
concerns figure in to the openness?
These and other issues were addressed
with slide presentations, question/answer periods and amicable discussions.
Background of lnteroperability

" Having to create data from
scratch ... seems to be a problem for
many of these countries. Also the
problem with finding maps ... for planning is a common [problem] for both
an under-resourced situation like Laos
and a relatively well-resourced situation like in Kosovo. We still had the
same problems. NIMA h ad [the
maps], KFOR had them, but they
were never released. They were classified as secret. We need to break down
the barriers to sharing that type of information." Shawn Messick, Global
Mine Action Information Coordination
Workshop, JMU, April2000
At present, the mine action community maintains numerous information systems containing uniform types
of data and impacted by overall basic
needs for systemizing quality information. Obtaining accurate geographic
data has been mentioned repeatedly by
mine action professionals as a constant
problem in constructing reliable information. Knowledge of the physical
characteristics of the land to be
demined is critical for effective clear-
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Following is a brief overview of
the discussions surrounding six main
conference issues.
Issue #1: Managing Mine Action Information
As Dennis Barlow (MAIC)
stated in his introduction, having
many systems in the mine action community hinders the process of gathering information, and he queried,
"What is the technology needed to
solve the problem?" lain Shepherd of
the European Commission acknowledged that mine action has "come a
little way" over the past year towards
achieving a standard information system. Yet Zoran Grujic, Assistant Director of Information for the Bosnia/
Herzegovina Mine Action Center, asserted that having the "same system
for all countries would mean that all
countries have the same needs, which
is not reasonable." And Daniel
Eriksson, Chief of the IT Department
for the U .N. Mine Action Coordination Centre in Kosovo, alluded to the
continuing difficulties of transferring
data in Southeast Europe due to lack
of conformity in the systems.
Issue #2: Creation of a Spatial Data
Clearinghouse for Mine Action
As Dave Armin of the United Nations in Ethiopia and Eritrea stated,
"Data doesn't mean a lot if you don't
have a map to put it on." Attempts to
obtain current geographical information are often frustrated by a lack of
resources. Participants in the 2000

conference agreed that a site providing information on spatial data would
be beneficial. JMU offered to develop
an inventory and complete a mine action GIS users' survey to identifY gaps
in the available mapping products and
services. UN MAS has pledged its support of]MU's efforts to develop a spatial data clearinghouse that has been
designed to include a multi-language
tutorial about the kinds of GIS systems available. (Please see "Development of the Spatial Information Clearinghouse in Support of Humanitarian
Demining" on page 88.)
Issue #3: Information Standards
Information standards enable the
transfer of data. If data fields and terminology are too disparate, information systems cannot commumcate.
Also, as Zoran Grujic pointed out,
functioning with standards creates a
"benchmark." "If you can't compare
your program with others, you're going to run into problems." Daniel
Eriksson told the group that, "At the
fi rst meeting in Southeast Europe, we
realized we could not talk about the
issues because we're not speaking the
same language, what's a victim, what's
an accident, etc." And Alan Arnold of
G ICHD responded: "It has always
been in the international standards,
bur the problem is the outside agencies that don't use the standards."
Issue #4: Information Management
Training
Ensuring adequate training for
system managers and keeping employees once trained were mentioned as
major challenges. Daniel Eriksson said
he has tried contracting system managers to get the invested "money out
of them for that year." However, Zoran
Gruj ic added "We tried to implement
that in Bosnia with a contract. The
company wanted [our staff) to pay to
break the contract." The discussion on
uaining also touched on the need to
target all levels of mine action centers

because, as Shawn Messick put it,
"Usually managers don't like change.
They would rather live with a problem they can't solve than apply a solution they don't understand."
Issue #5: R&D Technowgy Information Exchange
Participants discussed a new
online venue for exchanging R&D
information created by the Canadian
Mine Action Center (CCMAC). Reportedly CCMAC's site includes a forum where developers and users can
discuss the technology used in mine
action. Gaps have previously existed
berween developers and users of technology, and the site has been launched
as an effon to bridge the divide and
encourage need-based development.
Issue #6· Information Sharing
Information sharing is a rwo-way
street. On the one hand, passing on
lessons learned and other gathered information helps a mine action program get up on its feet. On the other
hand, an "open" system enables users
to provide feedback for greater refinements. lain Shepherd of the European
Commission believes that, " ... we have
made some progress on information
sharing-quite good progress." And
Shawn Messick reported that
UNMAS has released a general document of standards for information
sharing, and that an IMAS (International Mine Action Standards) framework document "is si tting in New
York." Making information available
to the public was also mentioned as
an integral part of data exchange in
mine action.
Conclusion

Sharing information would help
the work of mine action centers, and
conserve funds that would otherwise
be expended reproducing efforts.
However, while a shared data system
may work well among some organiza-
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tions and groups, many countries
would not welcome such a system preferring instead to guard proprietary
information. Use of IMSMA and
XML can help mine action professionals solve some problems with data systems, but not all. Nevertheless, forum
gatherings such as the Interoperability
workshop, and other effo rts by
CCMAC, MAIC and UNMAS are
bringing information system issues to
light and towards many viable solutions. •
*All photos courtesy ofMA!C

Contact Information

Mary Ruberry
MAIC
8504 One Court Square
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Tel: (540) 568-2018
Fax: (540) 568-8176
E-mail: ruberrmm@jmu.edu

Mine Action Information Systems
Interoperability Workshop
June 14-15 2001
Presented by the Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian
Demining (GICHD}
Hosted by James Madison University's
Mine Action Information Center
(MAlC)

•

Ray Worner of
Handicap
International
addresses the
workshop.

r

Bridging the User
and Developer Gap
The DTIF Workshop, Vancouver,
June 4- 5, 2001
While attempting to find common ground, both users and
developers candidly discussed mine action technology issues
at the DTIF workshop.
by Margaret S. Buse, Editor

propriate technology that satisfies both
parties. It might be said that users are
from Mars and developers are from Venus-and the goal of the confe rence
was to narrow that gap. The positive

Liu Center for the study of Global Issues at the
University of British Columbia. do MA/C

from fi nding common ground. In the
end, th e DTIF workshop may have
pointed the way for such organizations
as T he United Nations Mine Action
Ser vice (UNM AS), the Canadian

The OeminingTechnology Informat ion (OTIF) workshop was designed for the users and developers of
mine ac ti on technologies. The work"The industry of mine clearance has not advanced because developers
shop's goal was ro
have not gone into the field to talk to deminers. There are too many
provide a forum for
vested opinions. There are Ministries trying to get brownie points
users and developers
with no regard as to how the equipment actually operates. Bureaucrats
to declare their issues
and hopefully suggest
do the testing of equipment. I want to leave here with a name and
possible solutions. Afphone number of a person who I can actually call. I don't want to be
ter the first session of
tasked with a 30 page proposal in triplicate." Lionel Dyck, Mine Tech
the DTIF workshop,
it was apparent that
there is an ever-widening gap berween side of this story is that both groups Center for M ine Action Tech nologies
users and developers concerning ap- need each other, and everyone benefits (CCMAT), the European Commis-

I!

sion Joint Research Center (EC/ JRC),
and James Madison University's Mine
Actio n Info rmation Ce nter (JMU/
MAIC) developing a technology forum fo r users and developers.
Three main issues were debated
candidly throughout rhe conference:
user input, developers' use of rhar inpur, and the production of viable
equipment based on user and developer input and communication . User
input into research and development
and how ro get that inpur is an issue
that may be solved in the fo reseeable
future. CCMAT is currently developing the DTIF Website and Journal
with irs current partners, JMU and
JRC. It will provide an online arena

Participants listened to
both users and developers of the mine action community debate
current R&D development issues. c/o MAIC

I
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for showcasi ng articles on current
technology as well as the DTIF conference proceedings, an International
Test and Evaluation Program (ITEP)
link, and other pertinent R&D features. T he website/journal is also expeered to provide an interactive discussion area for users and developers.
Many users feel that current technology is developed in isolation, that
developers are designing and testing
equipment in sterile environments
without actual knowledge of what is
usable in the field. Opinion on the
user end is that technology developers operate without a clue as to what
users need, let alone what they want.
T he developers too often feel that the

both sides. Steps were laid to
possibly bridge the user/developer chasm. As this issue
of the Journal of Mine Action
goes to press, all sides involved are exchanging information and ironing out administrative details for making the DTIF Website and
Journal happen. Alois Sieber
of the EC/J RC pledged to
provide tangible support to
DTIF. Jim Prudhomme of
UN MAS also offered his
organization's help in managUsers urged d evolpers to increase the duribility of expensive demining
equipment. do ATC
ing a database of technology
info rmation. JMU and
CCMAT have currently contracted to
look at the facts. The statistics conput out the fi rst issue of the DTIF Jour- clu si ve ly show that the ri sk to
nal and its supporting website.
deminers is primarily fro m blast mines
The First Day: Users and
Developers Discover They Have
Nothing in Common

The paper Andy Smith submitted focused
on blast and fragmentation injuries. do
Andy Smith

users cannot or do not articulate their
needs.
The final goal ofOTIF is to coordinate technology from start to finish-in developing, testing, sell ing and
deploying-so that both user and developer are satisfied. T his was the crux
of che whole conference, and it stimulated lively and informative debate on

DTIF Conference

The users of personal protective
equipment (PPE), the people in the
field, often feel chat they demine in a
technological void. They do not want
ro work with the sellers of the R & 0
industry; often they want to work with
rhe developers in the design phase. "I
don't want general PPE that is all
things to all deminers. 1 don't need 360
degrees of coverage. Do I need PPE
designed fo r bullets? Not all users need
the same thing. We work in different
climates and situat ions. The primary
requirement for PPE is that it reduces
injury-it is not going to prevent injury," stated Willie Lawrence, Senior
Technical Advisor for the Mine Action
Center (MAC) of Eritrea and conference presenter. Many users echoed the
sentiment that they want equipment
that is as practical and as easy as pucring on a sports coat.
Andy Smith could not attend, but
he provided a paper on the database
he has been building on demining incidents. H e challenged developers to
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and that current PPE on the market
has been "over-designed" to meet a
fragmentation th reat. "What we need
is comfortable, light, effective and lowcost blast protection to protect the
deminer at a time when most incidents
occur. That is when he is exposing a
mine char he has already located."
Smith went on ro state that what he
wanted from the DTIF conference was
a means of resting armor for its suitability to blast protection.
Cost was another issue char users discussed. "We need stout working boots that are designed in the first
world and manufactured in the th ird
world. $300 (U.S.) for a pair of boots?
When deminers are wearing scout
boots chey don't lose their foot," stated
Lawrence. Paul Heslop of HALO
Trust agreed that cost is a major problem, especially when you have a 4000person staff. "Lase year we had four
incidents, chat is $ 1.4 million [spent
on PPE] vs. one deminer's leg. Money
is better spent on clearing mines." The
lack of durability of this expensive
equipment should also be considered.
Developers have ro be concerned with
making a PPE investment more longlasting.

DTIF Conference
Responses from rhe developers
were varied, rho ugh it was nor easy to
define what would motivate the technology industry to close rhe gap. Both
users and developers feel char rhe user
community is fragmented, operating
in isolation even from each other, let
alone the developers of the R&D community. Joe Lokey of JMU/MAIC
challenged the user community to
clearly define irs needs to the developers.
Mechanical equipment developers were also summoned to design
equipment that was already on the
shelf that balances and compliments
the entire demining program and does
not try to reinvent the wheel. James
Trevelyan of the University of Western Australia brought up an important
point: "What is developed in the laboratory is based on one mine field rest.
Then companies put pressure on their
governments to use and promote rhe
machines. Machinery also pays economic dividends because the work is
done quickly." Trevelyan also mentioned what other developers echoed:
users should nor be the only guidance
in technology development because
they only describe needs by what rhey
know. "They must be able to define
the problem, which is sometimes 50
percent of the solution." Users were

• Alistair Craib discussed the importance of testing and evaluation. c/o MAJC
quick to retort with defining many of
the problems, including the waiting
game for technology to be developed.
Users want technology that can
be used today, and they often cannot
wait for research and technology ro
devise a prototype, let alone field-ready
equipment, 10 years down the road.
This is especially true when the equipment developed is nor what they want
or need, or worse yet it is not even
usable in their demining environments. Phil Paterson of the Mine Action Center for Afghanistan (MACA)
made a valid point when he concluded
the day's debate: "Users may nor be
the best people for describing requirements, but they should be the starting p~int. We don't need to be talking
machme, dog or deminer, we need to
be talking about user requirements."
Day 2: A Determination on Both
Sides to Make it Work

• Debate continued between conference sessions. c/o MAJC

Bob Stuart ofCCMAT preceded
the day's presenters by recognizing and
validating the users' need for an information clearinghouse on equip-
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ment. He stated that some of the problem lies in rhe "over-the-wall" syndrome, in which developers fail to introduce new technology. "They throw
it [a new concept] over the wall to
marketing. They don't know what to
do with it or how to market the equipment to users." By validating the need
for an information clearinghouse, he
was able to challenge chose at rhe conference to question how they would
like it developed and organized.
"How important is this piece of
equipment?" suggested Lionel Dyck of
Mine Tech. "Is this going to save a
deminer's life or encumber it?" Dyck
Stated that one way to bridge the user
and developer gap is for developers to
"talk to us [users] instead of at us." He
directly challenged the developers and
called rhem to task. "My company is
operating in five countries. Any of you
who want to come to the areas I am
working in to rest your equipment can
come as my guest."
Dyck continued by pointing out
that very few designers evaluate their
machines or equipment by irs ability
to actually work in-country. He went

on to describe a recent scenario in
Kosovo. Tests in the field in Kosovo
failed. When the users told developers their machines were not any good,
there were threats of lawsuits. "Dry
your eyes and go home and redesign
it. We are not politicians; we are
deminers and if we say it is no good,
it is no good. It is the designer's job to
redesign it based on that." Alois Sieber
responded by challenging the users to
look to ITEP and DTIF as forums for
verification and validation of equipment. Alistair Craib reiterated the
need for full operational field testing
in the country in which the machine
is actually going to be used, as well as
using ITEP: "ITEP strengthens
demining efforts by providing independent research and distribution of
equipment, scientifically-based testing
and evaluation, and information on
demining equipment, systems and
methods. It is the best game in town
at rhe moment."
The users brought a sense of urgency and pragmatism to the discussions. Dave McCracken of the Thailand Mine Action Center (TMAC)
told the developers, "You are beating
around rhe bush [by discussing SOP's,
ITEP, Test and Evaluation]. It's just
part of the commercial puzzle." Lionel
Dyck reiterated the need for haste in
rhe development and testing phase by
stating, "Tomorrow morning people
will be pulling mines out of the
ground. There is no rime left. I am not
knocking rhe requirement for testing,
bur we are cynical. We would love to
be part of the reality check of new
equipment, but please remember the
urgency as well."
George Foscaneanu of International Demining Consultants Canada,
responded to the seriousness of the issue: "Go and do whatever you want
to do-dream it up and when you are
ready for me to use it, call me in, but
remember the guys that are out in the
field-thry are not an R&D test ground!
Commercial companies have a respon-

sibility. Go to rhe MACs, and then the
user won't have to tell you anything.
What do we mean by a clearinghouse?
Users are looking for valuable applicable experience of R&D technology."
Common Ground

By the afternoon of the last day
of the DTIF conference, discussion
turned to the agreed-upon denominator. There is a need and desire by both
users and developers for a technology
information clearinghouse. Users can
give valuable input to developers as to
their needs, as well as provide instrumental information and feedback on
technology that is currently out in the
field-what works, what doesn't work
and why. Developers can use this tool
to query the users on technology they
are developing, and they can start
modifying it in-house before making
a prototype and before it is field tested,
so that its success rare increases before
it is actually deployed in rhe field.
Constructive questions were debated.
Dennis Barlow ofJMU/MAIC asked
the users, "What components need to
be in it?" Bob Stuart asked, "What do
people want to be able to find on this?"
Dave Partridge of the Mineseeker
Foundation wants ro be able to find
out what has been done histOrically
with a piece of equipment. George
Foscaneanu summoned all ro keep it
simple: "It will be quire an accomplishment if we can just be able to track
what is currently in the field and the
technology that is currently being developed globally." Bob Stuart concluded: "Let's agree to put that together. How? We will work on it."
How can we provide an interactive technology forum? What will the
DTIF Website and Journal contain?
Who will or can maintain it all? Where
will the funding come from? These
questions are the ones that are left
hanging in the air like so many lightening bugs on a summer night. I believe that the issues mentioned and
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debated at this conference were taken
seriously by the organizers. I hope for
the sake of both users and developers
that these issues will not burn out,
leaving the users and developers back
in operational darkness. The present
plan of action for concrete steps toward improving collaboration berween
users and developers is currently being discussed between CCMAT,
UNMAS, the Geneva International
Center for Humanitarian Demining
(GICHD), JRC and JMU/MAIC.
Meetings have been scheduled, phone
calls and emails are being sent and
mines are still being lifted out of the
ground by one man, one mine at a
rime. •
Contact information

Margaret Buse
Ediror, The Journal of Mine Action
Mine Action Information Center
James Madison University
One Court Square, MSC 8504
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Tel: 540-568-2503
E-mail: busems@jmu.edu
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U.S. Humanitarian Demining in Latin America

U.S. Humanitarian Demining
in Latin America
The United States coordinates aid across Latin America
through mine awareness and clearance operations. Channeled mainly through the OAS, U.S. funds support comprehensive mine action programs as needed in Central
America.
By Stacy L. Smith, U.S. Departmen
of State Fellow
Mission
The United States seeks to relieve
human suffering caused by landmines
and unexp loded ordnan ce (UXO)
while promoting U.S. foreign policy
interests. U.S. objectives are to reduce
civilian casualties, create conditions for
the safe return of refugees and displaced persons ro their homes, and
reinforce an affected country's srabi liry. The United States seeks to accomplish these objectives by helping to
establish and support sustainable indigenous mine action capabilities in
mine-affected nations, where appropriate. Since Fiscal Year 1993, the
United States has committed almost
$500 million (U.S.) to global mine
action initiatives, including research
and development.

demi ning efforts in 200 I. Although
the United Stares has established bilateral programs in Peru and Ecuador,
the U.S. Government (the Department of State's Office of Humanitarian Demining Programs (HDP) and
the Department of Defense's Office of
Peacekeeping and Humanitarian Assistance) provides most of irs mine
action assistance in the Western Hemisphere through the Organization of
American States (OAS). The OAS'
Assistance Mission for M ine Clearance
in Central America (MARMINCA)
conducts demining operations in Gua-

temala, Honduras and Nicaragua.
Future State Department assistance to
Peru and Ecuador will also likely be
provided through the OAS, pending
the resu lts of a State Department
funded OAS pilot program in both of
th ese co untries. Through the U.S.
Southern Command, the Department
of Defense provides training, technical advice, and logistical support to the
OAS through the Inter-American Defense Board (lAD B). The U.S. Department of Defense funds assistance to
MARMINCA via the IADB.

The Land mine Problem

U.S.Assistance to Latin America

U.S. assisted countries in Latin
America are estimated ro contain between 300,000 and 350,000 landmines leftover from civil strife and
external conflicts with neighboring
countries. Although clearance operatio ns have reduced this number significantly, t he difficult terrain and
impact of Hurricane Mitch in October 1998 have hindered demining efforts in some countries. Much of the
Latin American landscape is mountainous with areas enclosing tropical
jungles and occasionally volcanoes.
This terra in ofte n compl icates
demining, making some identified
mine fields accessible only by helicopter. Much of the problem caused by
Hurricane Mitch in both Nicaragua
and Honduras lies in the slow process
of re-identifying mine fields that were
previously marked. Many of these areas have shifted under harsh weather
co ndit ions and must be surveyed
again.

Since 1997, the United States has
allocated approximately $13.5 million
to the OAS, Peru, and Ecuador for
humanitarian demining assistance (see
chart). This contribution has funded
numerous mine awareness campaigns,
mine clearance operations, mine detection dog units and survivor assistance programs.

An example of
the Superman/
Wonderwoman
comics that were
distributed
throughout
Costa Rica and
Honduras.
c/o UNICEF

llhne Awareness
In September 1998, DC Comics
distributed 55,000 copies of a special
edition Superman/Wonder Woman
comic book written in Spanish. The
book, funded by the U.S. Defense
Securiry Cooperation Agency, was intended as a mine awareness tool for
yo unge r populations in Costa Rica
and Honduras. Soon after the comic
book was distributed, rwo landmines
were reported to a schoolteacher who
had recently received mine awareness
training. The United States also recently provided UNICEF with a grant

to support mine awareness efforts in
Colombia.

\1ine Clearance
In 1992, the United States commenced its support of mine clearance
operations in Larin America. Nicaragua, the first counrry to receive U.S.
demining ass istance and rhe most
Regional
demining base
at La Siuna,
Nicaragua.
c/o Arnold Sierra,
Department of
State

Latin America Involvement
Among the nations of the Western H emisphere, 13 are co nsidered
landmine/UXO-affected. The United
Stares provides human itarian
demining assistance ro seven of these
countries. They are Guatemala, Honduras, N icaragua, Peru , Ecuador, Argenti na and Colombia. The United
States will complete irs assistance to
Costa Rica after it reaches the sustainm e nt phase in irs humanitarian
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U.S. Humanitarian Demining in Latin America

heavily affected area, quickly produced
numerous skilled deminers. Guatemala, Costa Rica, Honduras, Peru and
Ecuador followed in more recent years.
Nicaragua

In September 1992, U.S. military
personnel trained an IADB team in
mine clearance techniques at the
School of the Americas, then at Fort
Benning, Georgia. This team returned
to Nicaragua and trained the first Nicaraguan demining platoon. Soldiers
from the team trained five platoons,
or 130 dem iners. Since 1992, U.S .
Special O perations Forces (trained at
Ft. Leonard Wood) have trained an
additional 147 indigenous deminers.
U.S. funding has also helped clear
landmines in areas aro und high-ten-

Guatemala

U.S. Special Operations Forces
trained 60 Army deminers and 40 volunteer firemen. T his tra ining expanded Guatemalan military capabilities and created opportunities for the
military to participate in demining
missions. Th e Guatemalan Army began demining operations in November 1998 in lxcan. The United States
also supports the multinational mine
removal venture, MARMINCA, that
provides direct supervision and suppore to Guatemalan Army demin ing
units. To date, U.S. support has helped
Guatemala clear more than 160 mines
and has restored almost 7,700 square
meters of land for re-settlement by
persons displaced by Guatemala's 30year internal conflict.
Costa Rica

.1:
1,336,000
~~~~~~~~------------- ( I n U.S. Dillin)

sion towers, bridges, electric substations, and other installations between
Juigalpa and Acoyapa. To date, the area
around 32 of the 38 high-tension towers have been demined, with 1,400
mines destroyed and 14,000 square
meters ofland cleared. In addition, the
road between El Rama and Juigalpa, a
key transportation route, will soon be
cleared. To date , approximately
1,856,000 square meters have been
cleared and more than 195,000 landmines destroyed. With U.S. assistance,
trai ning, safety equipment, mine detectors and communications equipment will be purchased to support an
additional 76 deminers.

Under the U.S. Human itarian
D emining Program in Costa Rica,
Ministry of Public Safety (MPS) personnel were trained and equipped for
demining operations. Funding assistance was used for emergency medical and demining procedures, a communication s base, vehicles, fi eld
equipment and generators. With this
infrastructure in place, the MPS began mine clearance operations in
1996. To date, MPS personnel have
cleared almost 90,000 square meters
ofland and destroyed 236 land mines.
Demining operations were suspended
in December 1997 due to a lack of a
medical evacuation helicopter to support rhe deminers. In 1998, a U.S.
donation of$300,000 (U.S.) through
the OAS/IADB toward the lease of a
helicopter for medevac support allowed operations to resume.
onduras

Demining operations in 1998 were
conducted along the Nicaraguan border and in the area of San Carlos-Las
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Barrancas. While rhe majority of the
demining troops are Hondurans, other
participants in the operations are technicians and advisors from several countries, including the United States. The
Honduran operations have successfully
returned mine-affected land to productive use. To date, the U.S. trained Honduran demining unit has cleared n ine
major mine fields measuring approximately 333,000 square meters and destroyed more than 2,200 mines and several hundred pieces ofUXO.

Through a State
Department grant, Julio
Tinoco was flown to
New York City for
t reatment by specialists.
c/ o Marshall Legacy
Institute

Corporation and its contract partner,
Global Training Academy. In 1999
and 2000, RONCO trained 12 dog
and handler pairs to assess the extent
of the post-Hurricane Mitch landmine
problem in Honduras and an additional 12 dogs to conduct demining
operations in Nicaragua. Early in
2000, the N icaraguans requested four
dogs to support ongoing demining
operations. The United Stares has also
agreed to explore the possibility of establishing a mine-detection dog program in Peru and Ecuador.

Peru and Ecuador
Survivor Assistance

Both Peru and Ecuador's U.S.supported humanitarian demining
programs are in the nascent stages of
development. In Fiscal Year 1999, the
United States provided Peru and Ecuador mo re th an $1 mill ion (U.S.)
each for training and equipment. In
each country, the funds were used to
demine areas where 30 border markers were to be placed-an integral step
in the peace accord between the two
countries. From April to July 2000,
U.S. Special Operations Forces were
deployed to Peru and Ecuador to conduct the second phase of humanitarian demining training. Both countries
received $2.1 million (U.S.) ($ 1 million from the Department of Stare and
$1.1 million from the Department of
Defense) in Fiscal Year 2000 funding
support. In addition to covering the
costs of U.S. Special Operations
Forces' training, these funds will be
used to provide veh icles and equipment support and training for several
more classes of deminers. To date, approximately 3,700 landmines have
been destroyed.
Mine Detection

In 1999, HDP began supporting
the use of mine-detecting dogs in Central America under the provisions of
its Integrated Mine Action Support
Contract with RONCO Consulting

In January 2000, USAID's Leahy
War Victims Fund (WVF) began ro
support the Central America n Tripartite Landmine Initiative for providing
comprehensive assistance to rehabilitate people with disabilities, including
land mine survivors. Objectives of the
Initiative include increasing the participation of Central Americans in
technical activities sponsored by the
Initiative and extending savings and
credit programs to land mine survivors.
A particularly
Country
compelling story involved a 12-year old
Guatemala
Nicaraguan boy sufCosta Rica
fering severe inj uHonduras
ries to his eyes and
Nicaragua
left arm as a result
Peru
of picking up a
Ecuador
piece ofUXO. UnTOTAL
der a State Department (HDP) grant,
Julio Tinoco Perez
was flown to New York City, examined
by specialists, and treated for his injuries with help from NGOs such as the
Marshall Legacy Institute, Frank Brady
of Medical Missions for Children, and
the Humpty Dumpty Institute.
Accomplishments

Since 1993, humanitarian efforts
by the Un ited States have led to an

increase in the area of land restored
for farm ing and other agricultural use
and the number of landmines/UXO
destroyed. With over GOO U.S.-trained
deminers, an estimated 2.6 million
square meters of land have been
cleared in Latin America and approximately 212,000 landmines/UXO have
been destroyed. T he table below indicates this significant reduction in the
Landmines/
UXO Destroyed
160
240
2280
195,000
11,000
3,700
212,380

Land Cleared
(sq.m.)
7,700
90,000
370,000
1,856,000
300,00
44,000
2,667,700

mine awareness support under an
HDP grant to UNICEF. W ith continued assistance from the U .S. Government and other donors, H onduras
is expected to declare itself mine-safe
in 2001, and the United States estimates that Guatemala will be able to
declare itself mine-safe in 2003. •
Contact Information

Stacy L. Smith
Fellow, U.S. Department of State
Office of Humanitarian Demining
Programs (PM/HDP)
2201 C Street, NW, Room 3328-NS
Washington, D.C. 20250-381 7
Tel: (202) 647-4390
Fax: (202) 647-4537
E-mail: smith@hdp.org
•

threat of landmines/UXO in Guatemala, Costa Rica, Honduras, Nicaragua, Peru and Ecuador.
uture Initiatives

In 200 1, HDP projects to spend
over $3 million (U.S.) supporting
demining activities in Guatemala,
Honduras, Nicaragua, Peru, Ecuador,
and Colombia, wh ich is receiving
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A Nicaraguan
deminerin a
t raining exercise.
c/ o Arnold Sierra,
Department of
State

Report from the GIHCD

Geneva International Centre for
Humanitarian Demining
Centre International de
Deminage Humanitaire Geneve

Geneva Diary:

Report from the GICHD

The GICHD works with numerous organizations to assist
demining efforts in Central and South America. Through programs such as IMSMA and the Afghan Dog Program, GICHD
has contributed significantly to mine action in Latin America
and continues to do so.
by P.M. Blagden, Technical Director, GICHD

are now preparing for the Third Meeting of Stares Parties
in Managua next September.

GICHD Activities in Latin America
The Geneva International Center for Humanitarian
Demining (GICHD) is increasing its contacts with Central and South America, mainly through briefings and seminars. The seminars that rook place on the International
Mine Action Standards (IMA$) in Managua in January
2001 and in Lima in March 2001 were typical. There have
also been presentations on the International Management
System for Mine Action (IMSMA), the most recent of
which have been to the Organization of American States
(OAS) in Nicaragua, followed by a successful briefing in
Bogota, Colombia, in June 2001. The G IC HD also organized a Stockpile Destruction Sem inar in Argentina in
December 2000. We conducted a country case study in
N icaragua on the roles of agencies involved in mine action
and victim assistance. We anticipate that our contacts in
the Larin American region will increase considerably over
the next few months.
Brief Updates

Support for the Mine Ban Treaty
The reports for the last Standing Committees will be
available on the GICHD website in early July 200 1. We
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Support for Field Operations
Version 2.0 ofiMSMA is now being distributed, and
IMSMA training continues.
Enabling Research Studies
The socio-economic study has been published, and
copies are available from UNDP and the GICHD. Thirtyone IMASs have been passed ro the United Nations fo r
endorsement and publication in Ocrober 200 1. We have
started the Mechanical Equipment Study, a study inro the
Afghan Dog Program and an evaluation of Military to
Military Training for the U.S. State Department.

age a research program with two main objectives: to determine the capabilities of dogs to detect mines in Afghan
soil and ro set up mechanisms for testing all the dogs in
Afghanistan as parr of a future accreditation system.

Beneficiaries
The primary beneficiary of th is study will be the mine
action program in Afghan istan, which is looking for a considerable improvement in operational procedures and cost
effectiveness. The study will also provide a detailed assessment of the causes of variation in the ability of dogs to
locate mines. T hat information will interest and benefit
all mine clearance programs using dogs. Donors to these
programs will also benefit from the increases in cost effectiveness. The ultimate beneficiaries will be demining reams
and mine-affected communities, who will benefit from
quicker, safer and more reliable mine clearance.
Comments
Although dogs have now been used in demining for
60 years, there has been almost no investment in research
and development on the use of dogs for demining purposes. This study represents an important step forward in
improving understanding of the relationship between a
dog's nose and t he availability of the odor from a mine. By
attempting ro understand why dogs sometimes miss mines,
the study will help improve the operational efficiency of
dogs and will potentially validate the use of dogs as mine
detection cools. Improved understanding of the capabilities and limitations of dogs will ensure a more objective
assessment of the role of dogs in mine action. With the
increasing success of dog programs, this assessment will
mean that the full potential for increased efficiency of mine
action operations will become more generally realized,
wh ich in turn will mean that scarce donor resources will
be used to obtain the maximum value for the available
money. •

GICHD Brief Facts and Figures
Established:

April1998

Started:

May 1999

Current staff:
Three main functions:

. Support the MBT
. Support field operations,
including IMSMA
. Carry out enabling studies

~ontact

Information

P.M. Blagden
GICHD
CP 1300
Avenue de Ia Paix 7bis
CH-1211 Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: 41-22-906-1660
Fax: 41 -22-906-1690
E-mail: p.blagden@gichd.ch
Website: www.gichd.ch

liscussion Top•c
The discussion ropic for this issue is the study into
the Afghan Dog Program. The use of dogs for demining
purposes in Afghanistan was initiated in 1989, and the
project passed to full local control in 1994. Since that time,
the Afghan demining NGOs have maintained an ongoing
breeding and training program, and they currently h ave
more than 130 operational dogs-the largest such program in the world. The United Nations Mine Action Program in Afghanistan has requested that the GICHD man-

24

Geneva International Centre for
Humanitarian Demining
Centre International de
Deminage Humanitaire Geneve
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Notes from UNMAS

Notes from United Nations

M1ne Action Service

United Nations Mine Action Service (UNMAS) serves as the focal point for all U.N.
mine-related activities. During the past six months, UNMAS supported many mine
action programs throughout the world.
by Sarah laytor, 1 AIC
Introduction
At the center of all U.N. mine-related activities, carried out by 11 departments and agencies located within
the organization, is the United Nations Mine Action Service (UNMAS). UNMAS rhus serves to ensure that respo nsibilities within the U.N. mine-related activities and
efforts are evenly distributed and not duplicated. Other
responsibil ities of UNMAS include: mine action policy
development and coordination, assessment and monitoring of the global landmine threat, information management, mine action program initiation and support, quality management and technology issues, ad vocacy and consciousness-raising and resource mobilization.
Operations
Over the past six months UNMAS supported many
mine action programs throughout the world. Particularly,
UN MAS focused its su pport on Ethiopia/Eritrea, Southern Lebanon, Sri Lanka and Kosovo.
Ethiopia/Eritrea: Danish C hurch Aid, with the assistance of the United Nations, completed the training of
120 Eritrean mine clearance perso nnel from the Eritrean
Demining Agency; 60 are now deployed and operating. In
addition, UNMEE (United Nations Miss ion in Ethiopia/
Eritrea) Mine Action Coordination Center (MACC) was
informed of the possibility of 650 demobilized Eritrean
soldiers being made available for mine clearance t raining,
and UNMAS (Prudhomme) visited UNMEE to provide
support to the MACC in the development of a strategy for
future mine action operations. UNMAS (Morere), along
with the Survey Action Center, also recently conducted an
advance survey mission to Eritrea. Finally, th e Chief of
UNMAS and the Program Officer fo r Ethiopia/Eritrea
recently visited the area.
Southern Lebanon: In April the Chief of UN MAS mer
with Mr. D e Misrura, the PRSG, ro discuss UN support
of the organization fo r the "International High Level Workshop for Demining Lebanon" that rook place May 21-22,
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2001. In addi tion, the Natio nal Demin ing Office announced their intention ro establish a "Southern Coordination Center" in the south , possibly located inTyre. Finally, A Memorandum of Unde rstanding berween the government of Lebanon and the United Arab Emirates (UAE)
is being prepared to facilitate effective implementation of
mine-action activities in the South, utilizing the UAE's $50
million (U.S. ) co ntributio n.
Sri Lanka: UN MAS (Marstein) recently conducted a
technical mission to Sri Lanka ro determ ine the current
situation in the country in relation to mine action.
Kosovo: T he fi rst fatality since the commencement of
the mine action program in Kosovo occurred when a humanitarian mine clearance worker was killed while conducting clearance tasks; three non-fatal accidents to clearance personnel occurred during June 200 I. Investigations
into the causes surrounding the accidents and the subsequent lessons to be learned are ongoing. In addition, the
UNMIK (Un ited Nations Mission in Kosovo) MACC
completed the accredi tation of all in-country mine and
UXO clearance o rganizations and mine awareness entities.
UNMIK also con tinued to make progress towards the attainment of stated clearance objectives by the end of200 I.
Clearance of known mine fields stands at 80 percent, with
a further eight percent of mined areas currently under clearance. Discussions were also recently held with the Departments for H ealth and Social Welfare and Education and
Science regarding th eir long-term roles in mine victim assistance and mine awareness, respectively.

A concept paper to this effect was distributed in support
of the Steering Committee on Mine Action that rook place
in Geneva on May 3, 2001. In additio n, UN MAS (Morere)
recently visited the United Nations and other partners to
develop the UN mine action emergency response plan.
Meetings occurred with O C HA (Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs), UNHCR (United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees), ICRC (International
Committee of the Red Cross), GICHD (Geneva International Center for Humanitarian Demining), WFP (World
Food Program- Rome), the UN Humani tarian Response
D epot and the UN Logistics Base (Brindisi). Also, UN
agencies, NGO s, lOs and donors mer to discuss the development of a five-year strategy fo r UN mine action; a first
draft document was distributed on June 30'h.
Support: UNMAS and other key UN agencies briefed
a special meeting of the Mine Action Support Group
(MASG) to provide an overview of the United Nation's
role in mine action , and their partnership with donors and
to encourage a clearer understand ing of mine action policy
and fund ing matters; rwo summary documents outlining
key elements and issues were distributed. UNMAS also
recen tly attended the first Outreach of the International
Mine Actio n activity in Croatia and with the support of
the Croatian Mine Action Center, in support of the roll
out of new International Mine Action Standards.
Meetings and Visits: In April 200 I the UN MAS Chief
and the Program Officer for the Survey and Standards visired representatives from the Canadian In ternational Development Agency and Department of Foreign Affairs and
International Trade, in O ttawa, to discuss proposed and
o ngoing projects. Also in April, UN MAS Chief and the
Deputy C hief of Policy visired representatives of the U.S.
State D epartment, various NGO s and the James Madison
Mine Action Information Center to discuss projects and
activities. The Chief of UN MAS also met with the Action
Support Groups for LMMA and represematives of the UAE
to discuss funding issues. In addition, UN MAS (Mulliner)
attended the 3'd Outreach of the International Mine Action Standards, held in Maputo, Mozambique. Finally,

numerous meetings were attended by UNMAS, and
UN MAS also received many visitors in the month ofJune.
For example, UNMAS attended the Demining Technology Workshop in Canada, Understanding the APM Ban
Treaty in Poland, the Aid and Trade Conference and the
UNICEF M ine Awareness Retreat. Among the visitors ro
UNMAS were the Mineseeker Foundation, the Program
Manager of UNMI K MACC, the Project D irector of
GICHD International Management System for Mine Action, the Senegalese Government delegation and the
Cranfield University Mine Action Group.
esource Mobmzat1on
Voluntary donor contributions are the most important facet of U.N. mine action funding. Thus, UN MAS
manages the U.N. system's resource mobi lity and the Voluntary Trust Fund (VTF) for Assistance in Mine Action.
Berween April and June, VTF received numerous funds
and pledges. In April, funds that VTF received included:
$239, 197 (U.S.) from D enmark to go ro Ethiopia/Eri trea,
$614, 205 from the United Ki ngdom to go to the H G
Coord ination, $57,490 from Canada to go to Cambodia
and $124,750 un-earmarked from Australia. In addition,
UNMAS received the following pledges: $49,000 from
Sweden to go to Yemen and $444,000 un-earmarked from
Sweden. In June VTF received numerous funds from
Canada, including $127,890 to go to Southern Lebanon
and $1,177,994 to go to Kosovo. •
~ontact

Information

United Nations Mine Action Service
304 East 45'h Street, Room FF-357
New York, NY 10017, USA
Tel: (2 12) 963. 1875
Fax: (21 2) 963.2498
E-mail: mineaction@un.org
Website: http :/ /www.un.org/Depts/dpko/mine/

!)rogram Initiation and Support
UN MAS ' essential responsibilities are developing policies and programs and then following them up with support. In recent months, UNMAS has played an integral
parr in the d evel opme nt a nd support of num ero us
demining programs throughout the world.
Development: Representatives of the Inter-Agency Coordination Group - Mine Action recently met for an aUday retreat to com mence the development of a three to
five year strategy for UN mine actio n. UNMAS has also
conti nued drafting a mi ne action rapid deployment plan.

Public-Health Approach
continuedfrom page 11 1
Dept. of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, University of West Australia; quote taken
fro m personal e-mail comm unication June 19,
200 I. Professor Trevelyan notes that he will
soon have newer cost fi gures, which he expects
will show improvement.
3Th is and the following section are adapted from
Daniel H. Wolf, " Efficient mineclearing: m ission impossible?" Defence Procurement Analysis, London, England, Spring 2001, pp. I 61-4 .

' Or see Dan iel H. Wolf and Steven Barmazel,
"The Use of Limited Detonation for Level 2
Surveys ," paper presented to rhe UXO/
Counrermine Forum 200 I , New Orleans,
Louisiana, April II, 200 I.
1 See Daniel Wolf, " Militarism, Bureaucratism,
and Centralism: Why Good Technology Alone
Will Nor Fix Human itarian Demining," paper
presented ro the Mine Warfare Association's

Fourth Amwnl Conftrence on 7ixhnology and the
Mines Problem, Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, California, March 12-16, 2000 .
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Contact Information
Daniel H. Wolf and Steven Barmazel
Terra Segura International
1846 Granada Avenue
San Diego, CA 92102
Tel: 619-231-1320
Fax: 800-727-1163
E-mail: TerraSegura@compuserve.com

A Public-Health Approach

The Necessity of Implementing a
Public-Health Approach to
Humanitarian Demining
Clearing mines is expensive, and demining programs
usually consume funding before reaching the task of
mine removal. The authors suggest ways to make
demining more practical, effective and economical using a "public-health" approach.
by Daniel H. Wolf, President, and
Steven Bannazel, Publications
Director, Terra Segura
lntemotionol
Introduction

Landmines are an epidemic, yet
unlike other programs fighting epidemics, humanitarian demining does
not co nscienriously appl y publichealth techniques. National mineclearing projeers conform ro inflexible
military models that maximize cenrral
control while stifli ng local initiative.
Inrensive mine-at-a-rime clearing efforts, though urgent in heavily trafficked areas, are applied across the
board, dissipating demining resources.
This makes reducing risks across large
areas and populations impossible, resulting in continuing and unnecessary
deaths from unaddressed mine fields.
C learing every mine field is beyond the world's demonstrated willingness to expend capital. Speeding
reclamation and reducing casualties
within existing resources requires more
emphasis on overall risk reductio n,
more efficient methods and technologies and increased incentives for private action.
Public-health programs do this by
balancing what is best for ind ividuals
with what is best for all. Expensive
acute care, such as caring for rhe sick
during cholera epidemics, is the
smaller parr of rhe solution; the larger

part is generalized threat reduction
(e.g., provid ing reliable, potable water systems). The goal is to achieve the
highest society-wide health benefit for
the available funds, which are always
insufficient.
A public- health approach in
demining would optimize efforts to
greatly reduce risk in concentrated areas where civilian exposure is extreme
and needs are urgent (e.g., clearing
paths to wells and schools), and moderately reduce risk over very large areas (e.g., locating and marking mine
fields without clearing them, conducting mine awareness education andestablishing lasting community response
teams).
The wider perspective of publichealth programming stresses coordinatio n and cooperation with other
o rganizations to cut costs for activities such as victim rehabilitation, economic development and employment
generation. Not only are overall risks
and casualties reduced for given ourlays, bu r co mmunities an d their
economies also recover faster.
Humanitarian demining is more
than reducing postwar injuries. It is
also meanr ro build rhe conditions for
a stable peace and a robust prosperity.
Improving the whole public health is
as imporrant as eliminating individual
threats.
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Why Conventional De mining Is
So Expensive

Manua l demining is rhe go ld
standard for near- 100 percent removal. However, the inherent risks
eviscera te individual productivity.
C hecking for booby traps, clearing
vegetatio n, probing carefully, digging
up numerous suspicious objects and
rotating crewmembers to deter stress
and boredom requires multitudes of
low-skill ed detection personnel. With
more than 3,000 personnel, for instance, the Cambodian Mine Action
Center (CMAC) cleared only 10 sq
km a year out of some 3,500 affected
sq km. As a consequen ce, labor costs
are astrono mical.
Bureaucratic facro rs also increase
costs. Centralization robs the tooth of
clearing activities by concentrating
excessive resources in the bureaucratic
tail. Relying on peacekeeping forces
and national armies for leadership, the
organ iza ti onal mod els for rhese
projects, not surprisingly, are military.
Though appropriate for combat, when
applied to mine clearance, this model
is inefficient, nor economical, stifling
ro local initiative and adaptation, and
slow ro respond to new or newly-discovered beneficiary needs. Experimentation is directed from above, innovation must run a gauntlet of policies
and doctrines, and local responses to
local co nditions must pass through
levels of bureaucratic filters.
Furthermore, most projects suffer all the typical problems of systems
with third-parry fundin g. A handful
of distant age ncies disburse most
demining money, so these donors
(plus army headquarters when the
deminers are acrive-dury soldiers) become the projects' true clients; the

people living in mine-infested areas are
simply powerless beneficiaries. Priorities of donors and national officials
often crump rhe needs of de miners and
mined communities.
Accountability is the reason usually given for bureaucratic structures,
but small spending for actual
demining is the reality, irrespective of
justification for high overhead. The
Bosnia Mine Action Center, despite
eno rmous spending since 1995, has
nor even finished its preliminary task
of mapping all mine fields, much less
accomplished sizable clearance. Even
mine fields around Sarajevo remain
unmarked, a fact that was tragically
proven last year when two children
were killed instantly and a third died
slowly within earshot of her parents
whi le Norwegian People's A id
deminers tried frantically to rescue her.
H owever, with more than 3,000 personnel, CMAC cleared only 10 sq km
per year our of some 3,500 affected
square kilometers.
W hen accountability is de-emphasized ro allow greater efficiency,
however, abuses occur. The U ni ted
Nations for years praised CMAC as a
model of effectiveness and
"susrainability." Recent exposure of
nepotism , ineffi ciency and misfeasance in CMAC (specifically, the clearing of land for the commercial use of
former Khmer Rouge officers) led to
funding cutoffs and contraction. Some
who have worked with LAO-UXO in
Laos allege that it would collapse without expatriate advisers. LAO-UXO
may be more robust than that, but an
exodus of expatriates would likely
cause foreig n donors to lose co nfidence, causing LAO-UXO to shut
down from lack of funds.
A recent U.N. policy review, noting the prevalence of "poor management compounded by inappropriate
and unsupporrive U.N. administrative
and budgetary mechanisms, lack of
forward planning and disputed lines
of authority," recommended that the

U ni ted Nations "not be involved in the
direct implementation of mine action
acrivi ties." 1
Even the most efficient programs
are expensive. Total monthly expenses
for the Afghanistan Mine Action Program, for example, run $800 (U.S.)
p er deminer, only $ 150 of which is
actual wages; the rest is equipmem,
transport, food accommodations, insurance, medical support, etc. Total
costs for the program's five expatriate
supervisors reach $250,000 each. 2 The
unfortunate result of all these factors
is that clearance costs more than most
agricultural land is worth. This eliminates one of the most powerful incentives for investing in demining- the
lure of positive returns on investments.
Private landowners will not invest in
land clearance unless rhey expect to
make a profit in order to support their
families. Likewise, a government ministry in a poo r country will no t invest
in clearing large areas if it cannot expeer positive net revenues, even considering the economic and social value
of avoiding injuries and deaths. It must
invest irs limited funds in growth and
development, no t simply spend in
ways that may produce net reductions
in collective economic well being.
Improvements in Planning
Demining

T he picture is not entirely dismal.
Coordination between military and
civilian organizations has improved,
and the United Nations has responded
to critiques by beginning to focus on
the coordination among, rather than
the actual operations of, NGO s.
Additionally, in an attempt to
march needs with available resources,
demining planners now apply triage
to lands (i.e., prioritize them according to risk and necessity and authorize "treatment" acco rding to these
priorities). Obviously, acure threats
such as min ed schoolyards and water
sources are treated immediately even
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at great cost. Ideally, public infrastructure and rransportation are cleared
next, then private infrastructure and
productive lands, and finally low-value
lands such as pastures and wastelands.
The desired treatments for these
various levels of need have evolved into
three accepted risk-reduction "treatment levels." From the top, Level3 is
complete clearing (the most expensive), akin to acute care; Level2 is demarcation of mine field perimeters
(meant to put mined land in a safe
holding pattern while making the
unmined surrounding land available);
and Level 1 is an aspirin-like treatment, generating general location data
and impact information for planning
purposes, accompanied by mine
awareness training that is often ineffective.
Unfortunately, funds are too limited in many cases even to clear the
most critical areas, much less mark
mine fields to keep people safely out.
Even when funds are ava ilable, the
middle level of care is largely unattainable because Level 2 surveys apply the
same labor-intensive techniques used
for clearance itself, which is very expensive, especially in densely vegetated
areas.
In order to make serious headway,
overall performance must increase dramatically without expecting increased
public funding. T he challenge is enormous, and responsible agencies must
go beyond easy fixes-they must make
substantial changes in their organizatio n and procedures and bring along
do nors and affected constituencies in
both mined and donor countries.
Getting started requires three
strategic responses:
• adopting the utilitarian publicheal th philosophy,
• immediady implementing measures to improve perfo rmance within
existing institutional constraints,
• providing a several -year effort
to create systemic flexibility, improve

...
options and transition demining institutions towards a true public-health
demining system.
The Ut1l1tanan Approach to
Reducing Societal Threat

Notwithstanding the humane
concern underlying all public-health
programs, economic rationality and
practicality govern attacks on everything from typhus epidemics to airplane crashes because it is impossible
to protect everyone completely in a
world with finite resources.
To end a typhus epidemic, for
example, officials divide funds and efforts among acute care, programs of
prevention and behavioral change, and
construction of sanitation infrastructure. Similarly, to reduce airplane accidents, officials simultaneously promote safety in design, manufacture
and operation. Attempting to eradicate all flies that carry typhus at the
expense of other variables would be an
ineffective (and Sisyphean) strategy, as
would spending all available funds to
build a "perfect" airplane while leaving flight operations unregulated. In
both cases, working to eliminate a
single risk factor results in more deaths
than a strategy of risk reduction that
is optimized but incomplete.
Striving to achieve a perfect solution for a single aspect of public-health
problems wastes resources. The fundamental premise is that the whole
population is better off (i.e., stays
healthier and lives longer) if all people
are protected to some degree than if a
few are protected completely. Instead
of focusing resources on a small portion of the population, public-health
workers apply a significant proportion
of their resources in a relatively thin
layer over large groups, perhaps even
entire populations.
So it should be with demining.
Every day, people and livestock stray
into unmarked and unfenced mine
fields, and every day, dozens of people

succumb to the odds they face there.
Reducing aggregate threat levels (i.e.,
reducing the odds of encountering a
mine in all populated areas) would
reduce death and injury more than the
present practice of expending almost
all resources on eliminating mines
completely in only a few places. This
method would also contribute more
to economic development, political
stability and tax generation.
Public-health programs a nd
methodologies vary considerably by
disease and social setting. Some methods are primarily epidemiologicalidentifYing causes. Others are sociological; (e.g., working to change hygiene habits) or public-works-oriented
(building sanitary water and sewage
systems to interrupt disease cycles). All
programs share two goals: 1. to implement the most effective strategic attack on the epidemic, in order to stop
it in irs tracks and turn it around, and
2. to maximize effectiveness per dollar invested.
Not coincidentally, the second
goal flows from the first. Good public-health programs exploit the weaknesses of their disease adversaries and
reinvent themselves as they confront
new conditions. Using tools from the
fields of ep idemiology, economics,
sociology and political science, among
others, programs analyze nor only the
disease but also the social and technical advantages and impediments faced
in the struggle against disease.
Public-health officials are not magicians but pragmatists. They attempt
to maximize organizational effectiveness and optimize use of available resources in order to minimize aggregate
death and injury. This requires constantly analyzing and tinkering with
organ izational functioning; developing, resting and refining improvemems;
integrating new technologies; and continually attending to stakeholders at all
levels. Ignoring any single element
threatens optimization efforts.
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A Public-Health Approach
Immediate Practical Measures:
mproving Performance Within
:Xisting Constraints3

Years of deminer debates and
complaints prompt the following suggestions:
• Measure efficiently. Funding
agencies increasingly understand that
the true measures of demining efficacy
are reduced casualty rates and increased land available for safe use.
Emphasis on mines cleared, in contrast, penalizes Level 2 surveys while
rewarding the clearance of unimportant mine fields that are dense.
• Freely share approaches, methods
and knowledge. Successful companies
and NGOs have expert knowledge;
they should be included in planning.
Voluntary standards and free exchange
of information, though messy, will
stimulate cooperation across the spectrum of demining organizations.
• Promote local civilian involvement in prioritizing and scheduling.
Program managers believe, understandably, that they know how to set
up demining projects best. However,
local residents are the experts on many
local matters. There is no substitute
for eliciting unmediated local knowledge and preferences on such issues as
the relative values of land.
• Attack Level 2 surveying with a
vengeance. Level2 surveys only require
that the mine fields be detected and
marked. Mechanical detonators are
more than adequate for this task.
Combining detection and confirmation (an explosion denotes both), mechanical detonators allow quick area
coverage without exposing personnel
to danger, thus increasing survey speed
while reducing cost. (This topic will
be addressed at length in a companion article in the next issue of this journal.4) Because dogs are difficult to deploy ubiquitously, they should be used
as complements to detonators in order to increase the total area surveyed.

• Emphasize tooth, not tail. Funding agencies need to remember that
reporting does not clear mines. While
accountability and unbiased measures
of success are necessary, data gathering and reporting should be secondary to aiding deminers in the field.
Demining teams can be trained to
collect and submit data in the ordinary course of their activities. Bureaucratic operations must not swallow
project budgets.
• Encourage and reward innovation. If their thoughtfulness is taken
seriously, local personnel will feel more
responsible for and committed to
projects.
• Procure equipment that is right
for the conditions. The "toolbox" idea
that ma ny different technologies
should be developed and deployed for
different conditions is honored more
in the breach chan in the practice.
Rich-country military R&D has produced rich-country military machines.
Building wonderful machines that
deminers cannot afford ro buy and
maintain is of little help. Successful
technologies optimize price, utility and
operating cost within the socioeconomic circumstances of a country's use.
Because labor is relatively cheap and
capital is expensive in d eveloping
countries, preferred equipment may be
different from that favored in the developed world. 5 National inventories
should allow deminers ready access to
the best detector for the soil and logistical conditions they face, and remoreconrrol brush cutters should be made
widely available in order to speed up
one of the slowest steps in demining.
Transition of Institutions:
Relaxing Constraints and
Enhancing Adaptive Response

In the longer term, to better enhance economic rationality, it is possible to vary organizational fundamentals such as:

• Decentralize and adopt appropriate civilian management and methods.
Centralization is often justified by the
low sophistication of local personnel.
Advanced training and education of
local employees could remedy this,
though initial expense would increase.
The organizational model for public
projects should migrate towards small
teams that can operate quasi-independently and foster team spirit. Field
workers could then assume more responsibility, thereby reducing management and coordination burdens.
• Improve regulatory oversight. Independent organizations, whether
public or private, should be contracted
for quality assurance and funded w rhe
level required to assure quality regulatory oversight and public confidence.
(Terra Segura International, the corporate author of this article, has developed a phased turnkey pilot project
implementing this concept.) One byproduct will be greater transparency,
reducing the likelihood of serious trespasses.
• Digitally link goods and services
across complementary industries. Mines
are intensely local problems, bur support and resources for their clearance
are global. Electronic management of
demining goods and services and acquisition through organizations that
possess logical relationships with the
mine problem can increase efficiency
while bearing new resources.
• Promote the growth ofmine-clearance markets. The salvation of mined
countries will truly begin when the
private sector starts investing to
remediare mined lands as a way to capture revenues from use. The above
measures will create conditions for the
safe growth of local land remediation
markets. International insti tutions
working through microcredit lenders
can help capitalize local demining contractors, as well as make grants and
loans to their customers. As costs fall,
more pnvate demining teams will

spring up, enhancing competition,
innovation, differentiation and specialization. Demand for demining services will grow as it becomes profitable to reclaim more and more land,
and more private capital will flow into
clearing. International and governmental agencies will be able to shift
their primary focus to regulation, quality assurance and economic developmenr, benefiting victims and poor
landholders.
Conclusion: The Larger Benefits
of a Public-Health Approach

In mined countries, poverty is the
rule, and devastation is both cause and
effect. Most land has low economic
value relative to land in rich countries,
and expected revenues are small. This
makes most demining economically
irrational and therefore unsustainable.
Mine clearance depends on philanthropy, a funding stream that is presently inadequate and possibly subject
to erosion. Changing this picture will
require careful but dramatic action.
Better humanitarian demining is
justifiable on the basis of faster casuairy reductions at lower cost. Bur the
benefits go far beyond this. As
demining costs fall and investments in
land remediation increase, economic
activity of all kinds will recover and
expand. The result will be more prosperity and political stability, reduced
reliance on economic assistance, fewer
economic causes of conflict, and less
need for foreign military interference
and peacekeeping. •
This article is based on a paper Mr. Wolf
presented to rhe UXO/Counrermine Forum, New
Orleans, April 9-12, 200 I .
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FIXOR whereas some commercial "instantaneous" detonators have demonstrated initiation time scarrer-3.

Conclusions and Comments

After extensive trials, the MREL Group
Focused Energy Attack Configuration
of Companies formed a number of concluThe focused energy arrack configura- sions about the use and effectiveness of
tion involves filling the FIXOR completely FIXOR. These include the following:
with FIXOR Explosive, which can en hance
• When using a detonating cord to inithe performance of an individual FIXOR by tiate detonation of FIXOR, the end of the
"topping-up" the container with rhe explo- cord should be tied into a "Uii" knot (simisive from another FIXOR. This action in- lar to a hangman's knot) with at least six curns • Figure 5 FIXOR liquid and FIXOR powder.
creases the net explosive weight from 400 g in it to ensure detonation. The distance from
(0.9 lb.) to approximately 500 g (1.1 lb.) the end of the detonator (or from the end of irs status as an effective measure against danper FIXO R. One FIXOR can be used to top- the Uli knot in the detonating cord) to the gerous mines and UXO. •
up four other FIXORs by m ixing five top of the FIXOR cap should be marked by
FIXORs and using one to fill up the other the demi ner at a length of nine em to ensure Acknowledgements
four. To enhance the performance of the proper placement inside FIXOR.
topped-up FIXOR, point the bottom of
• When the simultaneous detonation of The aurhors wish to express their sincere gratitude to
FIXOR towards the target and use the multiple FIXORs is required for a particu- the management and staff of the Canadian Cemre for
shaped charge or Monroe effect from the lar demining task, the deminer should not Mine Action Technologies (CCMAT ) and t he Defense
Research Establishment Suffield for their field trials
bot tom end of F IXOR. Two or more rely upon the timing accuracy of multiple of the effectiveness of FIXOR for demining and for
FIXORs can be used to focus the energy on electric or n on-electric detonators-even if UXO neutralization. The authors also express their
hardened targets.
the detonators are "zero" delay detonators. gratitude to UNMIK/MACC, CCKFOR/NCE and
CCKFOR/OC for their efforts in coordinating the
It is preferable ro use a piece of VIi-knotted fi eld trials of FIXO R in Kosovo. The authors express
Neutralization ofTargets
detonating cord in each of the FIXORs and their gratitude to the EOD community of the USAF,
in itiate the lengths of detonating cord simul- USMC, United States and USN for trials conducted
T he following targets have been neu- taneously with one detonator. A "sensitized" at Nellis AFB, Fort Campbell and Blossom Point.
tralized using selected variations of the above detonating cord, which is comprised of an
attack configurations:
appropriate strength detonator crimped to References
the end of the cord, can also be
I. Fried, Lawrence J. , CHEETAH 2.0, Lawrence
AT Mines:
APMines:
used in place of a knotted decoLivermore National Laboratory ( 1999).
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VS50
nating cord.
2. Cooper, Paul W, Explosives Engineering, VCH
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Ml 6
Publishers, NY (1996).
• When attacki ng larger,
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TMA-5
PMA-1
105 and 155 mm HE Artillery • The FIXOR1 "' name is rhe sole property of MREL
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PMA-2
Rounds
or a Mk 82 500 lb. bomb, Specialty Explosive Products Lim ired.
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40 mm HE round, BLU 97 submunirion, LUU-II flare,
FIXORs deployed against the Contact Information
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1555 Sydenham Road
dures (SOP) for the neutralization of the
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above mines and UXO can be found ar the that FIXOR is an effective method for neu- Canada
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rica and in Southeast Asia.
transport and storage. These factors add ro Website: http://www.mrel.com
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2 Die in Ukraine Due to WWII Shell Blast

ICRC Promotes Mine Awareness in Russian Republics

Two people t rying ro disassemble an artillery shell they found
in a forest in eastern Ukraine were killed when the shell accidentally exploded. The Emergency Situations Ministry released a statement saying it is unclear why the two were dismantling the explosive. A search of the surrounding area revealed 62 more shells.

The International Committee of rhe Red Cross (ICRC) has
begun taking steps to increase mine awareness in such areas as
Ingushetia, North Ossetia, Kabardino-Balkaria and Southern Russia. In Ingushetia, the ICRC has initiated a "mine awareness
programme," with the hopes of informing internally displaced
persons (IDPs) of the dangers associated with landmines and reaching them basic guidelines on lowering their risk for accidents. The
focus of their campaign has been giving presentations to children
and printing leaflets to distribute to adults.

Handicap International Helps Clear Mines in Congo
Led by American independent mine clearing consultant Tony
Allen, a ream from Handicap International is running a four-man
mine-clearing operation in Kisangani, Congo requested by rhe
United Nations. Kisangani has been the center of a number of
conflicts in recent years. The job will nor be easy, as the city is
practically inaccessible by road and demining is surrounded by an
air of mistrust. After the initial mine removal, the ream hopes that
the people will be able ro maintain continued efforts on their own.

Canadian Sculptors Turn Weapons into Art

T hree British soldiers ran over a mine near the Kosovo border in their armored vehicle. One soldier was killed, while the other
two suffered mild injuries. KFOR, the peacekeeping force, said
that it was not apparent whether the mine was laid recently or
left over from the conflict in 1998-99.

Sandra Bromley and Wallis Kendal of Edmonton spent five
years creating a memorial to all forms of violence as a tribute to
victims and survivors worldwide. First appearing publicly in 2000,
it was created from 8000 deactivated weapons-everything from
brass knuckles to AP mines to antique firearms-donated by numerous countries including Russia, Ireland, Nicaragua, Bosnia,
Jamaica, Spain and South Africa. The 5000-kg artwork, entitled
The Art of Peacemaking-The Gun Sculpture, resembles a prison
cell in its cubic form. The piece is currently on display in Ottawa's
Canadian War Museum and will soon be transported ro the United
Nations in New York.

Dolphins Aid Navy in Finding Mines

Sri Lanka Landmine Blast Kills 17 Sailors, Wounds 19

The U.S. Navy is implementing a mine-hunter program that
trains dolphins to search for mines planted in shallow water. The
program is still in the experimental stages, bur participants are
optimistic about where it's headed.
Two teams of dolphins hailing from San Diego's Navy Marine Mammal Program found over I 00 mines in a recent weeklong
exercise. The dolphins search a wide area near the shore, then come
up and give their handlers a signal that means either they found
something or the area is clear. If something is found, the dolphin
is sent back with a mine detonation simulator.

On May 24, a bus carrying sailors hit a landmine in the eastern district ofTrincomalee. The bus was taking them to central
Sri Lanka so that the sailors could go on leave. At least 17 sailors
were killed and 19 injured, many in serious condition.

One Soldier Killed, Two Injured by Mine in Kosovo

Malaysian Military Engineers Destroy All of Country's AP Mines
In January, Malaysia became the first country in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) to become landmine
free since the signing of the M ine Ban Treaty. The country's entire stockpile-totaling over 94,000 API.r-was destroyed at a remote m ilitary firing range. The destruction rook about 12 days,
and this q uick elimination of the weapons signified that Malaysia
fully supportS the Mine Ban Treaty. No live APLs were kept, not
even for military training purposes, as the country believes that
explosive mines are not necessary to train troops.

Somali Refugees Training from United Nations
The United Nations is giving landmine awareness training to
Somali refugees living in camps in Djibouti. The goal is to reduce
landmine/UXO injuries and fatalities once people return home.
Selected refugees are taught to train others in mine awareness to
spread the knowledge of avoiding mine-related danger. The trainers expect to reach about 500 refugees per camp, per week.

Young Cuban Triggers Landmine near US Naval Base at
Guantanamo
On June 5, 200 l, a 19-year-old military man of Santiago de
Cuba stepped on a landmine while attempting to reach the US
Naval Base in Guantanamo, Cuba. The explosion severed both his
legs and his testicles. He was taken to the intensive care unit at the
Provincial Hospital ofGuantanamo. In 1999, the US declared that
irs mine fields had been cleared from the area, bur Cuban mines
still remain.

